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Introduction
Chris Roberts stated that the Star Citizen persistent universe is going to be “the best damn space
sim” ever. In this space sim, players will be given unprecedented freedom to do whatever they want.
Many online games block certain behaviour to balance gameplay and prevent inter-player harm
and grieving. The developers of Star Citizen take a different approach. Players are not blocked from
harming each other but they will face the consequences of their actions by means of criminal
prosecution (leading to crime stats, fines and/or prison sentences). There are few games, if any, in
which a player can be sent to prison for killing another player. Players won’t be blocked from
carrying and firing lethal weapons in safe zones, but the UEE will respond accordingly.
By providing players with virtually limitless possibilities and the implementation of a legal system to
balance/influence player behaviour, CIG developers entered the uncharted territory of in-game
criminal law. The law system as currently implemented (at the time of writing: Alpha 3.10) already
has a complexity rarely seen before. And the future plans are ever more detailed and complex.
In providing freedom and a law system that ‘evaluates’ player behaviour, many questions rise that
are yet to be answered. What happens – for example - when you fly about in your Hammerhead
and suddenly a turret operator starts shooting at someone? Who is to blame? Is there a collective
blame of the pilot and the turret operator? Does it differ if the pilot keeps the Hammerhead within
firing range of the target? How will the law system distinguish between borrowing, joy riding and
stealing a ship? How can you legally hire a contractor to transfer your Ballista to another planet?
What happens if that contractor misappropriates your Ballista? How can we organize boxing
matches, friendly dog fights or buggy derbies without the UEE police arresting all contestants?
What’s the difference between visiting and trespassing, and how will the law address that? How can
we distinguish between accidental collisions and intentional ramming?
These are just a few questions that require some thought on the development of the law system.
This Lawmaker’s Guide to the Galaxy aims to provide that thought. To discuss the implementation
of a criminal law system in a computer game, I will analyse the very fundamentals of real life law
systems and discuss whether these fundamentals are also be applicable (and if so, how) to Star
Citizen law.
Who am I to do so? I am Luovicii (that’s my online handle) and I am a criminal defence lawyer in
Amsterdam. In my studies and career I’ve spent due time studying the fundamentals of law, resulting
in numerous papers and principle cases on criminal law. I studied law at the University of Amsterdam
in the Netherlands and finished a major in International Criminal law and Human Rights at the
University of Toronto in Canada. I have concluded my studies with a Master (LL.M) in criminal law
and have been practicing as a criminal law attorney ever since. I hope that my views can contribute
to a discussion on the legal system and provide some views that developers could take into account.
Please note that English is not my first language, and I apologise in advance for any
grammar/spelling errors.
So here it goes: A Lawmakers Guide to the Galaxy
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1. The purpose of criminal law
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Why do societies have criminal law?
For this paper, I’ll use the following definition of criminal law:
‘Criminal law is a set of rules made by an authority which legally enables the punishment of
subjects for a range of behaviour’.
As a start I want to ask the question as to why societies have such a system at all.
Criminal law has been guiding mankind for centuries. In the oldest recordings of human societies,
there have been notions of some kind of criminal enforcement.1 Of course there are societies
thinkable without criminal law, but in today’s world virtually all societies have some form of criminal
law system. So, why?
There are several aims or purposes of criminal law, and extend to which they are implemented differ
around the world. Some societies are more oriented towards retribution, others are more focused
on the rehabilitation of convicts. Notwithstanding these differences, there are common views on the
general purposes of criminal law:2

Changing behaviour: preventive effect of criminal law
In general, criminal law aims to change human behaviour. Legislators assume that, by threatening
with penalties, people will be less likely to commit unwanted behaviour. This is called the preventive
effect of criminal law and its effectiveness has been proven in several studies.3 Not everybody but
demonstrably a significant amount of people are less likely to commit acts as soon as they are
criminalised. Luckily, however, people also abide by the law not because of fear of the penalty but
because they believe it is just and wouldn’t commit the behaviour regardless of its criminalisation.

Retribution
A second purpose of criminal law is retribution: an eye for an eye. Punishing those who committed
crimes meets a basic desire of a society to add suffering to wrongdoers. Retribution has to be
distinguished from ‘restoration’ which aims to restore harm that has been done (for example, by
financial compensation). Restoration is not an aspect of criminal law, but of Tort law (see the
paragraph on ‘tort law’ in chapter 6: criminal law versus private law). Retribution is merely aimed at
adding suffering to wrongdoers and it appeals to the most basic emotions in humans. Even in
computer games, players sometimes spend a significant amount of recourses (or even real money)
just to avenge the actions of another player.4 Humans, both in real life and in game, can go to great
lengths to avenge the harm that is done to them. State-enforced retribution aims to both legitimise

1

prof. Jerome Hall, General Principles of Criminal law, second edition, The Lawbook Exchange Ltd. Clark, New
Jersey, 2005. P. 30.
2
Other view: https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/criminal-law/.
3
The effectiveness of penalizing behavior is often debated. Although on an individual level criminal law
could be ineffective, the effectiveness on an entire society has been scientifically proven. See for example:
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/gov_glance-2015-65en.pdf?expires=1593558724&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=A8F535DBE3EE5A7CE990BE923EBA26D0.
4
https://www.pcgamer.com/eve-online-pilot-places-a-75000-bounty-on-rivalalliance/#:~:text=In%20what%20might%20be%20the,notorious%20alliances%20from%20their%20territory.
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and proportionalise retribution. It also centralises retribution, and with that it tries to prevent peer
citizens from engaging in a never-ending battle of retribution, because ultimately, an eye for an eye
leaves the whole world blind.

Rehabilitation
Another purpose of criminal law is rehabilitation. With the principle of rehabilitation legislators
assume that not all convicted persons are evil in se, and that they could restrain from further
unwanted behaviour with some help from society. In order to prevent recidivism, a lot of societies
offer parole, in-prison-education, mental health programmes, family council, and several voluntary
or non-voluntary social programmes to convicts.

Offer a fair trail
In countries that are governed according to the theory of the Rule of Law,5 criminal law also aims
to provide a fair trial and fair punishment for all members of society. According to the theory of the
Rule of Law, criminal law must set rules of procedure and evidence, for example rules on defence,
witness hearings, maximum penalties, etc. Having these rules of procedure aims to minimize the
persecution and conviction of innocent members of a society. A law system that is successful in
minimising decisions that are deemed unjust enjoys a bigger support base in society.6 A system of
fair trial can also prevent feelings of discrimination of minorities within a society. Lastly, a law system
that is considered fair by large parts of a society causes legitimisation for punishment. It strengthens
the belief that the peer citizens who are locked up actually deserved it. A common warden could
sleep better at night when he/she believes that all his/her prisoners had a fair trial and received a
fair punishment.

Deciding who is to blame
Closely related to offering a fair trial, another important purpose of criminal law is to decide who is
to blame for crimes that are committed. Criminal law aims to provide a final answer on the question
who committed the crime. Likewise, it also states who isn’t to blame. When a suspect is acquitted
of committing a crime, he/she is to be relieved from blame and consequences.

5

Basically all countries with a legal system have adopted the Rule of Law to some extent. The World Justice
project makes a yearly index of country rank on their adaptation of the rule of law. See the link below for
the 2020 index.
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/gov_glance-2015-65en.pdf?expires=1593558724&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=A8F535DBE3EE5A7CE990BE923EBA26D0.
6
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/justice_scoreboard_2018_en.pdf.
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Criminal law in a computer game
So, what is the purpose of criminal law in a computer game?
The purpose of criminal law in a computer game doesn’t differ much to that of real life. All of the
purposes analogously apply (to some extent) to a computer game like Star Citizen.
Most importantly, a good criminal law system offers the developers of Star Citizen a means to
influence the behaviour of players (the preventive effect of criminal law). With a set of rules and
penalties the CIG developers can, for example balance lawful vs. unlawful gameplay and battle
grieving. I’m pretty sure that the implementation of parking tickets significantly reduced the amount
of landing pads that are being blocked.
With a law system, the CIG developers can ‘govern’ their universe. Of course other MMO’s are also
governed by their developers. In common MMO’s however, the developers govern their in-game
world by merely using safe-zones. Safe zones generally entirely disable players’ abilities to hurt one
another (or NPCs for that matter). Some games use systems like opt-in or opt-out PvP (or time
scheduled PvP).7 All these types of governing however entirely disable the possibility of players
committing certain behaviours. This is a very restrictive and limiting solution for influencing player
behaviour. There are also games that use less restrictive, slightly more complex mechanics of
governing like allowing PvP anywhere but offer protection by neutral NPC guards.8 Other games
allow players to rent/hire/enslave NPCs for protection around their base/property.9 I’ve also seen
games that rely on player clans to protect solo players or small groups.10 There are also games with
(almost) no restrictions or limits to PvP-damage at all.11
These mechanics sometimes work fine but sometimes they’re game breaking and subsequently lead
to a big drop in active players.12 I think it’s safe to assume that no game developer wants their player
base to drop. To ensure that as much players as possible enjoy a game, and stay playing it, a
developer therefore must use some form of governing (although some games with absolute
anarchy are enjoyable to some of us).
Star Citizen could of course use one of the time-proven governing mechanics like safe zones or
opt-in PvP. While safe zones like no-fly areas and armistice zones work fine for the current alpha
(3.9 at the time of writing), they will eventually disappear.13
In the world Chris Roberts envisioned, players are free to do whatever they want. Players will not be
physically restricted to do something. Players are able to do anything, but will face consequences
of their actions. In other words: players will be influenced to restrain from certain behaviour but are
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Conan: exiles, GTA V online, Red Dead redemption online, Ark: survival evolved
Eve: online, Rust
9
Conan: exiles
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ATLAS, Last Oasis
11
Rust
12
This happened to Last Oasis:
https://store.steampowered.com/news/?appids=903950&appgroupname=Last+Oasis&feed=steam_commu
nity_announcements.
13
Experiments started in Alpha 3.11.
8
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still capable to do so. This allows for more immersive and complex types of gameplay. With a system
of security, body scanning and law enforcement to prevent players carrying weapons in certain
areas, the game now allows for several complex types of gameplay like smuggling weapons and
secretly assassinating someone in a dark back alley. This wouldn’t be possible in a game where the
use of weapons is simply disabled in certain areas.
Also, a more complex law system allows for better balancing options. Instead of the mere choice
between enabling/disabling, the developers of Star Citizen can now tweak the law system to tune
for the best result.
In fact, as the complexity of games (slowly) approaches that of the real world, the governing
methods cannot stay behind. In common classic MMO’s, player (inter)actions are very limited: a
player can buy, sell, kill, heal, trade, traverse and sometimes build and harvest, but that’s it. As games
get more complex the options for gameplay expand drastically. Now there are games with complex
chain economies including real time stock markets.14 There are games with multi-layered property
insurance,15 large scale group interactions, politics and even player owned banking systems to
stabilize currency.16 These worlds cannot be governed by just adding a no-kill-safe-zone. Safe zones
do not prevent insurance fraud. You cannot prevent third party theft or embezzlement with opt-in
PvP. If a game strives for a system where ships can be owned by one player but the cargo can be
owned by another, you’ll need a complex set of rules and mechanics that allow for such gameplay,
and simultaneously prevent exploits and grieving of that gameplay. In a system where landing pads
are non-instanced and players are allowed take off and land manually, you’ll need some effective
tool to force players to leave a landing pad.
In short, to allow an in-game complexity like Chris Robert’s vision, the game needs a law system
that is as complex as the game itself. That would – in my opinion – be the main purpose of criminal
law in a computer game. The other purposes of criminal law (retribution, fair trial, settling blame)
are of subordinate importance. The purpose of rehabilitation is something that can be neglected in
a computer game.
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2. Elements of criminal liability
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What is a criminal offence, and why?
In the previous chapter, I’ve addressed the purpose of criminal law, and why a game like Star Citizen
requires a law system. Implementing a law system with fines and prison sentences in a computer
game is uncharted territory, at least at the scale CIG intents to. In the real world however, law is as
old as society and there’s been spent due time researching and tweaking it. So there is some
knowledge that can be of use for implementing the law system in Star Citizen.
In this Lawmaker’s guide to the Galaxy, I will address the very fundamental elements of a criminal
law system and discuss whether these fundaments are also applicable to the Star Citizen Universe.
By doing this, some issues and questions will come up, for which I’ll suggest some practical solutions.
There are also some legal doctrines that I highly recommend to implement in the game.

Common principles of criminal law
Where physics and maths are universal, law isn’t. Law is a product of humanity and therefore it is
flawed. Law systems also differ a lot depending on the society that wrote the law. There are,
however, common principles that can be found in almost any criminal law system, in any time in
recent history. These principles are tied to human behaviour and our basic understanding of logic.17
In its basis, criminal law governs human behaviour. It distinguishes non-tolerated behaviour from
any other behaviour. But not the other way around. After all, criminal law only states what is not
allowed. Criminal law therefore is a blacklisted system.

The nulla poena principle
The blacklisted system is part of the principle of nulla poena sine lege (literal translation: no
punishment without law). The nulla poena principle is deemed one of the most “widely held valuejudgements in the entire history of human thought”.18
The nulla poena principle also states that a rule must be: written, clear, exact and only be applicable
after proper publication of the law (no retroactivity). In other words: a common civilian must be able
to read, understand and foresee the boundaries of what behaviour constitutes a criminal offence.
During the Second World War, the Third Reich forced occupied countries to mark as a criminal
offence: “anything that by healthy public opinion is deemed criminal”.
“‘Bestraft wird, we reine Tat begeht, die das Gesetz für strafbar erklärt oder die nach
dem Grundgedanken eines Strafgesetzes un nach gesundem Volksempfinden
Bestrafung verdient.”
This law is so ambiguous, non-exact and non-clear, that anything could be considered a
criminal offence. Judges were basically free to convict whomever they wanted for whatever

17

For those interested: J. Rawls, A theory of Justice, Princeton, 1972, is a really good read on this. Chapter: A
thin theory of the good. Also see, M. Nussbaum, Frontiers of Justice, Harvard, 2006.
18
Justice Scalia in Rogers v. Tennessee, citing J. Hall, General Principles of Criminal Law 59 (2d ed. 1960).
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they wanted. After the capitulation of the Third Reich, this law was immediately removed due
to inapplicability with the nulla poena principle.19

What’s on the blacklist
In contrary to the virtually undisputed principle of nulla poena, the decision on what behaviour
should be blacklisted is one of permanent debate. One would be able to legally carry a lethal
weapon on one side of a border, whilst being imprisoned for carrying that same weapon on the
other side. In some societies women are prosecuted for showing their breasts in public, which
prosecution would be considered ridiculous by some other societies, whilst in yet another part of
the world women are arrested for showing any skin at all. There is thus no single answer to the
questions: what is a crime?

Elements of criminal liability
Comparative criminal law is the field of study dedicated to examine the different criminal law systems
around the world. An interesting finding of comparative criminal law is that - although law systems
differ a lot - the fundamental elements for criminal liability are pretty much the same anywhere you
go. These are elements that are tied to common logic and our fundamental understanding of blame.
They are so fundamental to what we consider as ‘a crime’ that these elements are also considered
as requirements for criminal liability.
These are the fundamental elements of criminal liability:*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The requirement of harm
The requirement of a victim
The requirement of human behaviour
The requirement of causation
The requirement of mens rea (guilty mind)
The requirement of unlawfulness
*There are different ways to categorize these elements. In common law countries, the
requirement of ‘human behaviour’ is called ‘actus reus’ and also encompasses causation. The
basic elements however do not significantly differ.

In the upcoming paragraphs, I will discuss these elements and research whether they would also be
applicable to the in-game law system of the Star Citizen persistent universe.

19

[Dutch source]: Groenhuijsen, M. S. (2000). Het Besluit Buitengewoon Strafrecht (1943) en het
legaliteitsbeginsel in strafzaken.
[English source]: https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/law-and-justice-in-the-third-reich.
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The requirement of harm
One of the most basic elements of criminal responsibility is the cause of harm to an object or entity.
Without harm, there is no criminal offence.
Harmless crimes
Sometimes people talk about harmless (or victimless crimes), but that’s a legal contradiction:
if there is no harm, there is no crime. In criminal law there must always be harm. Money
laundering for example, is considered to cause harm to the society as a whole (for enabling
crime, for not paying taxes etc.), even though no individual is directly harmed by the crime.
Some people say that selling drugs is a harmless crime, but in countries that prohibit drugs
these drugs are considered to harm society or public health.
At a basic level, harm is entirely subjective. Anything that inflicts some sort of feeling that the victim
considers as a ‘negative’ (or any feeling that a victim generally prefers to prevent) can be considered
as harm. Harm can thus be anything: from punching someone to causing nausea due to having a
bad odour.
It is safe to say that having a bad breath is considered annoying by some people but generally
doesn’t lead to criminal prosecution. Some people are sincerely offended by another person’s
haircut but there are not a lot of people arrested for their haircut (although having not one of the
allowed pre-set haircuts is reportedly a criminal offence in North Korea)20.
When a victim considers him/herself to be harmed, it doesn’t mean that something criminal has
happened. The lawmakers of a society must choose which specific harms to apply a criminal offence
to and which harms can be considered legal.

Criminal harm
Modern societies still have very different approaches to what is to be considered criminal harm.
Choosing what harm should be prevented by making it a crime is thus a political question and not
a legal question. It highly depends on the morals of a society.
The set purposes of criminal law can be of interest in the decision to criminalise behaviour or not.
Societies can decide that some unwanted behaviour is better solved with other means than criminal
law (for example by tort law or administrative law).
Also, criminalising behaviour could have an unwanted social effect that can influence the decision
whether to criminalise behaviour.
For the rest of this guide, ‘harm’ has to be construed as harm that has been marked as a criminal
offence by the legislator.

20

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/08/17/north-korean-fashion-police-crack-banned-haircuts/
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Harm in Star Citizen
However realistic and immersive Star Citizen can be, it still is a computer game. Due to the
disconnection with the real world, consequences of online behaviour can be (but are not necessarily)
different.
Dying – as an obvious example – is less definitive in game, than in real life. In Star Citizen, the death
of a spaceman can cause loss of time, progress and possibly loss of in-game property, but the
character itself will respawn every time (until permanent death). But even after permanent death a
player will be able to continue playing the game.21 To state the obvious: being killed in a computer
game is harmful but not as much as in real life.
In some cases however, the actual harm that can be perceived in game can be equal or even higher
than in real life (I’ve seen pretty fierce reactions to parking violations near Port Olisar).

21

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/comm-link/engineering/12879-death-of-a-spaceman
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The requirement of a victim
Harm is by definition caused to a victim. A victim can be anything. It can be a human, a dog, a
building, the society as a whole or a social entity (like ‘the Imperator’).
Victimless crimes
Sometimes people talk about ‘victimless crimes’, but that’s a legal contradiction: if there is no
victim, there is no crime. Money laundering for example is considered to cause harm to the
society as a whole (fore enabling crime, for not paying taxes, etc.), even though no individual
is directly harmed by the crime.

Who is the victim?
It’s not always clear who the victim of a crime is. It can be questioned – for example – whether
instantly killing a person in his/her sleep causes actual harm to that person (a harm of nonexistence?) or that the crime of killing is considered as harm to the relatives of the murdered person,
or society as a whole (or all of them together). Is destroying a book aimed at the victim called “book”
or at its owner? And what about harming animals, is the victim the animal itself, its owner or both?
Does it differ whether the animal is owned by a human or not?
One thing is sure however, if there is no legal victim, there is no crime.

Waiving prosecution
The protected victim of a crime plays an important role in certain aspects of criminal law. Waiving
prosecution for example can only be done by the legal victim of the law. So a citizen could waive
prosecution for theft since he/she is the legal victim of the crime of theft. That same citizen cannot
waive prosecution for ‘brandishing a deadly weapon’ because that crime is considered to be a crime
against public order. Because that citizen is not the public order, he/she has no right to waive
prosecution for brandishing a deadly weapon. The option and importance of being able to waive
prosecution will be discussed in the paragraph on waiving prosecution by the victim of chapter 5
(compensation for flaws in the law system). Also for the legal doctrine of consent, the protected
victim of a crime plays an important role. This will be discussed in the chapter on Exceptions to
criminal liability in the subparagraph on consent.

What can be a victim?
Not everything can be a legal victim. You can – for example – destroy a free roaming polymer
without being prosecuted whilst destroying a car is considered a crime. The difference: the car (or
probably its owner) is legally considered a victim, a free roaming polymer isn’t. Hence that laws tend
to state that ‘destroying property’ is a crime and not ‘destroying something’ is a crime.

Laws of inertia
An interesting point for crimes involving the infliction of damage is mass inertia. When a person hits
his/her fist against a victim’s face, the face also hits back (with almost equal force) to the fist. When
a bullet is fired at a vehicle, the bullet will also be hit by the vehicle. Some projectiles, like torpedoes,
can be pretty expensive. It would however be ridiculous to prosecute a captain of a ship for
11

‘destroying a missile by being rammed’. The captain of a ship of course had no intention (mens rea)
to destroy the torpedo, but there are good reasons to exclude certain victims from criminal liability
entirely. Ballistic ammunition, missiles and torpedoes for example could for example be excluded as
‘legal victims’ to avoid very complex legal questions about the intention of someone who ‘rammed’
a torpedo. By simply negating damage done to these projectiles, the law system will be relieved of
several burdens.
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The requirement of human involvement
An earthquake can lead to harm of victims, but that generally does not result in the criminal
prosecution of tectonic plates. Bears, mosquitoes and crocodiles can cause serious harm but are
commonly not arrested for harming a victim.22
Considering the purposes of criminal law (see paragraph ‘the purpose of criminal law’), criminal law
is only effective to those it can influence. Locking up bears or tectonic plates doesn’t serve the
purposes of criminal law. Criminal law aims to influence human society (and not plate tectonics) and
therefore it is exclusively aimed at human behaviour.

Alien species
Contrary to the real world (as we currently know it) the Star Citizen Universe includes self-aware
alien species. These species could potentially be influenced by criminal law and thus could be subject
to criminal law. It is up to the lore makers to decide how the UEE responds to crimes committed by
aliens. As for now, it seems probable that any Vanduul ought to be killed on sight, so making criminal
law applicable to the Vanduul species wouldn’t serve any purpose. The Tevarin species however
could be influenced by criminal law (according to lore they have human-like emotions and fears)23
which makes them a potential subject for criminal law, especially since some Tevarin even have
Citizen status.24 Banu, Xi’an and Kr’Thak are autonomous species and probably have their own law
system. Arresting a member of these species for committing crimes on UEE soil could be possible,
but would likely require interspecies politics and treaties.
I’m curious what the lore team will decide on this matter. The current crime of ‘vehicular collision’
(alpha 3.9) contains the phrase: “the negligent operation of one of the involved vehicles by a being
demonstrating a wilful or wanton disregard for safety”. By using the word “being” the developers
might have shown that the law system applies to more than just humans.25

Animals and pets
According to the Kickstarter goals of Star Citizen, pets will be implemented in the game.26 Pets are
generally not direct subjects of criminal law. Pets are not fined or imprisoned because that wouldn’t
serve the purposes of criminal law: arguably we cannot expect pets to change their behaviour by
giving them a fine or by imprisoning them. Humans on the other hand can influence the behaviour
of their pets (assuming that they have control over their pets). For that reason, the behaviour of

22

However, in some cases in the medieval aera, animals were actually prosecuted: Srivastava, Anila. "Mean,
dangerous, and uncontrollable beasts": (March 1, 2007) Mediaeval Animal Trials, Volume 40, issue 1, page
127, Mosaic: A Journal for the Interdisciplinary Study of Literature.
23
https://robertsspaceindustries.com/comm-link/serialized-fiction/17440-Instrument-Of-Surrender-PartOne
24
https://robertsspaceindustries.com/comm-link/spectrum-dispatch/12996-Writers-Guide-Part-Seven
25
MobiGlass, Journal, Jurisdiction: UEE.
26
https://robertsspaceindustries.com/funding-goals
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pets is often attributed to their owners. This is mainly regulated by tort law, which only governs the
reparation of damages and is not criminal law (see the paragraph on tort law).
It is, however, possible to be criminally liable for the behaviour of one’s pet.
In some countries, the owner of a pet can be criminally responsible for crimes committed by
their pets (mostly destruction or battery). In these cases the crimes are considered to be
committed by the owner through their pet. In other cases owners of pets are criminally liable
for the behaviour of their pets, because the harm was caused by mistreatment of the pet
which resulted in aggressive behaviour. There are also cases where humans were criminally
responsible because they failed to prevent their pet to cause harm.
In a computer game, the easy and practical choice might be to attribute the behaviour of a pet
directly to its owner/controller, since it is likely that players will be in direct and full control of their
pets.
NPC crew and other player controlled AI
Players will eventually be able to hire NPC crew members.27 For now it is unclear how this mechanic
will be fleshed out. Depending on how, and to what extent, players can order NPC crew to commit
crimes, the law system could attribute crimes of NPC crew to the player that ordered the crime or
are responsible for behaviour of AI controlled by them.

Acts v. negligence
Human (and/or alien) involvement can be divided in acts and negligence’s:
-

An act can be considered as causing harm by doing something
Negligence can be considered as not preventing harm whilst preventing harm was required

Some behaviour tends to be restricted to either an act or a negligence. Not filing tax returns, for
example, is hard to address as doing something, and killing someone is hard to address as a
negligence.28
Other crimes, however, can be formulated as either an act or a negligence. Lawmakers are then
free to choose how the crime is formulated:
Parking ticket:
a) Staying too long in a parking spot (act)
b) Failure to remove vehicle in time (negligence)
Vehicular hindering:
a) Causing hinder (act)
b) Failure to move aside (negligence)

27

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/comm-link/transmission/13288-multiple-package-clarification
Not preventing someone’s death is commonly considered a different kind of crime with severely lower
penalties.

28
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Crimes as a range of behaviour
Crimes often cover a range of behaviour. This range can sometimes comprise of both acts and
negligences. One could for example resist arrest by harming an officer (act) or by not stowing away
a weapon (negligence).
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The requirement of causation
The fourth element of criminal liability connects the previous three. Only if harm, victim and human
involvement can be connected in a causal relation one could say that a crime has been committed.
A criminal offence thus requires harm of a victim that is caused by human behaviour.
So, how is the cause of harm legally determined?

A definition of legal causation
Legislators, philosophers and judiciaries around the world have been struggling for centuries to set
clear and predictable directives for determining legal causation. They have not succeed. There are
really solid theories on factual causation, but not for legal causation. No matter how hard they tried,
the definition of legal causation is always involves terms like “reasonably close to harm”, “foreseeable
result of an act” or “non-coincidental result of ones’ behaviour” or other ambiguous terms or
phrases. The definition of legal causation always end up with these open ends, which are so
ambiguous that no clear answer to the legal question of causation can be given. Judges are thus
required to decide on a case by case basis whether some behaviour legally caused harm. These
judicial decisions can be highly debatable and are sometimes disputed by large parts of society.
Here are some examples to illustrate the potential difficulty of determining legal causation in criminal
law:
Example 1:
A suspect stabbed a woman in her stomach. She bleeds and is in urgent need of a blood
transfusion and surgery. The victim however refused treatment because of her religious
beliefs. Medical expert-witnesses stated that she most probably would have survived her
injuries with proper treatment. The Court of Appeal (England and Wales) had to decide
whether the act of the suspect was the legal cause of the death of the suspect.29
Example 2:
A suspect stabbed a woman in her stomach. The victim would normally survive the injury but
the surgeon in this case made a fatal mistake leading to the death of the victim. The question
arose whether the suspect is guilty for the death of the victim, or ‘just’ for aggravated assault.
Several expert-witnesses were drafted to calculate the risk of surgery, the chance of survival
with and without surgery but no clear answer was found. Ultimately the Supreme Court ruled
that judges just need to decide – on a case by case basis - whether the act of the suspect
could ‘reasonably’ be connected to the harm of the victim.30
Example 3:
Another classic example is the death by chain collision. Person A drives a car recklessly and
hits person B, who loses control over the car and hits person C. In the meantime, person D

29
30

Regina vs Blaue, (1975) 61 Cr App R 271. Lord Justice Lawton.
Dutch Supreme Court: HR 13 juni 2006, nr. 2393.05 (NbSR 247)
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looks in the rear mirror (watching person C getting hit) and hits the gas to avoid being run
into, not knowing he/she would run into person E. Person E on his/her turn gets rammed by
D and his/her car uncontrollably rams the shop window of person F. The shattering glass of
the shop window hits an artery of person G, who dies of the injuries. Is the reckless driving of
person A the legal cause for the death of G?
Judiciaries practically gave up their efforts to define legal causation in a concise, clear and
predictable way. This is not consistent with the principle of nulla poena (which states that law must
be clear and predictable, see the subparagraph on nulla poena), but a better way to determine legal
causation has yet to be found.

Compensation for the lack of a good definition
In real life, this legal uncertainty is compensated by an extensive set of rules for due process. Hours
can be spent in a court room to discuss legal causation. Suspects are provided with lawyers pleading
their case. Expert-witnesses can provide their opinion on the matter and finally a judge or jury will
have to make a decision. Suspects generally have a right to appeal the verdicts of the judge. In Civil
Law countries31 a case can pass three courts and a total of 11 judges before a final non-appealable
verdict is drafted.32 In some Common Law countries33, peer civilians are summoned to provide the
suspect a trial by jury. These are all rules of procedure that compensate for the lack of a
mathematical and predictable outcome of legal questions.
This is a luxury we do not have in Star Citizen.

31

Legal systems around the world can be categorized in Civil law systems (continental Europe, Middle and
Southern America, parts of Asia and Africa), Common law systems (United Kingdom, United States, Canada
and Australia), Religious law systems (primarily some Islamic countries, and some countries with a strong
influence of Hindu law or Jewish law) and Customary or Tribal law systems (India and a few African countries).
This is of course an idealistic differentiation and the reality is much more nuanced and complex. For this
Lawmaker’s Guide to the Galaxy, I focus primarily on Common law and Civil law systems because those
systems represent the vast majority of the world and seem to fit best with the in-game world of the Star
Citizen. I also have to admit that my knowledge about Religious and Tribal law systems is very limited.
32
Most major criminal cases in civil law countries starting at a local court with 3 judges, a court of appeal
with 3 judges and a constitutional/supreme court with 5 judges.
33
See second last note.
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Legal causation in Star Citizen law
In the Star Citizen persistent universe, there is no extensive trial, no witnesses, no court hearings and
no rules of evidence. There is no human judge, nor jury. There’s just some code that must determine
whether a crime has been committed and if so, who caused that crime.
Since there is no mathematical or logical way to determine a crime and there is no compensation
for this deficiency with due process, how is the Star Citizen law system going to determine legal
causation?
There are a few options:
Solve – Solve the problem of indeterminability, so a computer can reliably and predictably
determine legal causation in all thinkable situations.
Ignore – The Star Citizen law system determines criminal liability without taking causation
into account.
Compensate – Compensate for the lack of a good definition of causation (this is what real
life law systems do).
Workaround – Find another way to automatically determine criminal liability in a way that is
acceptable by society.

Solving the problem
Solving the problem of indeterminability is very unlikely considering humanity has unsuccessfully
tried to do so for centuries. Human behaviour, and societies’ opinion on what is right and wrong is
just too complex and doesn’t yet allow for a clear, mathematical and predictable definition that
provides an answer to all thinkable situations.
Of course, theoretically, a computer could use machine learning to learn how to decide what
is the ‘reasonable cause of harm’. This would require state of the art technology and an army
of Evocati who provide feedback on the computer’s decisions. For this Guide I’ll assume that
CIG doesn’t want to spend ample resources on the development on such technology.

Ignoring the problem
Also ignoring the problem isn’t going to get us far. Ignoring causation negates the very
fundamentals of a law system. Criminal law fundamentally has to determine who is to blame and
who isn’t. A criminal law system that is generally to be considered as ‘somewhat fair’ cannot escape
the coupling of acts and harm by causation. A legal system that ignores any decision on causation
would most definitely not make any sense to the players.
In my opinion, a realistic solution for a computer game like Star Citizen lies in a combination of
compensation and a workaround.
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Compensate for the problem
Of course we cannot compensate as thoroughly as in the real world, since it’s not within the scope
of the Star Citizen development to implement entire court trials, rules of procedure and evidence.
It is however possible to implement some mechanics of compensation to reduce the amount of
dissatisfactory judgements.
Adding the possibility for victims to waive prosecution could be a really good way to filter some
inimitable decisions of Star Citizen’s law system.
For certain crimes, a victim will be provided the option to ‘waive prosecution’ in order to
prevent prosecution of the suspect. This would prevent players to receive penalties for
something the victim deems unfair. Of course, not all players are that charitable, but the
option to waive prosecution (in certain cases) would be a first compensation that possibly
prevents unfair prosecution. Please see the paragraph on waiving prosecution for more info
on this mechanic.
Also, players could be provided with (very limited) options to ‘appeal’ a decision of the automated
law system. The appealed ‘verdicts’ could be collected by developers to nullify non-sensible
decisions and/or to collect valuable debugging information to further improve the quality of the law
system. In the paragraph on appeal, I’ll further discuss the pros and cons of an option of appeal.
Lastly, when a victim is confronted with impunity of another player, that victim could use the bounty
system if he/she does not want the other player to stay unpunished.
These are just three examples of possible compensations for inherent flaws of a law system.
Implementing mechanics of compensation however still doesn’t provide an answer how to
determine legal causation in an automated law system. As stated above, a criminal law system that
is generally to be considered as ‘somewhat fair’, cannot escape the coupling of acts and harm of a
victim by causation. To do so, I propose a workaround in which the theory of causa proxima will be
used, supplemented with some extensions.
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The workaround: Causa proxima (with additions)
To automatically determine legal causation in a practical and reliable way, I suggest that the law
system uses the theory of causa proxima for determining legal causation.
A causa proxima (closest cause) is the most recent human34 cause of a result. It is the last condicio
sine qua non that happened before the result is brought about.
Condicio sine qua non
The theory of condicio sine qua non is a factual assessment of all events that contributed to
a cause. It states that an event is causal for a result, if the result would not have occurred
without that event. So if you leave out the event, the result should disappear. This is however,
a thought experiment that never ends. According to this theory, the parents of a murderer
caused the murder, for if they did not conceive the child, the victim would be alive.
The condicio sine qua non is however useful as a starting point for determining legal causation
and is used in a great part of todays’ law systems.
In real world law systems the causa proxima is often used as a part of the legal assessment of
causation. In fact, the causa proxima can be considered to be one of the most important factors in
determining causation in law. Furthermore, in most cases the causa proxima is sufficient as the sole
and decisive determinant for legal causation.
A player stays too long on a landing pad. The act of staying too long on the pad is the causa
proxima for the harm (blocking a landing pad). Previous acts are not important in this matter.
A player hits another player. The harm (injury) is caused by the act of hitting the victim. The
act of hitting is the causa proxima (last human act that contributed to the harm).
A player picks up a box that belongs to another player and keeps it for him/herself. The
unlawful picking up of the box is the causa proxima for the harm (theft of property).
I cannot provide any numbers, but to my estimation using causa proxima as a sole determination
for legal causation would suffice for the majority of cases. In the real world for example, causation
is not often disputed in court cases (however when it does, it’s pretty problematic). In my career as
a defence attorney (and some colleagues I’ve discussed this with) there have been just a few cases
where causation was of any interest.
The good
For Star Citizen, the advantage of using causa proxima as determination for legal causation is that
computers are exceptionally good in determining a causa proxima. In today’s FPS games for
example, the causal relationship between a final shot and a kill is determined almost instantly and
without significant error. As far as I know, there isn’t much debate on the score screen most FPS
shooters provide. It works so well that most game societies apparently fully accept the server’s

34

The death of a human is technically considered to be an oxygen deficiency or cardiac arrest, but for legal
causation we are only considering human behaviour (see paragraph 3 of this chapter).
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assessment on what shot caused what kill (let’s ignore discussion on the effectiveness of hitboxing
and server lag on this part).
Another advantage compared to real life is that game servers possess the treasure of objective
information. There’s no ‘whodunit’ in games. The server exactly knows who did what. The Star
Citizen law system does not need CCTV recordings or witnesses hearings to be able to determine
what happened. It also doesn’t need expert witnesses do determine whether a wound would be
fatal or not, it can just calculate it. A server knows exactly what the origin of damage is, how that
damage is caused, who caused that damage and can list all contributions to the harm.
In fact, a server can very reliably deduct a long chain of condicio sine qua non for a result.
The problem is that the server just doesn’t know where to stop. With causa proxima we tell the
server to stop at the first link, but that isn’t always considered to be ‘fair’.
The bad
That leaves us with the downsides of using the causa proxima as determination for legal causation.
Not the last link in the chain
Sometimes the actual culprit is not the last link in the chain:
Person A purposely crashes a ship into ship B, by which B becomes uncontrollable and
subsequently crashes into ship C.
Arguably, a lot of people would state that the acts of person A caused the harm of both person B
and C. A law system that determines causation solely on basis of causa proxima would determine
that A caused damage to B, but would not determine that A is the cause of damage to C.
Using the environment for crimes
When the environment is used to cause harm, a system of causa proxima will not be able to tell the
real cause of the harm:
Player A dislikes player B. During a joint mining operation, player A sees a change when B
stands close to an unstable rock. Player A ranks up his mining laser and purposely explodes
the rock, by which player B is killed.
A system that uses causa proxima will be able to determine that the blowing up of the rock is the
last human act (causa proxima) that caused the harm. However, the law system – without any
advanced rules – will probably consider the death of player B as caused by the environment and
therefore not consider it as a crime. To be able to detect crimes committed by use of the
environment, the law system requires some advanced rules on harm and causation.
Simultaneous acts
Another disadvantage of using the causa proxima as determent for legal causation comes to the
surface with the situation of two simultaneous acts:
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Let’s say (for sake of the argument) that a size 9 weapon can only be fired by two players
simultaneously. The weapon just doesn’t fire without two players operating the weapon. Now
a couple of players enter a Retaliator and approach an 890jump. One is piloting the Retaliator,
two others operate the size 9 weapon. As soon as the 890jump is within firing range, a size 9
torpedo is shot from the Retaliator and the 890jump subsequently received damage.
Let’s not talk about the pilot of the Retaliator. That is a matter of complicity or co-perpetration and
that is an entirely different part of criminal law (please see the paragraph on contributions to crime).
For this matter it’s about the two operators of the size 9 weapon. The weapon requires two
operators, so either of them could not individually damage the 890Jump. The cause of harm in this
case is thus a joint operation, and there are two co-dependent causes for the harm.
A law system that uses causa proxima as sole determination for causation cannot determine that
both players jointly caused the harm. Since it only recognizes the last cause, it would be unable to
detect that two actions are the cause of the harm.
This can be solved by adding extra rules to the determination of legal causation, in which jointoperated crimes are taken into account. This shouldn’t be too hard to fix because situations in which
harm can only be caused by two or more players simultaneously are – for the most part – easily
predicted.
Causation and crimes of negligence
The last example of ‘the bad’ is about criminal negligence. The theory of causa proxima has
fundamental problems with determining a cause for harm by negligence.
Let’s say that it is a criminal offence to not help another player that is fatally injured.
Player A gets shot by player B, and will subsequently die if not helped by another player.
Player C and D are standing next to the suffering player A. They do not help him/her.
In this example, players C and D commit the crime of ‘not helping’ player A. ‘Not helping’ someone
is not an act. A law system that determines causation on basis of the last human act, will not be able
to detect negligence.
For negligence crimes, the law system must be supplemented with additional rules that can detect
causes of harm by not doing something.
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Conclusion
I believe that the theory of causa proxima is a very good candidate to use for automatically
determining legal causation. This theory has some disadvantages, but most of these only show up
in exceptional situations. Also, many of the disadvantages can be overcome with an additional set
of rules supplementing causa proxima.
One beneficial factor for using the causa proxima as determination for causation is that computers
are very good at determining a causa proxima. In fact, a computer law system is potentially much
better at determining some causal relations than any existing law system in the real world.
Automatically determining legal causation will however never be flawless. The law system will
inevitably make some decisions that would be considered as unreasonable.
Some of these unreasonable decisions can be prevented by implementing mechanics of
compensation. I definitely recommend a system in which victims can ‘waive prosecution’ for certain
crimes. Nevertheless, not all unreasonable decisions will be compensated for, and some might slip
through any built in safety nets.
How bad is that for gameplay experience?
For Star Citizen, the consequences of sentencing are significantly less severe than in real life. In
normal life, a convict might have to spend days in a job he/she dislikes to earn back the money
spent on a fine. The jobs in Star Citizen to re-earn money spent on a fine are considered to be fun
(that’s what the whole game is about). This might even be more applicable to prison sentences. Of
course, an unjust conviction for a crime can be annoying and can break immersion, but has less
severe consequences in game than in real life.
Also, the universe of Star Citizen – how complex it might become – will still be significantly less
complex than the real world.
I believe any automated legal system should strive to catch as much thinkable situations as possible
but there are always going to be those weird cases that will cause unjust verdicts in the law system.
This is unavoidable but acceptable if kept to a minimum, especially considering the added value to
gameplay the entire law system is going to provide.
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The requirement of mens rea
The fifth paragraph of this chapter is about the guilty mind (mens rea) of the suspect. It is the last
element of criminal liability.
Mens rea is a state of mind. It is about the thoughts of a suspect that precede a crime. It are these
thoughts that, for example, distinguish between the crime of trespassing and the non-criminal act
of mistakenly entering the wrong building. The first is a crime because there is blame in knowingly
and willingly entering a building without permission. The second is an honest mistake that is
generally not met with criminal liability.
The element of mens rea thus settles blame on the mind of the suspect. .This blame on the mind of
the suspect is a core element of criminal liability. So even when a person caused harm to a victim,
there is still no crime without mens rea. Therefore mens rea is a fundamental element of criminal
liability. It acts as a switch between criminal behaviour and non-criminal behaviour like unfortunate
accidents, sincere naivety or errors in judgement. It distinguishes - for example - between:
-

Homicide / accidents
Fencing / trading
Operating a stolen vehicle / borrowing your friend’s ‘new ship’
Harbouring a fugitive / being a good host to a stranger
Trespassing / mistakenly entering the wrong building
Stealing / error in judgement of ownership
Sabotage / being bad at repairing vehicles
Killing someone by blowing up rocks / mining accident
Aggravated assault / being an incompetent doctor
Embezzlement / forgetting to return property in time
Etc.

A definition of mens rea?
Mens rea is perhaps the single most debated topic in criminal courtrooms. Like causation, there is
no proper way to prove ‘a guilty mind’.
To further complicate things, mens rea has different manifestations and therefore there is no single
definition that can be used for its determination. For example, a person can have a guilty mind due
to his/her intent or due to his/her recklessness.
Intent is considered to be the most guilty variant of mens rea, and recklessness is a variant of mens
rea that borders with a non-guilty mind. In fact, there is a grey scale of a person’s guilty mind that
has different levels, which can be – more or less- arranged from most guilty to least guilty.
The names and definitions differ a lot around the world, but these generally are the levels of mens
rea:
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Intentional levels
1.
2.
3.
4.

Premeditated intent
Aiming to
Wanting to
oblique intent

Recklessness levels
5. Wilful blindness
6. Carelessness (negligence)
Generally, the intentional variants of mens rea (levels 1 – 4) require a suspect to have acted knowingly
and willingly.
The recklessness variants of mens rea (5 and 6) require a suspect to have some knowledge about
the possible consequence of their behaviour but committed the behaviour nonetheless (an actual
will to set about the consequence is not required for recklessness).

Not all crimes require mens rea
Although I’ve listed mens rea as a fundamental requirement for criminal liability, not all crimes have
mens rea as a requirement. These crimes are thus culpable regardless of what the suspect thought
or wanted.
The reason to leave mens rea out is mainly practical: proving mens rea can be very cumbersome. It
could be too much of a burden on the legal system to prove intent or recklessness for every petty
crime.
For a lot of parking crimes – for example – the requirement of mens rea is left out. Therefore it does
not matter if a person parks his/her car on the curb with or without mens rea. A person cannot
defend against a parking ticket by stating “I did not mean to stay longer than allowed”. He/she just
receives a fine. If intent was a requirement for speeding crimes, speed cameras couldn’t work, for
speed cameras do not prove intent of the suspect.
Because of this adverse effect of limited liability crimes, leaving out mens rea as a requirement for
a crime is almost exclusively reserved for low impact crimes with minor penalties. Lawmakers should
be very reluctant to send suspects to jail for crimes they did not commit with a guilty mind. However,
a computer game arguably has a little more room for leaving out mens rea for some crimes.

The function of mens rea
Mens rea distinguishes crimes from mistakes/accidents.
Generally, unintentionally running over a person is an accident (although tort law probably applies)35
but intentionally or recklessly running over a person is a crime. Mistakenly taking property that
doesn’t belong to you is not a criminal offence. So mistakenly taking someone else’s jacket from a
bar is not a criminal offence because the requirement of intent is not met (however, you would

35

See the paragraph on Tort Law.
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commit the crime of embezzlement if you do not promptly return the jacket as soon as you found
out it’s not yours).
Without a requirement of mens rea, mistakes and accidents would be criminal. Did you not know
that the property you are hauling is stolen? Too bad you’re going to jail for trafficking stolen
property. Did you blow up a rock whilst mining and did that debris kill another player? Too bad,
you’re a murderer regardless of your intent.
Convicting people that caused harm without intent or recklessness is not consistent with the purpose
of criminal law: why should you punish someone for sincere mistakes or tragic accidents? Of course
exceptions apply, mainly for petty crimes like traffic violations for which proving intent is just too
much hassle.
Besides using mens rea as a switch between legal/illegal behaviour, intent can also be used to
distinguish between the severity of different crimes. By adding several variants of a crime based on
the level of mens rea of a suspect, lawmakers can stress that, for example an act committed with
premeditated intent is more blameworthy than the same act committed in an impulse. Also by
adding a recklessness variant, lawmakers can emphasize that being careless in certain situations can
also be a criminal offence.

Mens rea as written requirement
Mens rea as such is not explicitly written in criminal laws. Criminal law systems generally refer to
either intent or recklessness.

Intent
If a crime requires intent it is commonly explicitly mentioned in the specific law. Take theft for
example:
In the USA, state of New York, theft is defined as: “(…) with intent to deprive another of
property (…) he wrongfully takes, obtains or withholds such property from an owner
thereof.”.36
In German law, theft is defined as: “Taking movable property from another with the intention
of unlawfully appropriating it for themselves (…).”.37
The requirement of intent however isn’t always explicitly mentioned. In Japan for example, theft is
written as:
“A person who steals the property of another (…).”. 38

36

http://ypdcrime.com/penal.law/article155.htm#p155.05
[English translated German criminal code]:
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/englisch_stgb.html
38
[English translated Japanese criminal code]:
http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?printID=&id=1960&re=02&vm=02
37
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This Japanese definition doesn’t mention intent at all. This doesn’t mean that intent is not a
requirement for the crime of theft in Japan. It’s just that intent is considered to be implied in the
word ‘steals’.39 It is in fact very common to imply intent in a criminal offence. Verbs like ‘to steal, ‘to
beat’ or ‘set fire’ are considered to have an implied requirement of intent.
There are also other legal components that imply intent. An attempt to a crime for example
intrinsically requires intent (attempted crime is discussed in this paragraph). Legally it is impossible
to unintentionally attempt something. The extra requirement of intent in the currently (alpha 3.9)
implemented crime of evading arrest “intentionally attempting to elude or flee from (…)” therefore is
unnecessary and can even lead to legal confusion.

Specific level of intent
Some crimes require a specific level of intent. Murder in the first degree for example generally
specifically requires premeditated intent. In the State of Washington for example, murder in first
degree is:
“A person is guilty of murder in first degree when, with a premeditated intent to cause the
death of another person (…)”.40
Murder in second degree requires an aim, manslaughter generally requires the 3rd level of intent,
and finally involuntary manslaughter applies to the 4th level of intent (oblique intent). Please note
that in reality these levels and their definitions vary significantly. Within the United States only, there
are at least 10 different labels for variants killing someone, all differentiating on the level of intent of
the suspect.41

Range of intent
The requirement of intent covers one or more other components of a crime. “intentionally taking
property” semantically means that ‘taking property’ is committed intentionally. Intent to cause the
death of a person requires intent on ‘causing the death of a person’. Mind that every component
must then be committed intentionally. A person who has intent to poison a rat, but caused the
death of a person has no intent to cause the death of a person’.
Lawmakers should ensure that there is little doubt on the range and scope of requirements of intent
in a law. Ambiguities arise very quickly in longer sentences, especially if specific requirements of
knowledge are added (the knowledge aspect of intent will be discussed in next paragraph). Take
the currently (alpha 3.9) implemented crime of possession of stolen property for example:
“Intentionally carrying or stowing inside a vehicle they are operating, an item that is known,
or can be reasonably suspected, to be stolen.”
In this crime it is clear that a suspect must have intent on ‘carrying’ or ‘stowing inside’. These verbs
imply intent anyway, so adding intent before those verbs is not needed. The crime also requires
that the carried or stowed item “is known to be stolen”. This requirement of knowledge is part of
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Art. 38 of the Japanese Criminal Code sets general rules on intent.
https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=9A.32.030
41
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_(United_States_law)#Degrees
40
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intent. In this crime it does however not properly link up with the required intent of the suspect. It’s
not clear who must know that the item is stolen. For all that matter the a suspect could commit this
crime when he/she carries an item of which the police knows it is stolen. The current crime does not
explicitly require the suspect to know about the stolen status, which arguably is a requirement for
mens rea (intent) on possessing stolen property.
My suggestion is to change the law to:42
“possessing or having stowed inside a vehicle they are operating, an item of which they know
or should know it is reported as stolen at the time of the offence” 43

Recklessness
Recklessness crimes can be often be recognized by phrasings like “recklessly doing X”, “acting in
such a way that...”, or “by which they endanger …”.
In the current persistent universe (alpha 3.9) the crime of vehicular collision is a recklessness crime
and written as:
“The collision of two or more vehicles attributed to the negligent operation of one of the
involved vehicles by a being demonstrating a willful or wanton disregard for safety.”
The recklessness in this crime is specified by the requirement of the suspect “demonstrating a willful
or wanton disregard for safety”. It’s not necessary to specify a requirement of recklessness in a crime
but since recklessness is very situational, adding specifications (like the developers did) can offer a
lot of clarity to the players.

Combined crimes
There are a lot of crimes that have both an intentional and a recklessness variant. Most legal systems
would have a crime ‘setting fire’ which requires intention and ‘recklessness resulting in fire’ which
requires recklessness. Whether a person will be convicted for either of these crimes depends on the
level of intent that is proven.
There are also crimes that require a combination of intent and recklessness. ‘Battery resulting in
death’ is a good example. This is one crime that both requires intention and recklessness. The act
of ‘battery’ requires intent of the suspect, the ‘resulting in death’ does not require intent but requires
recklessness. Crimes that combine requirements of intent and recklessness are fairly common in
criminal law systems.

42

See next note for reasons why.
Removed ‘Intentionally’ because possessing and stowing are both verbs that imply intent. ‘Possessing’ is
more clear than ‘carrying’ since possession aligns with the legal definition of property law, see the chapter on
property law. One could also possess something without carrying it. Changed ‘that is known..’ to ‘of which
they know’ to emphasize whom should have this knowledge. I’ve changed ‘stolen’ to ‘reported as stolen at
the time of the offence’ because after confiscation by the authorities an item can be recycled legally into
society which does not negate the fact that the item is stolen but does negate the fact that it is reported as
stolen. Linking to ‘reported as stolen’ also removes uncertainty on the question whether something is ‘lost’ or
‘stolen’. Linking to ‘reported as stolen’ also leaves room for waiving prosecution by the victim: if a victim waives
prosecution, the item is still legally ‘stolen’, but is no longer ‘reported as stolen’.

43
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Intent
Because the definitions and the burden of proof differ between intent and recklessness, I’ll discuss
them separately. Intent will be discussed in this paragraph. The next paragraph will address
recklessness.
Intention on an act can best be defined as ‘knowingly and willingly doing something’. In legal
doctrine, the ‘knowledge’ aspect of intent is split from the ‘willing’ aspect. This separation does not
always feel natural nor is it really intuitive, but is nonetheless an important aspect in legal matters.
Knowingly...
‘Knowingly and willingly’ supposes that a suspect has knowledge about the consequences of an act.
A person that does something unconsciously or without knowledge of the consequences has no
legal intention. Intentional trafficking of stolen property for example semantically requires the
suspect to know that the property is stolen, otherwise it would be unintentional trafficking of stolen
property.
…and willingly
Mere knowledge of a consequence is not sufficient for legal intent. Most people know that stabbing
someone causes harm to that person. It is the combination of this knowledge with the actual will to
bring about that consequence that forms legal intent. Intent is: knowing that stabbing a person will
be hurt by stabbing + an actual will to harm that person.
The aspects of knowing and willing are often intertwined and are not always easily distinguishable.
It is however still important to realise the existence of these two aspects because they differ in the
way they are proven. This will be discussed in the upcoming subparagraph proving intent.
Oblique intent
The rule of oblique intent is an exception to the rule that criminal intent requires both knowing the
consequence and a will to bring about that consequence. Oblique intent addresses the indifference
of a suspect who endangers others. The suspects knows about the consequence but is indifferent
whether he/she will bring about that consequence with his/her actions.
This can best be explained with cases of extreme recklessness. A person who has oblique intent is
considered to know about an almost inevitable consequence but still does not refrain from the act
without actually wanting the consequence (hence: indifference). Good examples include driving 200
km/h (or 124 mph) during daytime in a crowded neighbourhood or setting a multi-story building
on fire for insurance money whilst all neighbouring tenants are at home. In these examples, the
suspect could actually not have wanted the result (i.e. driving over pedestrians, setting people on
fire) but is still considered to have been intent on the consequences. Oblique intent borders with
recklessness, but it differs from normal recklessness due to the fact that the consequences are so
likely to happen, that a person must have known and accepted these consequences. However, there
is a thin line between oblique intent and recklessness.
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Proving intent
Being a state of mind, intent is entirely subjective. Intent exists solely in the mind of a suspect.
At least for now, it is impossible to quantify or determine intent of a suspect reliably and objectively.
We cannot measure what someone thinks. We therefore cannot say with any certainty whether
someone intended something. Of course we could ask that person but the person could lie or refuse
to answer.
So how do you prove something that happens inside someone’s head?
In real life law systems the determination of intent of a suspect differs between proving the
‘knowingly’ element and the ‘willingly’ element.

Proving “knowingly”
In criminal law, it is often assumed that somebody has certain knowledge. Courts just expect people
to know what evident consequences of actions are. You need a pretty good lawyer to convince a
court that you didn’t know that hitting someone in the face actually hurts that person (albeit that
there is an interesting case concerning a fluffy slipper44). In clear cases, courts assume that a suspect
knew something.
Assuming knowledge
In criminal law practice, the assumption of certain knowledge about evident consequences of an
action doesn’t lead to many problems. Lots of consequences are evident or self-explanatory.
Stabbing a person for example generally causes harm to that person. When knowledge is assumed,
it’s up to the defendant to argue why he/she factually did not have intent. Assumptions in law thus
deflect the burden of proof.
Objectifying knowledge
In the determination of what someone knows, courts can also take into account what someone
should know, distracting from what the suspect actually knew. If a defendant states that he/she
didn’t know that putting arsenic in a drink can kill a person, courts would likely state something like
“we don’t believe you, and if you truly didn’t know that arsenic kills a person, you should have
known”. By doing so, the knowledge of the suspect is objectified and therewith detached from
his/her actual knowledge.
When considering the knowledge aspect of intent, courts thus use a mix of assuming actual
knowledge and the objectification of knowledge.
Less evident cases
Assuming and objectifying knowledge can only be stretched to a certain limit. Whilst it is deemed
fair for evident cases, there are numerous situations where it would be unreasonable to assume or
objective knowledge of a suspect.
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[Dutch source only] Amsterdam Court of Appeal, June 6th 1939, (ECLI:GHAMS:1939:79).
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This is especially true for crimes which require specific knowledge about a certain legal status.
Property crimes for example require knowledge about the legal status of the property involved. For
stealing, embezzlement, fencing etc., it is required that the suspect knows that he/she has no legal
right to take/keep/sell the property. For trafficking stolen property or operating a stolen vehicle a
person must know about the stolen status of that property or vehicle. For harbouring a fugitive, a
person must know that the person that he/she harbours is a fugitive.
For these situations it’s not considered fair to assume the knowledge or to – without any further
assessment - objectify the knowledge by stating ‘you should have known’.
For proving legal status, some legal systems have built public databases where anybody can check
the legal status of property (like this website about stolen works of art, published by the FBI, USA,
or this website) or fugitives (like any government issued ‘most wanted’ list). The fact that an object
or person is listed as stolen/fugitive on such publicly accessible databases can be used to determine
whether a suspect knew or should have known about the legal status of that property/person.
Lastly, to determine the knowledge of a suspect, courts can take any evidence into account. Which
evidence can contribute to the determination of intent differs from crime to crime. To determine
whether the suspect knew that property he/she traded was stolen (fencing), courts take into account
several things: prices paid, the presence of a receipt, whether the trade was wire transferred or cash,
etc., etc.
Often, courts look at communication of the suspect to determine what he/she knew. If a suspect
sent the message “hey buddy no worries, I’ll hide you from the coppers”, it’s going to pretty hard
to deny that the suspect knew about the fugitive status of his ‘buddy’
To sum up, actual knowledge cannot be proven. Instead it is often assumed or objectified for acts
that have evident consequences (hitting hurts, shooting at someone can kill that someone). Some
knowledge cannot easily be assumed/objectified and then courts need to make an assessment of
all circumstances. Publicly accessible databases that provide knowledge can be of importance.
Proving “willingly”
The ‘willingly’ element of intent is harder to prove. As stated, we cannot (and probably should not)
look straight in a suspect’s head to determine what he/she wanted. Contrary to the “knowing” part,
there are few cases where courts can safely assume what somebody wanted.
In law practice, courts use the objective appearance of the behaviour of the suspect to determine
whether a suspect wanted something or not. They assess what a suspect did to determine what
he/she wanted. By lack of a better way, this construction tries to reliably determine intent of a
suspect.
If a suspect fired a bullet in the direction of someone’s head for example, courts assume that the
suspect wanted to kill that person, unless the defendant has a really good explanation why he/she
fired a bullet at someone’s head without the will to kill. The external appearance of ‘shooting at
someone’s head’ is thus used to determine what a suspect wanted. Combined with the knowing
part (it is assumed that someone knows that shooting a bullet in the direction of the head will most
likely result in death of the victim) courts will argue that the suspect probably had knowledge of the
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consequences and wanted that consequence to happen. In other words: the suspect had intent on
killing.
In the current information age, the amount of evidence of ‘external appearance’ that is used to
determine what a suspect wanted has increased drastically. Courts nowadays often use camera
recordings, message histories, search engine entries, web page visits, GPS-information and digital
forensic information like ‘when did the suspect put his/her phone in flight mode’.45
Example: A woman was found guilty of the murder of her husband, whilst she claimed that
he died in a tragic accident. But since she made google queries like “how to poison a 180 lbs
man” and “how to fake being shocked” prior to the death of her husband, the judges found
that she must have had an intention to kill her husband.
Intent is thus proven on basis of behaviour, whilst intent – by definition – is a state of mind. This
duality is a prime cause of debate and controversy in court rooms. Discussions on intent of the
suspect are one of the most common pleadings of defence lawyers. Also, there are undoubtedly a
lot of innocent people in jail because courts assumed intent, whilst the suspect in fact did not have
intent. And there are also probably a lot of guilty suspects acquitted due to the fact that intent
wasn’t proven, whilst, in actuality, they had intent.
Similar to the situation of determining causation,46 a criminal law system compensates for the
intrinsically imperfect legal determination of intent of a suspect with extensive rules of procedure,
evidence and appeal. By allowing thorough debate in criminal cases, providing the suspect with a
schooled lawyer defending him/her, courts try to minimize the error in their judgements (or that of
the jury in Common Law countries).

Recklessness
Recklessness is the second part of mens rea. Recklessness differs from intent because it doesn’t
require a will of the suspect to bring about a known consequence.
Recklessness can best be described as: knowing about the harmful consequence of an act and still
committing that act.
There are generally two types of recklessness (numbering continued):
5. Wilful blindness
6. Carelessness
Wilful blindness borders oblique intent. People are wilfully blind when they bury their head in the
sand for certain consequences of their behaviour. They know about the consequences but just
assume or hope they will not happen. The difference with oblique intent is the chance that a
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Similar [English source] https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/internet/2016/08/how-your-googlesearches-can-be-used-against-you-court or https://www.crn.com/news/channelprograms/174402848/google-murder-trial-nearing-conclusion.htm
46
See the paragraph on causation.
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consequence will occur. For almost certain consequences, courts often rely on oblique intent. For
less certain consequences, wilful blindness is the designated level of mens rea. It’s the difference
between (for example) driving 200 km/h (124 mph) or 80 km/h (50 mph) in a crowded
neighbourhood. The first has almost certain harmful consequences, the latter can cause harm but
it’s less certain.
Carelessness on its turn distinguishes itself from wilful blindness in that careless people are
considered to be more naïve. Carelessness borders with non-criminal behaviour. There is a fine line
between carelessness and plain accidents. As a rule of thumb in traffic, people who are abiding all
traffic rules are considered to not behave careless. People that are speeding slightly or drive a red
light on a seemingly desolate crossing are considered to be careless. People that severely speed or
drive a red light on a crowded intersection are wilfully blind. People that think they’re in
carmageddon have oblique intent.
Again, these definitions are not set in stone. The levels differ significantly between justice systems.

Proving recklessness
Since recklessness does not require an actual will of the suspect, proving recklessness does not
involve determining the will of the suspect. The proof of recklessness is thus a combination of
proving the knowledge of a suspect and valuating the behaviour of the suspect.
Similar to intent, knowledge of a suspect can be assumed or objectified. Since most recklessness
crimes are crimes of endangerment, knowledge can easily be assumed or objectified in most cases
(people know or should know that behaviour X is dangerous).
Mere knowledge is not enough for recklessness. The suspect must have acted in a way that the
chances of the harmful consequence to occur are more than average. This is different from the
assessment of behaviour for proving intent. For proving recklessness, the behaviour is not used to
determine what the suspect wanted, but only to determine whether the behaviour was reckless. The
latter is easier to determine since it can be objectified: setting fire to a building is dangerous, driving
200 km/h (124mph) in a crowded neighbourhood is dangerous, etc. Whether behaviour is reckless
can thus be determined objectively and is not related to the mind of a suspect. Lawmakers and
courts can set general rules for when people cross the border of recklessness (for traffic accidents,
these rules are basically the same as the legal speed limits and other traffic rules).
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Proving mens rea in Star Citizen
In the previous paragraphs I’ve discussed the two parts of mens rea: intent and recklessness. I’ve
also discussed how real life law systems deal with proving these aspects of criminal law.
The information provided thus far was quite technical and/or abstract. A reader could question
whether discussing these topics is relevant for computer game law. To show the importance of
proving mens rea I’ll list some currently implemented laws of the persistent universe:
Possession of stolen property:
“Intentionally carrying or stowing inside a vehicle they are operating, an item that is
known, or can be reasonably suspected, to be stolen.”
Trafficking of stolen property
“Possessing significant quantities (in excess of 1 SCU) of items that are known, or can
reasonably suspected, to be stolen with a clear intent to traffic, sell or distribute said
stolen property.
Homicide
“The infliction of mortal harm of another being, either intentionally or accidentally”
Aggravated assault
“The infliction of harm onto another being with a deadly weapon either wilfully or
accidentally.”
Battery (first degree)
Intentionally applying physical force to another being such that it causes bodily
harm up to or past the point of rendering them unconscious.
Battery (second degree)
Intentionally applying physical force to another being without that person’s
consent’.
I’ve marked all requirements of mens rea in bold. When studied closely, one can see that the current
law system in Star Citizen has to deal with a lot of variants of intent and recklessness in different
levels.
In this chapter I’ll discuss how the automated law system could tackle the burden of proof of mens
rea. I’ll focus primarily on proving intent because that’s the hardest part.

Designing a good system for determining intent is a challenge
An automated law system does not have the compensational mechanics of real life. There is no
extensive trail to ensure that the determination of intent is as reliable as possible.
As said before, intention is used to distinguish between behaviour that the lawmakers deem criminal,
and behaviour they do not deem criminal.47 To separate sincere haulers (that unknowingly traffic

47

See the chapter on the purpose of criminal Law.
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stolen property) from criminals who intentionally traffic stolen property, the law system needs to
determine the mens rea of the player. Without proving intent, players will most likely often be
confronted with unjust decisions of the law system. Moreover, for a lot of crimes the intent of the
suspect is the sole discriminator between legal and illegal behaviour.
So the Star Citizen law system will most likely need a way to determine intent of a suspect instantly
and as reliable as possible without a trial or other real life compensational mechanics. A system that
cannot reliably determine intent of a player can potentially break gameplay. However, a system that
automatically proves player intent will require a lot of thought and might be very difficult to make.

Making it easy or difficult is – to some extend – a choice
Luckily, for some crimes it will not be too difficult to prove intent. Some requirements of intent like
“intentionally carrying” – as we’ll see later – are easily provable.
Other requirements of intent are harder to prove like “with a clear intent to traffic, sell or distribute
(…)”. Frankly, I do not see an easy and reliable way to determine these requirements of intent. How
can the law system determine whether a player has ‘a clear intent to sell’ something?48 And is that
actually necessary? The answer to that last question is ‘no’. There is really no need to determine
what a player wants to do with the property he/she traffics. There are numerous ways to determine
‘trafficking’ of property without a need to define what a player wants to do with the property. So
why should that law also require a clear intent to do something with that property? Of course there
could be lore-reasons to write a law in a specific way, but legally I would advise to write the law
exactly as it is implemented by the law system.
In other words, when examining or designing the specific laws in Star Citizen, the developers could
take into account how some components of the law can be proven before adding them as a (real)
requirement for that specific law.

The way of proving intent is dependent on the type of crime
Since the rules and circumstances that are used for proving intent differ from crime to crime, there
is no one fix for all. Like real life, proving ‘intent to steal’ requires a different set of rules and
circumstances that must be taken into account than proving ‘intent to murder’.
To discuss the way how I believe that intent can be proven, I’ll distinguish between three different
categories of crimes:
1. Crimes with a status-based intention
2. Crimes concerning direct damaging of a victim
3. Other crimes

48

You could determine that selecting an item in a terminal’s selling screen could be considered as a clear
intention to sell something, but that’s fairly late for ‘trafficking stolen property’ and is more aimed at
‘(attempted) fencing’.
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1. Crimes with status-based intention
The first category of crimes are crimes of which the required intent is primarily based on knowledge
about a certain legal status. Crimes that fall into this category are:
-

Possession of class [X] controlled substances
Possession of prohibited goods
Possession of stolen property
Repossession of stolen property (not announced as a crime)
Harbouring a fugitive
Operating a stolen vehicle
Fencing
Theft
Embezzlement
Trespassing

Knowledge about a legal status
These crimes have in common that the proof of intent of a player is dependent on his/her
knowledge about a certain legal status of an object/person (like ‘stolen’ ‘prohibited’ or ‘fugitive’).
To be able to determine intent of a player, the law system needs to be able to prove whether the
player has knowledge about this status.
For some of these crimes, the law system could easily assume that a player knows something.
For the crime of theft, the law system can just assume that a player knows about the legal status of
property he/she acquires. People generally know what property they own or are granted access to.
So when players acquire property without legal rights, the law system could assume that they know
they’re stealing the property. The lawmakers could also decide that a player should know what is
his/hers to take. If a player doubts whether he/she has rights to acquire some property, he/she is
then obligated to inquire. Therefore, players that steal property, can be expected to (should) know
that they had no rights to take the property.
Assuming or objectifying this knowledge however leaves little room for players that mistakenly take
someone else’s property. The law system could add some rules to address these situations. The
option to waive prosecution by the victim could also be of major importance here.49
For crimes prohibiting acts regarding prohibited/controlled objects, the law system can also assume
that a player knows/should know about these status. This can be reasonable because people
generally know which objects are controlled/prohibited. The information about what objects are
considered as prohibited/controlled is omnipresent. But even when a player does not actually know
about this legal status, the law system could determine that the player should know about these

49

If a player mistakenly takes someone else’s property, he/she could notify the owner as soon as he finds out.
Returning the property promptly could cause the ‘victim’ to forgive the player and to waive prosecution. See
the chapter on waiving prosecution for more information on this topic.
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status. I don’t see much reason to forgive players that traffic Widow for not knowing that Widow is
a controlled substance in the specific jurisdiction.
For crimes regarding stolen property (like: fencing, operating a stolen vehicle, possession of stolen
property) it’s less easy to assume a suspect’s knowledge of this ‘stolen’ status. This is connected due
to the fact that one cannot determine the legal status of ‘being stolen’ on basis of the appearance
of the property.
In the case of Widow, a player can know that it’s a controlled substance by simply examining
the object. Widow has a certain appearance (the game can also provide this information by
UI) and it is known that Widow is a controlled substance.
A ship or a nice monocle however generally do not show whether they is stolen or not. One
can generally not ‘see’ that an object is stolen.50
Therefore – without any further assessment - it cannot reasonably be said that the status of an
object as ‘stolen’ is commonly known by players. Assuming this knowledge would abstract too much
from reality.
Also, without any further assessment, the law system can also not reasonably state that a player
should know that an object is stolen.
The same applies to the legal status of fugitive.
To determine a player’s knowledge about the status ‘stolen’ or ‘fugitive’ the law system thus needs
to address more merits of the case.
This is a problem real life law systems also face. To determine (objectified) knowledge about these
status, courts often resort to certain conditions that can be of influence when deciding whether a
person knew about the stolen/fugitive status.
To determine what a suspect should know, courts often examine conditions like the
existence of publicly accessible databases that show the legal status of objects/persons. The
fact that a person is listed on a ‘most wanted’ database could for example be used to
determine whether a suspect should know that he/she harboured someone with the status
of fugitive. This also works for stolen property: some legal systems offer a central database
that lists property that is reported as stolen.51 The presence of an object in such database
could be of influence to the question whether a player should have known that the property
he/she traded was stolen.
Of course, the value of the property is of great influence. If you buy a bottle of water
on the street, you’re not expected to check whether it is stolen or not. When you buy
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Of course, in some cases there might be evidence to show that property is stolen. Signs of breaking and
entering on a ship might give away that it might be stolen.
51
Dutch stolen property database [English version]: https://www.stopheling.nl/en,
USA stolen art database: https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/news/stories/2010/december/national-stolen-artfile/national-stolen-art-file.
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a yacht from an anonymous individual for a striking low price, you however will be
expected to check whether it is stolen.
Lawmakers and judicial authorities should (and are) constantly occupied with seeking a balance
between what knowledge they expect from people, and how much information they are providing.
They need to avoid burdening common trade with too much responsibility for fencing, but they
also need to combat fencing of stolen property.
In a lot of legal systems, specific types of property that are of great value and are often
stolen (like cars) are subject to strict regulations preventing the fencing of that property.
Cars need to be registered to an owner and car dealers are obligated to check the legal
status of cars before trading. It would however be too burdening to apply these kind of
regulations to all property (like pens, books and food).
For the crime of harbouring fugitives, the lawmakers do not want to overburden hospitality services
(like hotels) but they also want to catch fugitives.
In some legal systems, a hotel owner is expected to know whether he/she is harbouring a
fugitive, in other legal systems hotel owners are not burdened by registering their guests at
all. Some legal systems also apply that to unprofessional hospitality services like AirBnB, other
systems just don’t bother.
Deciding what a person should know therefore is also a political question. This will not be different
for the Star Citizen developers.
If lawmakers want to raise the bar for determining what a player should know, they could provide
players with information about certain legal status. This could be passive information (like a list of
ships that are reported as stolen) or actively provided information (like a pop-up or comms message
notifying a pilot/captain that he/she is harbouring a fugitive in the ship, and could subsequently be
provided some time to turn in the fugitive). The lawmakers could implement rules to exempt hotel
and taxi services from criminal liability for harbouring fugitives.
Differently, lawmakers could also decide to not offer any information or protection at all and trust
on a reputation system between player contracts (for example if a hauler unknowingly traffics stolen
property for a client, he/she could provide the client with a bad review, which could prevent others
from trading with that client. If the lawmakers want to decriminalise players who mistakenly enter
the wrong ship (trespassing), these players could be notified that they are entering a ship without
permission and should leave immediately. The lawmakers could also decide not to notify the player
and leave it to them to check which ship they enter.
There are thus numerous possibilities to make sure that the determination of what a player ‘should’
know is as realistic and fair as possible. The lawmakers have a virtually unlimited box of tools to
tweak and balance all facts that may contribute to the determination what a player should know.

‘knowledge’ about other components
Whilst the intent of a suspect for the crimes in this category is primarily based on the suspect’s
knowledge about the legal status of the objects or persons involved (like ‘stolen’, ‘controlled’,
‘fugitive’), intent actually has a broader scope than the mere knowledge about these status.
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As stated before, verbs implicitly require intent as well. Therefore:
-

-

The crime of trafficking stolen property not only requires knowledge about the ‘stolen status’
of that property, but also requires that the suspect knowingly traffics that property.
The crime of harbouring a fugitive not only requires knowledge about the ‘fugitive status’
of the person harboured, but also requires that the suspect knowingly harbours that person.
The crime of possessing a controlled substance not only requires knowledge about the
‘controlled status’ of that substance, but also requires that the suspect knowingly possess
that substance.
The crime of fencing does not only require knowledge about the ‘stolen status’ of that
property, but also requires that the suspect knowingly trades that stolen property.

In general, we can expect players to do stuff consciously, for one does commonly not
traffics/harbours/possess/trades something without knowing what they are doing. A law system that
assumes this knowledge of course neglects situations in which a person unknowingly
traffics/harbours/possesses/trades.
Although exceptional, it’s not unimaginable that players can unconsciously possess or traffic
property or fugitives. There could be situations where somebody is not aware of an object or person
present in his/her ship or vehicle. Someone could have secretly stowed away illicit goods inside your
ship. This could lead to unintentional possession or trafficking of something with an illegal-status.
This actually happens a lot in real life. Drug traffickers for example often secretly stow away drugs
inside the luggage of non-aware passengers.52 In these cases the pilot and passenger have no
knowledge of the illegal load nor do they traffic the illegal load willingly.53 To combat any defence
on this part, courts generally require passengers and flight operators to check their cargo/luggage.
By failing to do so, flight operators (or airports) and passengers take a risk to be convicted for
trafficking illicit property (you thought airports were checking your luggage for your safety?).
There are several ways to deal with this aspect of unknowingly doing something. One interesting
option is to decide that players always should know what they are possessing, but offer them tools
to – for example – check what is inside their ship (multi tool scanning attachment?). This could open
up interesting gameplay mechanics where criminals can try to stow away illicit property inside
someone’s ship, and the ship owners need to try to find possible stowed away illicit property. Of
course, it’s unknown whether this type of gameplay would actually happen but by determining that
a player should know what they are possessing or harbouring, the law system is relieved of a burden
to prove knowledge to a player, and the players still have the ability to ‘acquire the expected
knowledge’ by being able to check certain status.

The element of ‘wanting’
For crimes that base intent on legal status, the element of ‘wanting’ is of subordinate importance.
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It is estimated that on an average flight between Aruba and Amsterdam at least 1 kg of cocaine is secretly
stowed in unaware passenger’s luggage. The luggage is repossessed by accomplices on the arriving airport.
This causes a lot of luggage to be ‘lost’ which is a major headache for airports and the passengers.
53
In this case, it is hard to distinguish the element of knowledge from the element of willing of intent.
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If the law system determines that a suspect knows about the controlled status of a substance, and
also determines that the suspect knows that he/she is possessing that substance, it can safely assume
that the subject wanted to possess the controlled substance, for if he/she did not want to, he/she
would have ended the situation of possessing.
The same applies to any verb in these crimes. It seems reasonable to assume that a person who
knowns that he/she harbours a fugitive, he/she also wants (or in oblique intent: accepts) that he/she
is harbouring a fugitive.
The wanting part can thus easily be assumed as long as the knowledge part is proven.
Situations in which suspects knowingly do something, but do not want to, are to be considered as
unlikely exceptions. Furthermore, possible exceptions like duress or necessity are covered by other
topics of law. These are discussed in the chapter on justifications or excuses.

2. Crimes concerning direct damaging of a victim
The second type of crimes are those crimes that cause direct damage to a victim. These crimes are
(amongst others):
-

Homicide
(aggravated) assault
Battery
Destruction of vehicle
Damaging vehicle
Sabotage (privately owned property)

Currently implemented laws
As for the current laws implemented (alpha 3.9), not all of these crimes actually require mens rea.
Homicide is, for example “the infliction of mortal harm of another being, either intentionally or
accidentally”. This crime thus simultaneously criminalises the intentional killing of a player as well as
lethal accidents.
In my opinion, prosecuting mortal harm without intention (accidents) can have adverse effects on
gameplay. There are just too many situations in which you can accidentally kill a player. It would be
nice if you wouldn’t have to go to jail for every lethal accident.
Furthermore, other players can exploit these situations by committing ‘suicide-by-player’ by
purposely EVA-ing in front of your ship or jumping into your firing line on a firing range. Of course
they would die, but there are always players that are happy to die to send another player to prison.
Also, it could be considered unfair to meet lethal accidents with the same punishment as intentional
killing.
So even when the developers want to prosecute unintentional killing (accidents), I would certainly
advise to split unintentional killing from intentional killing, so that the law system can impose
different penalties to these very different acts.
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Proving crimes concerning damaging of a victim
Proving intent for these crimes concerning damage of a victim is different than proving intent for
crimes with a status-based intention.
For crimes concerning direct damage of a victim, the burden of prove is primarily focussed on the
willing aspect (in contrary to crimes with status-based intentions, which primarily focuses on
knowledge of the player).

The element of knowledge
Crimes concerning the infliction of damage punish behaviour that harms other players.
Mens rea in this respect means that a player knows about the consequences of his/her act (causing
damage) and has a will to do so.
The knowledge part for these crimes is probably one of the easiest to ‘prove’. Let me explain:
For a computer game, it is not possible to inflict damage to another player without the intermediate
cooperation of a game server. A player can do anything, but as long as the server does not
recognize the behaviour as ‘harm causing’ it will never register that harm has been caused.
Therefore, the possibilities of causing harm to a victim is limited to the acts that the server recognizes
as harm-causing.54 So, there is an exhaustive list of possible actions that can cause harm to another
player.
In real life, people can cause damage by an unlimited amount of acts. Aiming a parabolic
mirror at a certain angle that reflects a light beam to someone’s eye could cause harm
(blinding or damaging of the retina of the victim).
A computer game will most likely not recognize this damage, and therefore the victim does
not receive harm.
With an exhaustive list of possible harm causing acts, the developers just need to decide which acts
are considered to have ‘evident’ consequences.
Shooting a bullet at a player

causes injury

consequence is evident

Hitting a player

causes injury

consequence is evident

Throwing a grenade near a player

causes injury

consequence is evident

Now here’s the interesting part: If the developers – jointly – figure that a certain act can cause harm
(like: beating, shooting, throwing grenade at, ramming, etc.), they can also assume that a player
knows that these acts can cause harm. Unless the developers enabled the infliction of damage by
doing something which cannot be expected to cause harm, all harm-causing acts can be expected
to have an evident consequence.
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In real life, one could harm another by an unlimited amount of types of behaviour, but in a game the
possibilities of inflicting damages are limited to the types of behaviour the server recognizes as harm-causing.
To state it more clear: a player cannot harm another with an act that the server does not recognize as harmcausing, because that sever will not be able to register that harm has been caused.
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Therefore, it can safely be assumed that players know what the consequences of their harmful acts
are.

The element of wanting
Since the element of knowing can practically be assumed for all harm-causing acts, the proof of
intent for this category of crimes is entirely dependent on the element of ‘wanting’.
Determining whether a player wanted to cause harm with his/her act can be very difficult. There are
lots of ways to harm another player or property without actually wanting to. One could accidentally
kill an innocent bystander by blowing up a rock whilst mining. One could misaim a mining laser.
One could accidentally shoot the wrong person. You could practice on a firing range when suddenly
another player jumps into your line of fire. And let’s not forget about the insane speeds players are
flying their ships with. A lone player EVA-ing in the dark could be in your path. A player can kill or
destroy pretty much anything by accidentally flying really fast into it.
So how can the law system distinguish intentional inflicted harm from accidents?
This is perhaps one the most difficult tasks, and sometimes even impossible. Of course, for some
damage-crimes it might just be easiest to just assume intent. But for some damage-crimes it might
really add value to the gameplay experience if the law system was able to distinguish accidents from
crimes.
As said, real life law systems determine the will of a suspect by looking at the external appearance
of his/her behaviour.
The exact behaviour of a person (what did he/she do) is a prime cause for debate in real life law
systems. A computer game however has some serious advantages to determine what exactly
happened. In fact, it exactly knows what happened at any time, at any location.55 The Star Citizen
servers know exactly what a person aimed at. It’s exactly known how much shots are fired, when the
shooting started and when it stopped, how much damage is done. The system knows the exact
speed of a vehicle, the acceleration and the direction it flies in, it could detect significant changes in
speed or changes in direction just before a collision occurred.
The Star Citizen lawmakers can use this information to examine player behaviour and try to
formulate rules that distinguish between honest accidents, recklessness and the intentional cause of
harm. An entire assessment of all factors of a crime is probably not feasible. It is however, not the
limit of possibilities but more the limits of network-processing power and CIG resources that
determine how complex and reliable the determination of intent for these crimes will be.
As a start, I believe it would be best to assume that all damage is caused knowingly and willingly
(thus intentionally). For some common accidents, additional rules that ‘disprove’ the will of the
suspect can be added. An easy way to disprove the assumption that a player wanted to cause harm
is to implement a damage threshold for criminal liability. When a player inflicts minor damage to
another, and does not continue to add damage, there might have happened an accident (for if a
player actually wants to cause harm, he/she will continue to do so until the wanted result (mostly
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At least for all acts that are communicated to the server. Since other players can see pretty much everything
I do, we can safely assume that most acts are communicated to the server.
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death or destruction) has been achieved. Accidentally hitting another player once will then not be
a criminal offence. A damage threshold could however also be exploited, because the law system
wouldn’t know if that single hit was actually committed intentionally. It’s hard to estimate whether
such mechanics will add to the gameplay experience, or result in annoying exploitation. I suggest
that trying out such mechanics is worthwhile.
There are numerous factors that can be played with to seek a fair and logical determination of
player intent for crimes involving damage. To name a few:
-

-

-

-

-

Assessment of flight behaviour
o Did a pilot slow down before flying into another player?
o Did a pilot try to divert the ship’s vector from the victim?
o Did the pilot accelerate towards the victim?
o Did the pilot fly at dangerous speeds in an inhabited area (like a port)
Assessment of firing behaviour
o Where did the suspect aim at?
o How many times did the suspect shoot?
Assessment of group behaviour
o Is it likely that the damage is accidental friendly fire?
o Is the victim part of the same party as the suspect?
o Did the suspect and victim shoot at the same third party?
Location of the behaviour
o Was the suspect shooting on a firing range?
o Was the suspect present in a boxing ring? (The criminality of boxing is however fixed
by player consent, see the paragraph on consent for this matter).
Is the harm caused during the exercise of a job like: mining, repairing, refuelling?
Are there co-perpetrators that contributed to the harm?
Did the cause of harm require multiple acts, or could it have been caused by a ‘single click’?
Did the suspect ‘pay damages’ to the victim promptly after damaging the victim
Etc.
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3. Other crimes
The last category is a rest-category for crimes that are not easily grouped. Some of them have
similarities like ‘crimes against society’ but they all require a different approach on how to determine
player intent. Crimes that are part of this category are:
-

Insurance fraud
Evading arrest
Brandishing a lethal weapon
Discharge of deadly weapon
Sabotage (UEE property)
Money laundering
Etc.

For some of these crimes, determining intent is fairly easy, the requirement of intent can be left out,
or the intent can just be assumed/objectified.
Brandishing a lethal weapon for example could be a limited liability crime that does not require any
level of mens rea (or it could be considered as reckless behaviour in se). Intent for brandishing a
weapon can also just be assumed, because it’s hard to imagine that somebody unintentionally
brandishes a weapon (sure, a player can accidentally hit the wrong button on his/her keyboard, but
I guess that’s just his/her problem, and not something a law system could or should deal with).
Other crimes however can cause legal headaches. Even in real life, some crimes are very complex
and the determination of intent can be very difficult.
It is very hard to distinguish a sincere insurance claim from a malicious insurance claim.
When is somebody evading an arrest? How far (and how fast) can a suspect increase distance from
an officer before it is considered as evading an arrest? An arrested person often needs to do
something, like “exit vehicle” or “enter police vehicle”, so there should be some room for movement.
Also, when arrested mid-flight, a suspect should be allowed to safely decrease speed, which means
that in the meantime the suspect is still moving very fast. If the Star Citizen lawmakers want a
mechanic of arrest that is more complex than an arrest in, for example, GTA V (just a cut screen
showing “busted”), they need to determine what behaviour can be qualified as evasion of an arrest.
To express the possible complexity of determining intent, I’ll work out some options for evading
arrest:
Current (3.10) law of Evading arrest:
“Intentionally attempting to elude or flee from security personnel attempting to lawfully arrest or
detain them.”
Possible ruleset for evasion of an arrest
With being arrested there could be generated a state ‘being under arrest’. The system should first
determine whether the suspect knows or should know about this status. This could be determined
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by any clear message from a police officer stating that the player is under arrest (via talking,
shouting, comms messages, or UI pop-ups, etc).
After the determination that the player knows or should know about the arrested status, the system
could apply rules of conduct that are used to prove intent to evade the arrest, like:
-

Start engines of vehicle
increase distance to officer

This covers much situations but is still a problem if you are traveling at high speeds and are not able
to brake quickly. Also, a prohibition to increase distance to an officers does not leave much room
for a player that wants to comply with the arrest but first needs to move to an exit if a ship. A
workaround is to set a timer before the ‘increase distance’ rule starts. More immersive and
comprehensive would however be to set more advanced rules like:
-

“Start engines of vehicle”, and/or
“If velocity is higher than Y m/s: not decreasing velocity by less than Z m/s
“if velocity is below Y m/s, increasing distance from officer by more than Z meters”

The second rule obligates fast moving players to slow down, but still allows them to safely do so.
The third rule forbids slow moving or slowed-down players to move away too far from the target,
but still allow them some freedom of movement to, for example, exit a ship or move around
obstacles.
These rules would in my opinion resemble to a life like differentiation between behaviour that is
allowed during an arrest, and behaviour that is not allowed during an arrest.
There are of course still situations that will be missed. A player that is arrested could for example be
on board of a ship he/she is not operating. If the pilot of the ship flies away, the arrested passenger
then cannot really help ‘fleeing’ from the officer, even though he intended to comply with the arrest.
This could then partly be solved by applying police-orders to any pilot that hosts a person that is
being arrested (which is different than hosting a fugitive).The law system could then add an
exception to the assumption of intent when an arrested player is increasing distance whilst on board
of a vehicle he/she is not operating.
With this example I hope to have shown that the determination of intent can be as simple or
complex as the developers want it to be. Finding a good set of rules to determine intent of a player
will – at least for some crimes – probably be a big challenge. Luckily, the servers offer loads of data
that can be used. Also, the extensive alpha tests offer some great feedback possibilities. I’m sure
that the developers can find a way to set up, tweak and balance a law system that offers reliable
‘verdicts’ with acceptable numbers of misjudgements.
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Evading arrest
An automated law system could generate a state of ‘being under arrest’, and a rule which says that
certain behaviour during this state are is criminal offence, like:
-

Start engines of a vehicle
If player_velocity is higher than Y m/s: not decreasing velocity by less than Z m/s56
If player_velocity is below Y m/s, increasing distance from officer by more than Z meters57

Resisting arrest
“The attempted infliction of deadly harm to security personnel attempting to lawfully arrest or detain
them”.
Resisting arrest could be considered as unwanted behaviour that cannot be qualified as evading an
arrest. Currently it only comprises of an attempt to cause deadly harm to security personnel. I do
not know why the possibilities of resisting arrest are narrowed to the mere attempt to deadly harm
security personnel. Since resisting arrest is about making an arrest difficult without attempting to
evade the arrest, there could be more types of behaviour that qualify as resisting an arrest. When
under the state arrest, the following behaviour could be qualified as resisting an arrest:
-

“causing harm to security personnel”
“not stowing away deadly weapon within X seconds or after Y warnings
“aim down sight” or “aim down sight in direction of officers”
“reloading firearms”
“Discharge of weapon”
“throwing deadly throwable object”
”enter melee fight mode””
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This obliges fast moving players to safely slow down.
This forbids slowed-down players to move away too far from a target (an officer for example) but still allows
players to move around for Z meters if needed (players ordered to exit a ship would for example need some
freedom of movement to exit the ship).
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Exploits
Distinguishing accidents from intentional crimes is hard. No system will ever be perfect and I have
the utmost trust in my fellow citizens that they’ll promptly find loopholes, legal gaps and exploits.
For crimes that have variants both with and without mens rea, the consequences of exploits are
merely that the law system mistakenly decides that the crime is committed unintentionally and
subsequently provides a too low punishment. For crimes that only have an intentional variant,
players could evade the legal system entirely by finding exploits to avoid the detection of mens rea.
So, I’m operating an 890jump and I’m on my way to transport my distinguished guests to an
exotic location. Suddenly the airlocks open and subsequently all my passengers suffocate
within seconds. That’s a horrible accident! Or was it? I always had a keen eye on that golden
monocle of one of my passengers. The law system will never be able to determine what
actually happened in my head. Was it an accident, or did I just commit mass murder to
acquire a monocle? If the law system would consider these situations as ‘accidents’ they could
be heavily exploited. If a law system always considers these situations as intentional murder,
pressing the wrong button would send you to jail. To ‘solve’ this issue, the ship UI could offer
information like “you are about to open exterior doors in space, are you sure?” This would
legitimize the assumption that a player at least knows that he/she is opening doors. The
subsequent death of passengers could be considered as murder or reckless behaviour
resulting in death. Distinguishing between the two is a matter of case by case examination of
action-results.
There would probably always be exploits and/or misjudgements, but an active development team
can greatly reduce those situations, based on player feedback and possible maintained statistics.
This however could lead to a high demand on CIG resources.

Gameplay mechanics, risks and ‘accidents’
Lastly, I want to address the importance of intent for specific gameplay mechanics. With mining as
a first gameplay loop, we’ve got a taste of the immersion and depth of planned gameplay
mechanics. Mining turned out to be a very fun, deep but also dangerous type of gameplay. This
can result in “accidents”. And accidents are something the legal doctrine of mens rea feasts upon.
Mining
To start with mining itself. Mining is dangerous. A wrongfully operated mining laser can cut another
player in half or explode a rock which can lead to harm by flying debris.
If all mining accidents were to be considered as non-culpable accidents (no criminal offence), there
will be a lot of room for grievers and exploits. Accidents happen, and sometimes on purpose.
On the other side, prosecuting every lethal mining accident as murder could be considered as unfair.
A third option would be to prosecute mining accidents that cause harm as a recklessness crime
(reckless mining resulting in injury, death or damage to property). Since recklessness crimes do not
require the same burden of proof as intent, there is no need for an extensive set of rules to
determine intent on a mining ‘accident’. Crimes of recklessness put blame on dangerous or reckless
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behaviour. Making a set of rules of what ‘dangerous’ or ‘reckless’ behaviour is, is a lot less
challenging than proving intent. Applying excessive force with a mining laser could for example be
considered ‘reckless’ and if that would result in harm, the player could be convicted the crime of
reckless mining. What reckless mining is, could be determined on the way the throttle of the mining
laser is operated (maybe even compared to the info provided of the stability of the rock).
The most immersive option is to determine mining accidents that cause harm as either a nonculpable accident, or reckless mining, or an intentional crime. This could lead to the following
scheme:
- Normal/safe operation of mining laser -> rock explodes -> harm = non culpable accident
- Excessive operation of mining laser -> rock explodes - > harm = recklessness crime
- Extreme operation of mining laser -> rock explodes ->harm = intentional crime
This solution however requires a comprehensive set of rules that determine how a miner operated
his/her laser. I wonder if the developments costs are worth it.
The developers could also just assume that any time a rock blows up due to mining, the subsequent
injury or damage can always be considered as a recklessness crime. This solution does not need a
set of rules that examines the player behaviour, but it can also not distinguish between accidents,
recklessness and intentional crimes.
Refuelling
Of course, I have no idea how the gameplay mechanic of refuelling is going to work. But considering
the current direction of development, I wouldn’t be surprised if it would involve choosing the right
fuel and some actions like manually operating a pump. Developers could allow room for error in a
way that players can damage or entirely blow up a ship by applying the wrong fuel or using too
much pressure on a pump.
If so, the law system could be used to examine accidents.
The reputation system can also be of importance here (blowing up a customer’s ship due to
applying the wrong fuel would probably not result in a 5 star rating), but since we have a law system
anyway, it could be used to prevent exploits and grieving by criminalising reckless refuelling (or even
detect reckless or intentional destruction by wrongly refuelling).
Repair and medical gameplay
Also the gameplay mechanics of repairing objects or humans could have room for error. After all,
the line between repairing and damaging is a very thin one. Like with mining and refuelling, the
lawmakers could use the law system to prevent exploits or reckless behaviour.
Repossession
As far as I know, the job of repossession has not been announced or confirmed as a gameplay
mechanic. However, if bounty hunting is the legal version of murder, repossession could be the
legal version of stealing. I see lots of interesting gameplay opportunities if a player can be hired to
repossess stolen property. A player who repossesses a stolen vehicle has no intent on stealing or
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operating a stolen vehicle. The law system however does not have to examine intent on these
crimes, because repossession is not unlawful. Acts of repossession (re-stealing a stolen vehicle,
operating a stolen vehicle) are justified by consent of the owner. This form of justification will be
further discussed in the paragraph on consent.

Conclusion of mens rea
Like causation, mens rea can be very difficult to prove, especially for an automated law system. In
fact, there is no real way to prove what is actually on the mind of a suspect. As in real life, the Star
Citizen law system must determine the mind of a player on external facts.
Mens rea comprises intent and recklessness. Both are proven differently.
The way intent is proven differs slightly between the element of ‘knowing about the consequence’
and the element of ‘wanting the consequence to happen anyway’ (which are both components of
legal intent).
To prove knowledge, courts often assume that a suspect has certain knowledge. People are just
expected to know that shooting lethal ammunition at someone can have the consequence that the
person will be harmed. It is not, however, always that easy, especially for crimes in which intent
implies knowledge of a certain legal status. For intent on crimes like harbouring a fugitive, the
suspect must know that the person he/she is harbouring is, in fact, a fugitive. To prove this, courts
often objectify this knowledge and state that the suspect ‘at least should have known’ about the
status. For a law system to safely assume that a person should have known something, the presence
and accessibility of information is of importance. If a player would receive a pop-up showing “watch
out, do not accept this person in your vehicle, this person is a fugitive”, it’s very easy to prove that
the suspect at least should have known that the person he/she harboured is a fugitive. There are,
of course, less extreme or intrusive ways to safely determine that a player ‘should know’ about a
legal status.
Proving the ‘wanting’ part of intent is more difficult. In real life, this ‘wanting’ element is proven on
basis of the objective behaviour of the suspect. If, for example, a person slams his fist into another
person’s face, courts assume on basis of the external appearance of that behaviour that the suspect
had intent to harm the person. Unfortunately again, it’s not always that easy. On basis of the external
appearance of an act of the suspect, it’s not always possible to distinguish accidents from
intentionally causing harm. To solve this problem, lawmakers could use recklessness crimes as a
solution for distinguishing accidents from criminal behaviour. These recklessness crimes oppose
penalties to those who act recklessly and subsequently cause harm. Proving reckless behaviour is a
lot easier than proving intent, especially in a computer game.
Some crimes require a custom tailored set of rules to determine intent of a suspect. This is also true
for certain gameplay mechanics (like mining) in which players can cause harmful accidents.
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The requirement of unlawfulness
The last element or requirement for criminal liability is the unlawfulness of the suspect’s behaviour.
Even when a player caused harm to a victim, there is still no crime if that behaviour is not considered
to be unlawful.
The requirement of unlawfulness has two aspects:
The first is that a player is only criminally liable when he/she does something that is – by law – set
as a crime. According to the principle of nulla poena sine lege, there is no crime without a prerecorded law that specifically states that the behaviour is a criminal offence. This subject is also
discussed in the paragraph on the common principles of criminal law.
The second aspect of unlawfulness is that – even when a player fulfils all components of a crime –
the suspect is still not culpable if his/her behaviour is not unlawful.
When somebody kills another human, that behaviour is not a crime when the killing is not
unlawful. A person who kills another in self-defence for example does not commit a crime.
Proving unlawfulness is fairly easy: all crimes are unlawful, unless an exception applies.
When a person fulfils all components of a criminal law, the unlawfulness of that crime is thus legally
assumed. So when a person fulfils all components of the crime ‘murder’ it is assumed that this
murder was unlawful. If a suspect believes that his/her behaviour was not unlawful, he/she must
plead an exception of unlawfulness such as ‘self-defence’ (exceptions to unlawfulness are discussed
in the next chapter).
The requirement of unlawfulness is thus assumed, and can be only be ‘disproven’ by the successful
plea to a legal exception (justification) or to any legal rights he/she has to commit the crime.
There are however some laws in which the unlawfulness of a crime is not assumed. These are
generally crimes for which justifications are very common. In attempting to avoid the problem of a
large group of innocent people relying on a successful plea to a justification, lawmakers can add
the requirement of unlawfulness as a component in the specific law.
Like the examples mentioned here, the crime of theft is often formulated as ‘taking property
that belongs to another’. This act is, however, often legal. Borrowing property is also ‘taking
property that belongs to another’. If unlawfulness was not added as a component to the law
of theft, every person who borrows something must plead a justification (consent) to escape
criminal responsibility. Without unlawfulness as a component of the crime of theft, every time
you borrow something you principally commit a crime (because unlawfulness is assumed
when it’s not a component). Therefore you could be arrested, searched and detained until
you have successfully pleaded a justification of the crime. By adding unlawfulness as a
component, a borrower does not principally commit a crime, because now the unlawfulness
is a requirement that must be fulfilled and is not assumed.
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Unlawfulness that is taken up as a component in a law has several appearances like “wrongfully”,
“unlawfully” or “without right”. Laws against theft commonly state something like:
A person who wrongfully takes property that belongs to another
The crime of battery commonly is formulated as:
A person who unlawfully inflicts harm to another
Since there are not many situations where you can legally kill another person, the unlawfulness of
the act is not added as a component to the crime of murder (and thus is assumed as an element).
So it is:
A person who ends another person’s life (unlawfulness as element)
And not:
A person who wrongfully ends another person’s life (unlawfulness as component)
Unlawfulness can thus both be an element of criminal responsibility and a component of a specific
law. Unlawfulness as an element is assumed and can only be disproven by a successful plea to a
legal exception. Unlawfulness as a component is not assumed and must be proven.
Proving unlawfulness as a component is pretty strange because it factually means that the
prosecutor must prove that exceptions are not applicable.
That’s the reason why the transcript of criminal charges of theft often will probably explicitly
state that the victim did not give permission for the crime (this is often automatically added
to the victim statement).
In law practice, there will not be spend too much words on all exceptions that are not applicable,
and the verdict would probably only mention something like “the act is unlawful, there are no
justifications applicable”. The practical use for adding unlawfulness as a component is thus primarily
aimed at the fact that unlawfulness for those crimes is not assumed and that therefore the ‘suspects’
cannot be arrested for borrowing a book: before a person can get arrested (probable cause), there
must thus be some evidence that the taking of the book was unlawful.
As stated, unlawfulness can be disproven by exceptions like justifications. These justifications will be
discussed in the upcoming chapter.
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3. Exceptions to criminal liability
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Introduction
In the previous chapter, I’ve discussed the very fundamental elements of criminal responsibility. The
elements of harm, human involvement, causation, mens rea and unlawfulness are all conditions for
criminal liability. In principle, there is no criminal offence when these conditions are not met, but
when the conditions are met, a criminal offence in principle has been committed.
These are the three exceptions to criminal liability:
1. Justifications (that disprove unlawfulness)
2. Excuses (that disprove mens rea)
3. The prohibition of Ne bis in idem (a common rule in The Rule of Law)
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Justifications
Justification of a crime disproves the unlawfulness (either as element or as component) of an act.
So even when a person fulfils all components of a crime, the person is not criminally liable when the
act is justified.
There are generally 4 types of justification of a crime:





self-defence.
consent
provided authority
necessity
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Self-defence
Self-defence is probably one of the most well-known justifications for a criminal offence. It
legitimises the use of (lethal) force in a specific situation where normally that use of force would
constitute a criminal offence. Self-defence takes away the unlawfulness of harming another.
An appeal to self-defence is a difficult defence to plead because it is highly subjective. The definition
of self-defence and what behaviour it can legalise differs significantly between legal systems. In
some legal systems, one can legally kill another for trespassing, whilst in other legal systems, it is
not even allowed to kill someone who is attacking you with a knife.
Although the definitions of what self-defence is differ a lot, there are still some general rules that
are inherent to the legal doctrine of self-defence:
-

There must be an imminent illegal attack
The self-defence must be proportional to that illegal attack

Imminent
In real world law systems, someone is allowed to defend him/herself not only against the actual use
of force, but also against an attack that is imminent. In other words, if someone aims a gun at you,
you do not have to wait for the trigger to be pulled to defend yourself. The imminence of an attack
is highly subjective and situational. There is a grey scale between very clear imminent attacks (like
being held at gunpoint) and not so clear imminent attacks (being surrounded by people that look
funny).
In real life law systems, the defence against an imminent attack is justified because we cannot expect
people to wait until they actually get hit. But allowing self-defence against imminent attacks leaves
us with the question: when is an attack ‘imminent’?
Is it an imminent attack if someone aims a gun somewhere in your direction? What does the
angle of the gun from your perspective needs to be before one could state that an attack is
imminent? Is it an imminent attack if someone enters your ship without permission? Does it
matter if the intruder is brandishing a weapon? Does it matter if you have left the doors open?
What are the dangers of exploits by triggering an imminent attack? What happens if a person
deliberately walks into the line of fire of somebody who is just practicing on a shooting range?
In real life, these situations can be argued over in court rooms and human judges (or a jury) can
weigh all circumstances in their decision. Star Citizen needs to cope with an automated assessment
of the situation. It seems fair that in Star Citizen just a few – if any at all - obvious situations should
be qualify as an imminent attack. You don’t have to fear your actual life if a player walks towards
you with a knife in his/her hand. In game it is easier to hold your nerves and await an actual attack
before returning damage. It might even be fair to only allow self-defence when actual damage is
done. This would definitely be easier for the CIG developers.
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Illegal attack
Self-defence is only allowed against an illegal attack. One cannot legally defend him/herself against
a legal attack. Police officers for example can – in certain situations – legally attack you. If you do
not stop for a ship inspection, the UEE could legally engage you. Since these attacks are legal, there
is no ‘(imminent) legal attack’ and thus there is no situation in which you are allowed to self-defend.
For determining whether a suspect is allowed to self-defend, the Star Citizen law system thus needs
to be able to distinguish lawful from unlawful (imminent) attacks.
For attacks from NPC’s that’s quite easy: attacks from NPC’s could just always be considered as
legal, since it’s not to be expected that NPC’s will be programmed to use illegal force.
Legal attacks could however also come from human players. CIG has announced on several
occasions that players will be allowed to act on behalf of the law and players can currently be hired
by Hurston Dynamics (which is a jurisdiction) for bounty missions. If players are allowed to start a
legal attack on another player, it becomes harder to distinguish between legal attacks and illegal
attacks. Firstly, it must be clear in which situation a player acts on behalf of the law, and whether the
attack is legal or not. Secondly, players can ignore the rules of engagement, which could result in
the attack becoming illegal even if they are – at that time – acting on behalf of the law. At this point,
it’s too speculative to foresee the development plans of players acting on behalf of the law but I
would like to encourage the developers to take the consequences of player driven law-enforcement
and self-defence into account.
I want to mention that an attack from someone who is legally self-defending, is a not an illegal
attack. There is no self-defence against self-defence. However, when somebody who is selfdefending starts to use excessive or disproportional force, an attack might become illegal, which
would then allow for self-defence. For this I refer to the upcoming subparagraph on proportionality.

Proportionality
Self-defence is only considered to be legal if it is proportional. The disproportional use of force
against an illegal attack can legally not be qualified as self-defence.
Although some kind of requirement of proportionality for self-defence is virtually universal, there is
no easy answer to what is considered to be ‘proportional’. Can you shoot somebody that hits you
with a fist? Some people might say: yes in any instance. Some people might say: no, never. Some
people might say: that depends on the situation. Lawmakers have to make a choice on this issue.
The expectation on how far an imminent illegal attack can go is of influence on the proportionality.
If it is likely that the attacker is trying to kill you, applying lethal force as self-defence can be
reasonable. If the expectation of an attack is that the attacker will stop after a couple of beatings,
the use of lethal force as self-defence is less reasonable. This is where, in my opinion, in-game law
diverges most from real life law. In normal life, an attack against another person usually ends before
people start dying (the rate of actual homicide is much lower than the rate of fights, meaning that
most fights do not result in death). This is different in computer games. I cannot provide numbers,
but in my own experience, in-game fights usually end up with a dead player.
Since it is to be expected that the attacker is likely trying to kill you, the use of lethal force as selfdefence might be considered as proportional.
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There are however situations thinkable where ‘going all the way’ in self-defence might be
disproportional. When you fly in a Hammerhead, and somebody shoots with a pistol at your ship
(not even able to penetrate the shield), it might be disproportional to answer the illegal attack with
a missile.
To avoid those situations a damage threshold can be set before (lethal) self-defence is allowed. This
could be for ship-damage only or also for personal damage.
Another way to deal with disproportional attacks is to allow the self-defender to retaliate with only
X times the damage received. This however creates the question how a self-defender would be able
to know how much damage he/she can use in self-defence (perhaps there could be UI solutions for
that).
It however is still arguable that – for a game - any illegal attack allows the use of lethal force in selfdefence. Just don’t shoot your pistol at a Hammerhead…
Another aspect of proportionality is the passing of time. Self-defence must be somewhat immediate.
You’re not self-defending against an illegal attack if you first go home, have dinner, watch some tv,
buy some guns, gather friends and go out to ‘defend’ yourself. This could easily be implemented
by adding a timer that starts after the illegal attack has stopped.

How to know whether there is a situation of self-defence?
Player interaction can be quite chaotic. People shoot around, hit each other, get hit, sometimes not
knowing where the damage came from.
If self-defence would be allowed in Star Citizen, I would highly recommend a UI system in which
players can see what (still) legal targets are, who they can (currently) self-defend at. As for the
current alpha build (3.8.2.), I believe some of these mechanics are already implemented in game
(for ships only). As soon as my ship is hit, the name tag of attacker turns red, so I know that the
attacker is now a legal target to shoot back at, although I believe this is due to the outlawing of the
attacker and it is not really a legal ability to self-defend.

Defending allies and property
It is very common in law systems to also legalise “self” defence against attacks on other people or
even property. A parent can defend its child, a car owner can defend his/her car when somebody
starts hitting it with a baseball bat. You can defend your dog from being attacked. You can help
defend your friend against an illegal attack. The name “self”-defence therefore is something of a
misnomer.58
I think that the ability to defend others (and property) is a key component for the Star Citizen law
system.
Flying in a squadron protecting a hauler wouldn’t make sense if only the attacked individual can
defend him/herself. Not being able to defend others would make ‘escort’ gameplay utterly useless.
The law system, however, needs to decide who is allowed to help defending and who isn’t. I can
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I would rather call it “legitimate use of force against an attack”.
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imagine that this can be bound to parties but that seems a bit limited. Lawmakers could also choose
to allow everyone to defend somebody who is illegally being attacked in a wide radius around the
victim. That would also allow for vigilante guards near dangerous places.
Of course any illegal attacker is immediately marked as an outlaw (as of alpha 3.9), so anybody can
kill the attacker but I can imagine that the law system is going to become more nuanced and refined
than just outlawing an attacker. Attacking property for example wouldn’t – in my opinion – legitimise
the attacker to be completely outlawed so that anyone at any time can kill the attacker. The system
of outlawing is too binary. It either allows for the complete destruction of the outlaw by anyone, at
any time, or it doesn’t. When a player is not outlawed for his/her illegal attack no-one is able to
legally defend against the attack. A system of self-defence (which limits the right to self-defence to
certain people and a certain time frame) seems far better and more refined solution.
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Consent
Consent is one of the most important and common justifications in criminal law. The legitimising
effect is so widespread and present, most people wouldn’t realise that the criminality of their
everyday activities is dependent on the existence of consent. Whilst hidden in a subparagraph,
consent might be one of the most important legal-mechanics in the Star Citizen persistent universe.
The function of consent
As stated before, the law of theft prohibits the unlawful taking of property that belong to someone
else. If that someone else provides consent to take the property, the unlawfulness of the act will be
negated. Consent thus changes something unlawful to something legal.
In fact, a lot of behaviour would be criminal without consent of the victim. It’s a crime to hit
somebody, but fighters in a boxing match are not arrested for hitting each other, all thanks to
consent of the participants. It’s a crime to cut in someone’s skin with a knife, but surgeons seems to
be able to do so without getting arrested: that’s due to consent. A ‘ reposessor’ can operate a stolen
vehicle but will not be arrested for that act due to consent of the owner
Participants in a violent race can (purposely) crash into each other’s vehicles/ships but do not face
legal consequences due to some form of consent of participants. Even acts like repairing something
would not be legal without consent. The same applies to refuelling, moving someone else’s cargo
(hauling), etc. etc.
As soon as the legal system prohibits battery, theft, embezzlement, destruction of property, etc.,
the game needs a system of consent to allow players to borrow, gift, repossess, compete in
dangerous sports, haul property for another, repair, etc.
The need for consent in Star Citizen
Of course, a law system could simply cheat by exempting certain gameplay (like boxing) from crimes
but that will inevitably lead to cracks and gaps in the law system. If the law system does not require
permission for acts like repair and refuel for example, practically any player could repair your ship
without your permission. A griever will soon find out that he/she can ‘repair’ someone else’s ship
by changing the colour to something the victim really dislikes. A griever could also ‘repair’ a wing
by replacing it with something that completely destroys aerodynamics. Sure the lawmakers could
limit the repair mechanic to only be able to bring something back in the previous state, but that
would be very limiting for the gameplay designers of the repair mechanic. If repair is to become a
skill-based mechanic like mining, one could, by definition, also do a very bad job. People will then
soon find out that they can purposely poorly repair someone’s ship. Therefore there needs to be a
way for ship owners to decide who is allowed to repair their ship.
Without consent it will be really hard to organize boxing matches. Sure the lawmakers could make
sure that everybody inside a boxing ring will not be prosecuted for battery, but that’ll only allow
boxing matches in preselected rings.
Furthermore, without consent there can be no complex gameplay in which property can be
temporarily possessed by third parties. One could not hire another player to haul cargo, one could
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not hire an org to transfer a ship or vehicle to another system. It will not be possible to hire someone
to run your shop that you rented in a Kraken Privateer. You could decide who enters and/or uses
your ship. All these mechanics could be solved by ad hoc mechanics, but implementing a
fundamental of consent is going to allow all these types of gameplay and much more.

Contracts are not the solution
Contracts can legitimise behaviour. This works for buying stuff (the sale of property negates the
unlawfulness of the taking of the property). All rights to haul someone else’s cargo can be arranged
by contract: a contract that negates unlawful behaviour legalises the moving of someone else’s
property. So contract could (and will) solve some questions of consent.
A system of contracts however does not take away the need for a system in which players can give
consent to certain acts.
Contracts, for example, are by definition two-sided legal acts: both parties need to agree. Giving
permission is a one sided legal act. The difference here is that the consent receiver does not have
to accept getting permission. This is a clear advantage over two-sided legal acts because a consent
giver can – at any time – decide to whom consent is given and for what. Even when the consent
receiver is offline. A person can thus manage all consent given without the need for cooperation by
the receivers. Furthermore, since consent is a one-sided legal act, a consent-giver can revoke
consent at any time. If I give consent to another player to use my ship, I am not dependent on
his/her cooperation to end his/her rights to use my ship (like in real life, this would of course require
a fair cooldown to prevent grieving)59.
As the game develops, groups of players will undoubtedly have very complex webs of consent for
all kinds of behaviour. Managing this with two-sided contracts is going to be a very time-consuming
and cumbersome job. Two-sided contracts also do not allow for reciprocal consent within a group
of people (since contracts are two-sided, and not multiple-sided). In fact, two-sided contracts are
not going to solve any multiplayer framework of consent, for anything whatsoever.

Party and org mechanics are also not going to fix consent
It is planned that party and org mechanics will offer very detailed and refined options for complex
player interactions.60 These mechanics will offer options to share of profit, rights to use ships (or
parts thereof), etc.
These are mechanics of great importance and I’m looking forward to see them further implemented
in the game. However, party mechanics and org mechanics are limited to… parties and orgs.
Players would most likely want to give permission to other players without inviting them to an org
or their party. Orgs tend to have a strict door policy, and I also do not want to join an org just
because I want to try out someone’s ship or haul his/her cargo. Parties are more fluid, but you also
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In real life, saying “I want you to leave” legally revokes the provided consent to stay in one’s private space.
Therefore the guest becomes a trespasser. There is however a ‘cooldown’ to allow the guest to leave promptly
before he/she becomes a trespasser.
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do not want to invite everybody into your party just because you want to give them permission to
do something. Also, the other player could already be in another party which will prevent him/her
from joining yours. Furthermore, parties are disbanded after logout and a player should be able to
give permission to other players to do stuff, even after logout. Lastly, if I want to give a certain
permission to player A, and also a different permission to player B, I would have to invite both to
my party. What happens if Player B also got some permission from player D, by which he is restricted
to stay in D’s party? Would we all form a party? And what about player A? he is already in a party
with friends, should they then join as well? Soon, all online players have to be in the same party,
which then makes a party system obsolete.
So, party and org mechanics can be used to provide consent to do stuff (like operate ships) but it
will not take away the need for a separate system of player consent.
To conclude: the current and planned gameplay mechanics will provide means to consent to
behaviour like borrowing a ship or repairing a vehicle. These mechanics however do not at all fulfil
the need for players to provide consent for certain behaviour.

How do other games handle systems of consent?
In short, they don’t.
Of course there are games that allow players to give permission to others to use certain objects like
containers and doors (Rust, Ark: Survival evolved, ATLAS, Fallout 4, Last Oasis, New World, etc.).
These however, often limit possible consent to party members or clan members. Players without
‘consent’ are simply disabled from using the objects. In Star Citizen, it would be very limiting if one
could only allow others to enter their building or use their ship when that’s restricted to party- or
org members.
A lot of multiplayer games enable a player to consent to PvP (opt-in, opt-out). Players without
consent are just disabled from injuring each other, there is no actual option to hurt another without
consent. In Star Citizen players will be able to hurt each other in any location at any time, which
requires a need to provide consent for exceptional circumstances like boxing matches, races and
friendly fights.
There are also plenty of games that enable players to trade with each other. Players can initiate
trade, offer property and decide to either accept or deny the trade. There is however, no way to
legally borrow property, players need to trust the other to return the borrowed property. By adding
a crime of embezzlement and a system of consent, players would be allowed to safely and legally
borrow, rent and lease property.

Implementing a system of consent enables the detection of crimes
In Star Citizen, players will be allowed to share ships. People that do not consent can enter/use a
ship and still break into that ship (the game will even provide hacking and/or cutting tools)61 but will
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face the consequences of doing so. Consent therefore isn’t a mere mechanic of either enabling or
disabling players to do something, it also allows the detection of crimes:
A player that breaks into a ship can only be convicted for trespassing if that behaviour is
unlawful and thus the system can determine that consent of the owner is absent.
And it’s not just accessing ships. The law system must deal with object ownership, consent and theft:
it has to deal with battery, consent and boxing matches. The system will probably have to deal with
upcoming professions like hauling, repairing, medical gameplay, refuelling, bounty hunting and
what’s more to come.
Computer games that implement just a single aspect of criminal law can get away with cheats and
workarounds. A game with a complexity of Star Citizen cannot. To be frank, the realism and
complexity of Star Citizen resembles more to real life than any other game playable today and thus
also requires real life like legal mechanics like consent.

Consent in real life
Since Star Citizen slowly approaches a complexity comparable to situations in real life, it might be
wise to look at how the system of consent works in real life.
If one would start to make a list of consent a random person has given it could look like this:
Access to home anytime: friends A, B, C, D, parents, siblings, children, spouse
Access to home to water plants: neighbour
Access to home, only to clean and only on Wednesday: housekeeper
Full access to car: friends A, B, all family except daughter
Use of car only when present: friends C, D, daughter
Use of car only for limited time and distance: parking valet
Access to phone: spouse, friend B
Consent to inflict minor bodily harm: kickboxing opponent, but only when in a match
Consent to inflict major bodily harm: surgeon and dentist, but only during treatment
Consent to add minor damage to home: contractor, but only when necessary for job
Consent to withdraw money from bank account: several companies
Consent to move luggage: all airline personnel
Consent to take any property present in fridge, except ice cream: all friends and family
Consent to temporary possess book X: Friend D, for about a couple of months
Consent to temporary possess book Y: Friend E, for about a couple of months
Etc.
So how are these types of consent given? Presumably, only consent for the withdrawal of money
by several companies is given by an actual contract. Some permissions are granted explicitly but
only orally. Some consent is given implicitly.
A lot of permissions are also just a consequence of common decency. In my contract with my
housekeeper, I’ve arranged many things like payment during sickness, confidentiality for all
documents related to work, salary and taxes but I did not explicitly arrange anything for permission
to enter my home. My housekeeper has the keys to my home and I just expect him to know that
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he’s not allowed to enter my home for other reasons than housekeeping. Friends know the passcode
to access my phone, although I expect them to know that they’re not allowed to access my phone
without my presence. When my doorbell rings, I can give the visitor permission to enter my house
by just opening the door and move in such a way that the visitor knows he/she is allowed to enter.
Many permissions are implied in other agreements. If I hire a contractor to install air conditioning in
my home there is no word spend on the fact that he’s going to drill a hole in my wall. Still we both
know that he’s allowed to do so if that is necessary for his job.

How to give consent in a computer game
The Star Citizen legal system will presumably not be able to deal with all implicit and subliminal ways
people can give each other permission to interact. Even when people give each other consent in
chat or via FOIP, the law system wouldn’t know. Space ships also have no doorbells (should they?).
Since contracts and party/org mechanics are not going to fix all situations that require player
consent, I believe that the developers cannot escape creating a new system for player consent.
To allow players to provide consent to other players, I believe that the best solution is a mix of
assuming permission combined with a system in which people can register consent that is combined
with player contracts and party/org mechanics.
Permission could be assumed for situations like that of a party. Party members could be
automatically allowed (thus given permission) to enter each other’s ships and vehicles (although not
operating it). The current plans for party-mechanics are then part of the system that keeps track of
consent. That would be the same for orgs.
Consent could also be assumed with certain contracts. If I hire someone to repair my ship, the
system could assume that – by closing the contract – I also give permission to repair my ship.
Contracts would thus also be a part of a system that tracks consent.
In those situations where permission cannot be assumed or derived from contracts or party
mechanics, a new way to register player consent is unavoidable. This would of course require some
proper UI and database development.
In the upcoming paragraph, I’ll discuss the conditions that are inherent to legal consent.
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Conditions and consequences of consent
Providing consent temporarily changes certain rights in the legal environment. By providing consent
to operate a ship, there are several rights that the consent receiver gains (like rights to enter ship,
rights to power on ship, rights to control ship, rights to use (some) fuel, etc.).
Although people might be unaware, proving consent has some inherent conditions.
An in-game law system that registers consent will have to be aware of these conditions and
consequences and needs to check all conditions and (auto) fill all consequences every time consent
is given.
In this paragraph, I’ll discuss the conditions and consequences of consent.

Consent negates unlawfulness of several crimes
Consent justifies behaviour that – without the consent - would be criminal. The consent causes the
behaviour to be lawful and subsequently the required unlawfulness (either as element or
component) is disproven/cannot be proven.
Consent to operate a ship however does not negate the unlawfulness of – for example - murder.
It however does negate the unlawfulness of:
-

Entering the ship (trespassing)
Starting and using the engines and other components (operating a vehicle)
Using fuel (damaging a vehicle/stealing fuel/misappropriating fuel)
Wearing out the vehicle and thus damaging a component (damaging property)

The concept of ‘operating’ therefore entails several legal rights. One cannot legally operate a space
ship without being able to enter the ship and use fuel. Operating a vehicle also causes the wear and
tear of compartments which could legally be considered as damaging property. By allowing a player
to control a ship, a person therefore provides multiple rights to the consent receiver.
Legal rights that often accompany each other (for example, a right to control a vehicle is
accompanied by a right to enter the property) are commonly combined in a “set of rights”.
Ownership for example, is not just one legal right, it is in fact a complete set of private rights
concerning property, in which a person has legal rights to use, control, sell, lend, repair, damage,
destroy, etc., the property.
Sets of rights like ‘ownership’ and ‘possession’ and the transfer of these rights are further discussed
in the chapter on private law.
For now, I just want to emphasize that a legal system of consent must be able to translate a concept
of ‘consent to operate a vehicle’ to a set of laws of which the unlawfulness is negated by the consent.
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Consent can only be given by a capable entity
The rule that consent can only be given by a capable entity implies that a consent giver must be an
entity and that the entity must be capable.
Entity
Consent is given by an entity.
An entity can be anything, a player, a party, an org, a group of players, the society as a whole or a
social construct like “the emperor”.
Capably
The prime effect of consent is that the consented behaviour is no longer unlawful. When I provide
consent to player X to enter my property, player X can no longer be prosecuted for trespassing on
my property. The unlawfulness of the entering of the property is negated.
Consent therefore has the consequence that the judicial authorities are bound to my decision to
provide consent. By providing and revoking consent for certain behaviour, I directly influence the
determination of a judicial authority as to whether some behaviour is unlawful or not.
That decision is however only respected by the judicial authority when I am capable to provide
consent.
Player A for example cannot provide consent to operate B’s vehicle, because player A is not
the capable to provide that consent.
An entity is capable to provide consent for behaviour X if:
A. The entity has the legal right to perform behaviour X itself, or
B. The entity is the sole victim of the law it consents to, and
C. The behaviour is not blocked for consent-providing by the authorities
A. Legal right to perform behaviour itself
Logically, I cannot consent to the destruction of a ship that belongs to B.
Consent is factually the temporary transfer (or copy) of rights to another person. I cannot transfer
(or copy) rights that I do not have. So as long as I do not have the right to destroy certain property,
I cannot provide consent for its destruction.
This is typically a matter of private law (which will be discussed in the chapter on private law).
A system that addresses consent must check whether an entity is capable of providing certain
consent and therefore must be aware of (and linked to) the private law system of the game.
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B. The entity is the sole victim of the law it consents to
The transfer of property rights is not the only capability of an entity. An entity can also provide
consent for criminal behaviour that does not entail any property rights.
A player for example, can provide consent to be harmed (battery, assault).
Persons are not property and therefore there is no property law regulating a right to harm a
person. Therefore a person has no property rights to harm themselves, and thus cannot
transfer that right to another person.
The criminal behaviour an entity can consent to is determined by the legal victim of that crime.
The law prohibiting battery protects the battered. So any entity that can be battered is capable to
provide consent for its battery.
The law prohibiting the brandishing of a lethal weapons protects the society. So only the society is
capable of providing consent for brandishing a lethal weapon.
The society is commonly governed by ‘representatives of the peoples’ and it’s those
representatives that can provide consent to crimes against society. When these
representatives pass a law that allow police officers to brandish a lethal weapon, they basically
gave permission to the entity ‘police officer’ to brandish a lethal weapon. Consent by the
authorities can however also be qualified as a separate justification (see next paragraph).
C. The behaviour is not blocked for consent-providing by the authorities
As said, consent provided by a capable entity binds the authorities. They have no choice to accept
the ‘victim’s’ decision and must determine that the behaviour was not unlawful due to the consent.
However, in real life, some authorities just do not want to respect all decisions of citizens. Albeit for
political, religious or ethical reasons, most legal systems for example, do not allow a person to
consent to the crime of murder. In some countries there is a little bit room for consent to murder
under strict circumstances (euthanasia) but it’s commonly not accepted.
There European Court of Human rights was confronted with a case where a citizen of the
United Kingdom claimed that she should be able to consent to someone ending her life. Due
to her disease (motor neurone disease), she was not able to take her own life. She claimed
that since she had the right to take her own life (suicide is not a criminal offence in the UK)
thus she should also be able to consent to ending her life. The European Court however
decided that the European Convention on Human Right did not include “a right to die”. Due
to her illness (and the long lead times of cases) the appellant died before the verdict.62
This could of course be different in a computer game. It’s up to the developers to decide whether
there are some crimes that they do not allow players to consent to.
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Consent must be given to a specific entity:
Consent is given by a capable entity to another entity.
As said, an entity can be anything. It’s of course up to the developers to decide which entities they
will implement as consent receivers (if consent will be implemented at all). It would anyway be very
practical if the following entities could receive consent:
-

Another player
A group of payers (for example a racing team)
A party (for example: allow a whole party to enter a ship)
An org
All UEE citizens
Everyone

The option to give consent to everyone should not be overlooked. If players for example would
own a water tap on a desert planet, it might be practical if they could allow anybody to use it. Of
course, in practice, everybody can use a water tap and the illegal use of a water tap will probably
not be a crime but the possibility to allow anyone to use something could be very beneficial for
gameplay.

Consent must be able to be given temporary
The indefinite provision of consent to use property is to be considered as a gift. In fact, a lot (if not
most) permissions will probably be given temporarily.
In any way, consent must end, at the latest, upon the permanent death of the consent giver,
for one cannot consent to behaviour after one’s death (a dead person does no longer have
property rights and thus cannot transfer these rights). I do not know how permanent death
and possible inheritance to a new character is going to work, but legally speaking it is not
possible to provide consent for the duration longer that the lifetime of the consent giver.
When consent can be given temporarily, the law system must be able to acknowledge these time
limits. Possible time-set conditions for consent are:
-

a specific amount of time (minutes, hours, days)
a specific event (for example: for the entire duration of a race)
until revoked (with a revoke-delay to prevent exploits/grieving).
until party is disbanded
until org is dissolved
For the lifetime of consent giver
For the lifetime of consent receiver

Consent must be given prior to the act
A very simple and clear rule is that consent must be given prior to the act. The law system must
know whether behaviour is unlawful or not. As it makes decisions almost instantly (or with a short
delay) the behaviour of the suspect cannot retroactively become lawful to posterior consent.
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Posterior consent can be regarded as a victim’s waiving of rights of prosecution, which is discussed
in the paragraph on waiving prosecution.

Consent must be able to be given locally
Consent should also be able to be limited to an area. This means that the specific behaviour is only
lawful in a specific area or location.
An example is a boxing ring. Consent for the crime of battery could be given only inside the boxing
ring. Beating the other player outside the ring is therefore still unlawful.
Another example is loaning a mining ship to a player, limited to UEE space. I can imagine an owner
doesn’t want his/her ship to be flown into outlaw territory.
Auto filling
Of course, it would be very impractical if players need to select all these options every time for
something relatively simple as borrowing a ship.
This can mainly be solved by several complete sets of property rights that can be granted to others.
Selling something for example is providing the entire set of property rights to another in a contract
of sale. Loaning a ship to another can be done by granting the entire set of ‘possession’ or ‘holding’
rights to a person. These sets comprise of several rights and exceptions that fit common situations.
I will discuss these standard sets in the paragraph on property law.
Also, in real life practice, providing someone with consent doesn’t have to involve much. A simple
nod of the head can suffice to provide permission to borrow a book. A simple nod however, does
not set all the conditions and consequences of consent.
A simple nod to agree with the borrowing of a book does not state how long the book can be
borrowed and what the borrower exactly is allowed to do with the book. In everyday life,
people often omit to set these conditions.
These conditions are however inherent to consent, and – if enabled – an automated law system
must choose an option. In real life, there are unwritten rules of common decency that dictate a lot
of the implied conditions of consent. To ease the life of players, a possible implemented UI for
providing consent could autofill these conditions based on the real life rules of common decency.

Exploits
Like any gameplay mechanic or rule, there is a risk of exploits. It would be very nasty if a ship owner
would revoke the permission to stay inside a vehicle mid-flight. What do the passengers then need
to do, immediately exiting ship in mid space or high in an atmosphere?
Like in real life, revoking permission could therefore be bound to a timer. Another solution against
the ‘spacing’ of passengers is to maintain rights as long as they are actively being used. This could
of course lead to other exploitation. Designing a system of consent is uncharted territory for
computer games. I can imagine it will need a lot of tweaking and balancing. Luckily, Star Citizen has
really good capabilities for public alpha/beta testing.
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Conclusion
Star Citizen aims for gameplay mechanics that requires players to be able to give permission to
each other. The real life system of consent is vague and the conditions of consent are often based
on common decency. People themselves don’t really know what the extent and conditions for given
and received consent are.
An automated law system however cannot ‘feel’ what the scope of permissions are. It can also not
detect permission that is given via FOIP or chat. So if the law system needs to know who has
permission for what and under what conditions, consent must be registered.
Luckily, not all consent has to be actively registered. Some consent can just be assumed. Other
consent derives from contracts between players. The party and org mechanics could provide
information about who has consent for what.
There is however, still a large part of consent that cannot be assumed and doesn’t follow from
contracts or party mechanics. This consent therefore needs to be actively registered, which would
require some advanced legal mechanics and UI.
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Provided authority
A third justification that negates unlawfulness is legitimisation by authority. Provided authority allows
people to do things that would otherwise be criminal. The most obvious example is the use of force
by police officers: because of the provided authority by the lawmakers, the use of force (which would
normally be criminal) is justified (to a certain extent).
Provided authority will mostly be given to NPCs. Since NPCs will not likely exceed their authority nor
do they need any authority to do something at all, a system of legally provided authority wouldn’t
have to be implemented. Imprisoning NPCs wouldn’t make any sense, let alone that Quanta are
probabilities and not real characters.63 Of course, the developers could lock up NPCs for atmosphere
or lore reasons but they do not have to be convicted by the law system.
However, if players are allowed to act on behalf (or with authority of) the UEE, there is good reason
to implement the justification of provided authority in the persistent universe law system.
This mechanic would allow players to be bounty hunters (and thus non-culpably kill/apprehend
another player). Sure, the UEE could also outlaw a player, which basically provides authority to
everyone to kill that outlawed player.
Adding a mechanic of justification by provided authority would also legally open up possibilities for
players to act on behalf of the UEE in any other ways.
Players could for example, acquire UEE authority to clear a squatted bunker, repossess stolen
UEE property, destroy illegal property or substances, etc.
Authority can be provided institutionally (for example to a bounty hunters guild), by order (officer X
orders player Y to do something) or by contract (UEE offers contract to clear illegal settlement, which
provides authority to clear said settlement).
When authority is provided, there will always be limits. Players can act in excess of their authority.
Determining the boundaries of the authority will be similar to determining the scope of legal selfdefence, which is discussed in this chapter.

Necessity
The fourth and last exception to criminal responsibility is the justification by necessity. This typically
covers situations of emergency where people are allowed to commit certain crimes to save lives or
property. The unlawfulness of these crimes can thus be negated by the situation of necessity.
A standard example of justification by necessity is breaking a window in order to save someone
from a burning apartment. Breaking someone’s window is, in principal, a criminal offence (harm,
human act, causation, intent, unlawfulness) but breaking a window in order to save someone’s life
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from a burning apartment would generally be considered an act of valour and is to be considered
lawful under the given circumstances.
Other examples of justification by necessity are: speeding in order to bring a lethally injured person
to a hospital and ignoring traffic rules when running away from an attack.
There are no easily definable general terms to determine when criminal behaviour can be justified
by necessity. The term of ‘necessity’ is vague and ambiguous. As stated before, these forms of
ambiguity should be avoided as much as possible in an automated law system.
Situations of legitimisation by necessity will probably be very exceptional and wouldn’t affect the
common daily lives of players in the Star Citizen persistent universe. Furthermore, a lot of emergency
situations are covered by the legitimisation of self-defence. Moreover, in those situations where a
player commits a crime in an emergency, the option of waiving prosecution of the victim could
prevent a lot of unjust verdicts.
Whether this mechanic should be implemented or not relies on a trade-off between added value
gameplay and demand on recourses. Since this justification applies to exceptional circumstances
only, I can image that it’ll be left out entirely (or at least in the first iterations).
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Excuses
Where justifications negate or disprove unlawfulness, excuses negate mens rea.
Other than justifications, excuses do not justify the act but provide an excuse to the guilty mind of
the suspect. Excuses for a guilty mind (mens rea) can be: infancy, duress, insanity and a category
hereafter referred to as ‘general non-culpability’.
In advance, I’ll emphasize that I do not think implementing these exceptions to the legal system will
add much value to gameplay. I’ll briefly address them anyway for reasons of completeness.

Infancy
People too young of age are generally not expected to be able to distinguish right from wrong.
Prosecuting a person that cannot distinguish right from wrong does not serve any of the purposes
of criminal law, except for retribution (see the chapter on the purpose of criminal law). Therefore
infants are commonly excluded from (or excused for) prosecution or sentencing. In some legal
systems infancy ends at age 16-18, in other legal systems infancy ends at 6 – 9. Some states in the
USA do not consider infancy at all. Here’s an interesting map on minimum age for criminal
responsibility.
Arguably, for Star Citizen the age of a player (or the character for that matter) is not of any interest.
It’s a game and even when played by people of a young age the legal system should probably not
treat them differently. According to the Terms of Service, the RSI services are not directed at people
under 13 years of age.64

Duress
Duress is a legal excuse for situations where a person intentionally commits a crime but does so
under a serious threat against his/her life or property. A defence appealing duress can be successful
when a court is convinced that an average person would also not have been able to withstand the
pressure and would also have committed the crime.
An example of duress is the situation in which a soldier is ordered to execute innocent civilians under
the threat that if he/she does not comply, he/she will be executed as well. The crime committed is
still unlawful, but the mind of the suspect can be not guilty due to the duress.
NB: the non-culpability of duress is not accepted universally. The International Criminal
Tribunal of the Former Yugoslavia accepted duress in the Erdemovic case, but found this
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duress just to be a mitigating factor for the penalty, and subsequently convicted Mr.
Erdemovic to a 5 year prison sentence.65
Situations of duress are highly exceptional. Furthermore, this defence addresses situations of
extreme stress due to a threat against the suspect’s life. It’s not to be expected (and let’s hope not)
that players will ever experience such extreme stress by the in-game threatening of a player’s
character. I therefore do not see good reasons to implement this legal doctrine in the game,
especially not considering development costs of such system.

Insanity
Another legal excuse is insanity of the suspect. People that are considered legally insane are thought
to be not able to choose right from wrong and thus do not have a guilty mind. Considering the
purpose of criminal law there is no use for prosecuting insane people (or animals or tornadoes for
that matter) except for reasons of retribution.
Legal systems often prefer psychological treatment or some sort of psychological incarceration
above imprisoning legally insane suspects.
For Star Citizen, I again see no good reasons to implement a rule for the excuse of insanity. Dealing
with players that could be legally insane belongs more to the domain of the End User License
Agreement of CIG and not so much to the in game law system.

General non-culpability
Some situation are so exceptional that they are not covered by prior determined legitimisations or
rules of legal excuses. Therefore, some legal systems have some sort of catch-all category to solve
unpredictable legal issues. These could be categorised as general rules of non-culpability and are
so vague, ambiguous and uncertain that prosecutors, judges and defence attorneys try to avoid
them at all costs. This exception is basically a carte blanche for a court to fix unforeseen
circumstances in criminal law. It is the greyest area in modern law and there are a respectable
amount of lawyers who actually deny the very existence of this exception to criminal liability (even
when it’s written in a criminal code).
In my opinion, this category of excuses could also be left out entirely in Star Citizen.
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Ne bis in idem
A third exception to criminal liability is the prohibition of ne bis in idem (literal meaning: not twice
against the same). It does not negate any of the required elements of criminal liability but it is a
universal principle in The Rule of Law that prevents a suspect to be prosecuted twice for the same
act.
The rule of ne bis in idem seems like a clear and simple rule: just do not prosecute someone twice
for the same crime. The question however is: what is the same crime?
For the doctrine of ne bis in idem, a ‘crime’ comprises of two elements: an act and a law that prohibits
that act. In common speech, the word crime is both used for the act and the law that prohibits that
act.
The difficulty starts with the fact that one act can sometimes be classified as two or more crimes
(laws). This can best be explained by drug trafficking. A person who traffics drugs can simultaneously
‘possess’ that drugs.
Since both laws apply to a single act (moving drugs from A to B), the rule of ne bis in idem states
that there has been one crime committed. The rule of ne bis in idem in this case thus states that the
suspect can only be prosecuted for one law (either possession or trafficking of drugs). In that way,
one could say: one act = one law.
This is however not the entire story. The rule of ne bis in idem only prohibits a single act to be
prosecuted twice for the same crime. It is however still possible to prosecute one act for multiple
crimes as long as the crimes are not ‘the same or similar’. One act can therefore result in several
laws to be violated, and the ne bis in idem rule only prohibits double prosecution for the same or
similar laws.
So a prosecutor is only forbidden from prosecuting a suspect for both possession and trafficking
drugs if possessing drugs and trafficking drugs are similar crimes (which they are). It is however, not
always easy to determine whether crimes are ‘similar’. Let’s take the killing of a victim by gunfire for
example. The applicable laws for this act could be:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Murder 1st degree
Murder 2nd degree
Murder 3rd degree
Aggravated assault
Battery 1st degree (a killed victim is also rendered unconscious)
Battery 2nd degree
Destruction of property (the victim’s clothes can be damaged by the bullets)
Unlicensed carrying of a lethal weapon
Brandishing a lethal weapon
Disturbing public order
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The rule of ne bis in idem prohibits the suspect from being cumulatively prosecuted for A - F because
these crimes are considered to be similar (physically harming someone), it’s just that one is worse
than the other. A prosecutor can thus only indict the suspect for these crimes alternatively (so A, or
B or C or D or E or F).
A prosecutor can however cumulatively prosecute the suspect for harming the victim (A – F) and
damaging property (G) and offences against the public order (H, I and/or J).
Of course there is not much use for prosecuting someone for murder and destruction of a Tshirt. That last crime wouldn’t add up much to the sentence. If the property is worth much
however it could be added to an indictment to allow relatives to request reparation for
damages).
The rule of ne bis in idem often causes legal headaches, especially since it’s not always clear when
crimes are considered to be ‘similar’. For crimes H – J we could argue both ways. Especially when
combined with multiple acts, the doctrine of ne bis in idem can result in a complex web of possible
exclusions of criminal liability.

Importance for Star Citizen
How can an automated law system prevent double criminality, and is that actually necessary? In the
upcoming subparagraphs I’ll briefly address how double criminality can be addressed and whether
it’s necessary to do so for an automated law system.

What are similar crimes
So, the rule of ne bis in idem prohibits double prosecution for similar crimes. In real life, years of
case law made clear (for most cases) what ‘similar crimes’ are. There are even matrices available
that list all crimes that are considered as similar.
The Star Citizen law system designers could also provide such matrices to the law system (for
example list crimes in categories in order for the law system to understand what similar crimes are).
Using such listings, the system – confronted with multiple law violations for one act – can decide to
prosecute for just one crime (for example, the one with the highest penalty).
Such a system will prevent a player to be prosecuted for homicide, aggravated assault and battery
simultaneously for just shooting one other player in the head.

What is one act
More difficult is to determine what one act is. In real life, humans do not have problems determining
what one act is. There isn’t too much debate on it. For computers, this can be more difficult.
Especially for consecutively inflicted damage and continued crimes.
Consecutively inflicted damage
Player A beats a victim 7 times. The victim receives damage from every hit. Without any limitations
the law system would consider this situation as 7 counts of battery.
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In real life law systems the situation of consecutively inflicted damage is considered as one
consecutive act (beating someone 7 times). The 7 hits are thus prosecuted as one consecutive act,
and the suspect is convicted for one count of battery (albeit with a higher penalty). In some Civil
Law systems, the maximum penalty for a consecutive committed crimes is raised by 1/3.
If the Star Citizen law system also wants to address these consecutive hits as one consecutive act,
the system needs to be able to consider all hits as one crime (and thus not prosecute the suspect
for the first 6 counts of battery). The penalty for the entire act could be raised depending on the
amount of times the victim is hit or the amount of damage that has been done during the
consecutive act.
It can be difficult for an automated system to distinguish consecutive acts from separate acts. The
system needs to know when a consecutive act has ended and when a new one has started. What
happens for example when two players start fighting, take a break to talk it out, and a minute later
one players starts beating again? I can imagine that a timer that tracks several acts can pretty much
solve most questions on what a consecutive act is.
Consecutively inflicted damage resulting in another crime
There is also the situation where multiple crimes result in another crime.
Player A beats a victim 15 times. The 15th hit rendered the victim unconscious. Without limitation,
the law system would consider this situation as 14 counts of battery in second degree and 1 count
of battery in first degree (rendering a victim unconscious is battery in first degree).
Real life law systems would consider ‘consecutively inflicted damage that resulted in another crime’
as one crime: in this case battery in first degree. The higher maximum penalty for battery in first
degree the previous acts that resulted in the unconsciousness of the victim are considered to be
incorporated.
If the Star Citizen law system would also meet this situation with the prosecution for one crime, the
law system needs to be able to exempt the 14 counts battery for criminal liability. In order to do so,
the system has to be able to understand that consecutively inflicted damage resulting in multiple
crimes should result in prosecution for just one crime, being the gravest of all the possible
indictments.
Continued crimes
Some crimes are committed in an instance (like stealing), other crimes can be continued acts. Crimes
like brandishing a lethal weapon and possession of prohibited objects are generally committed for
a prolonged period of time.
There are two problems with identifying continued crimes in an automated law system.
The first is the possible immediate detection of the crime. There is no use for security checks and
surveillance cameras when the law system instantly detects and prosecutes the crime at the first
instance of action. To enable gameplay mechanics like smuggling and sneaking around security
cameras, the law system needs to play dumb and ignore the fact that the server always knows that
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a crime has been committed. This however is a topic of crime detection and will be discussed in the
chapter on crime detection by an all knowing server.
The second problem of continued crimes that the crime is committed continuously. For example, a
person is brandishing a lethal weapon in Area 18 and is caught by a security camera. On this camera
the law system detects that the player brandished a lethal weapon for 18.0 seconds (or 9 server
ticks). Without limitations for continued crimes, the law system could for example, consider this
situation as 9 counts of brandishing a lethal weapon (one for every server tick). Since it’s arguably
unwanted to impose 9 fines for one continued act of brandishing a weapon, the law system must
be able to detect what continued crimes are. Crimes that are committed for a prolonged period
should be considered as one crime. This is however mainly a problem for crimes that are not ended
upon detection. If the crime was not detected by a security camera but by a UEE officer, the suspect
would probably be apprehended or the crime will be stopped by other means.
Crimes that are continued in multiple jurisdictions can also raise some legal questions. Let’s say that
a player is trafficking a controlled substance in one run from Pyro IV (Pyro) to Microtech (Stanton).
During that act, the players enters UEE jurisdiction, Stanton jurisdiction and Microtech jurisdiction.
What happens when the player is caught in every jurisdiction? Is that considered as a continued
crime? Will the crime always be stopped after detection (confiscation of prohibited drugs by
authorities)? Is it different when one continued act is detected multiple times in just one jurisdiction?
The above mentioned examples are situations that could be addressed in the design of the law
system. Sure, some situations of double criminality for a continued act do not have to be resolved
at all. There are however situations that could lead to unfair prosecution (for example receiving a
fine for every server tick the crime continues, or receiving 7 fines for beating a player 7 times) and
it would be wise to identify and address these issues in building the fundamentals of the law system.
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4. Extensions to criminal responsibility
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Introduction
In the previous chapter I’ve discussed exceptions to criminal liability. These exceptions negate the
unlawfulness (justifications) or mens rea (excuses) of an act.
In this paragraph I’ll discuss the extensions to criminal liability. These extensions cause a suspect to
be guilty even though not all required elements of criminal liability are met. These are situations
where one or more of the elements cannot be proven but the behaviour is criminal nonetheless.
These are the extensions to criminal liability:
If there is no harm, behaviour can still be criminal due to the doctrine of attempted crime.
If there is no human behaviour, the mind of a suspect can still be guilty due to conspiracy to a crime
If there is no direct causation, behaviour can still be criminal due to complicity and co-perpetration
If there is no mens rea, behaviour can still be criminal due to limited liability crimes
There is no exception to crimes that are not unlawful.
There’s no exception to crimes that have no legal victim.

In the subparagraph below I’ll address attempted crimes and complicity to crimes. I’ll leave out
discussing conspiracy to crimes.66 Limited liability crimes are already discussed in the paragraph on
mens rea.

66

These crimes are very hard to prove and do not require any harm or human behaviour. I frankly see no
reason to criminalize and prosecute players in Star Citizen for conspiracy to a crime.
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Attempted crime
If someone tries to inflict harm on a victim but fails to do so, the doctrine of attempted crime can
still ascribe criminal responsibility.
Lawmakers tend to do so because the mere attempt (and failure) of a crime is still considered to be
blameworthy, especially if the attempted crime fails due to external factors (and not the
reconsideration of the suspect).
Really no harm?
It can be questionable as to whether an attempted crime really did not cause any harm. When a
victim almost gets shot (the bullet just missing him/her), one could argue that the victim is still
harmed (shock, fear, etc). The doctrine of attempted crime however ascribes criminal responsibility
as the harm that did not occur.
Intention
The intent of the suspect is the prime element in attempted crimes. The suspect must have an
intention to achieve the consequence that did not occur.
Reckless crimes by definition do not require intent so it is legally not possible to attempt a
recklessness crime.
Applicability
Generally, criminal laws commonly do not explicitly mention that an attempt to that crime is also a
criminal offence. Criminal codes often include a general law that states that attempting certain
crimes is a criminal offence.
Generally, the extension of attempted crime is reserved for the more severe crimes (and of course
all recklessness crimes are logically excluded). Attempted parking crimes for example are often not
covered by the extension of attempted crime.
Human behaviour
There is no attempt when the suspect just has an intent to do something, without actually doing
something. Otherwise a suspect could be criminally liable for just a thought. For that reason, a legal
attempt requires at least the start of the actual execution of the intent. Article 45 of the Dutch
criminal code for example defines attempted crime as:
“Attempting to commit a crime is punishable when the intention of the offender is
revealed by the start of the execution of the intent.”67
When the execution of the intent has started is of course a matter for debate.
Two men have prepared a robbery of a currency exchange office. They got in their van, drove
to the exchange office, stopped the car, grabbed their bags and put on balaclavas. They were
waiting for an employee to enter the office so they could enter and rob the place upon his
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arrival. The employee noticed the van and warned the police. The two men were arrested
before they could exit the van.
Is this an execution of an attempted crime?
The court ruled that according to the ‘objective appearance of the behaviour’, an attempt to
rob was not yet executed.68 This would be different when they had exited the car and actually
approached the employee.
Although the exact ways to prove an attempted murder differ, courts are intrinsically bound to
determine intent on an attempt on basis of the behaviour of the suspect.69

Proving attempted crimes
Since attempted crime is just an intent to crime without actual harm, proving attempted crime is
not much different than proving ‘normal crimes’, but there are some differences:
Since harm is not required, courts do not have to prove that there is harm.
Since there is no harm in attempted crimes: the requirement of causation between act and the harm
does not have to be proven.
The emphasis of proving attempted crime is primarily aimed at the intent of the suspect and the
behaviour of the suspect (the start of the execution of that intent).
In the paragraph on intent I’ve discussed how intent can be proven. This is no different for the intent
on attempted crime.
Interestingly, in proving intent (especially for the ‘willing’ part) courts commonly assess what a
suspect did by looking at the behaviour of the suspect. That exact same assessment is used to
determine whether the execution of an attempt has started. In other words: courts assess the
behaviour of the suspect to determine what the suspect wanted but also assess behaviour to
determine whether an attempt has started.

Proving attempted crime in Star Citizen
The mechanics of proving intent for normal crimes can be also be used to prove attempted crimes.
The problem, however, is that the behaviour of a player is different in attempted crimes.
Take murder as an example. As stated in the paragraph on intent, an automated law system can
prove intent on murder by the fact that the victim has been murdered. The intent of the murderer
is assumed by the fact that he/she killed the victim. The problem here is that with attempted murder,
the victim has not been killed.
To prove attempted murder, the law system must detect that somebody nearly got killed, and also
needs to determine that the suspect intended to actually kill the victim. Since that intent is normally
proven by the fact that the victim is killed, the law system would end up chasing its own tail to
determine an attempted murder.
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This would apply to most crimes involving the damaging of a victim. Proving an attempt to these
crimes will be somewhat problematic. I can see some ways to solve this problem (especially for
misfires)70 but that would require very advanced mechanics to detect certain types of behaviour. It
might however be wiser to question whether it is actually necessary to prosecute attempted crimes
involving the attempted damaging of a victim. If I shoot at someone in real life (but miss the target),
I would probably be arrested for attempted murder. Bystanders would be shocked, the victim would
have experienced fear and society blames me for trying to kill someone. In a computer game,
however, ‘almost shooting’ someone has significantly less consequences. It will be extremely hard
to prove attempted murder by almost shooting someone and it is questionable whether that would
add something to the gameplay experience.
The way attempted crime is proven differs significantly between several types of crimes. Depending
on the behaviour that is required for a crime, it might be feasible to implement rules that can reliably
detect attempted crimes.
The game already implemented attempted crimes in the persistent universe. In the current alpha
(3.9) the crimes of evading arrest and resisting arrest are both set up as an attempted crime.
Evading arrest
“Intentionally attempting to elude or flee from security personnel attempting to lawful arrest
or detain them.”
Resisting arrest
“The attempted infliction of deadly harm to security personnel attempting to lawfully arrest
or detain them.”
As said, there is no need to add a requirement of intent to an attempt, since an attempt inherently
requires intent.
These crimes also show the – sometimes – fine line between an attempted crime and a successful
crime. When a player escaped from the sight of the security personnel for example, one could say
that the evasion of the arrest was successful.71 A player who tries but fails to escape from the security
personnel might have committed a criminal offence. An attempt to evade an arrest could be proven
by certain behaviour that hast the objective appearance of an attempt to escape the arrest. Starting
an engine while stopped by security personnel, or entering a pilot seat (after security personnel
announced that the player is under arrest) could be types of behaviour that could prove an attempt
to evade arrest.
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Attempted murder due to misfires could however be another case. If a player directly aimed at a player
and pulled the trigger - but the server decides that the gun is jammed - the server would actually be able to
determine that the player attempted to hit the victim.
71
Evasion of an arrest is of course bound to the question whether the attempt of the arrest has succeeded or
not. When officers lose sight of the suspect, and the suspect is not anyway near, one could state that the
attempt to arrest the suspect has failed, or: the evasion of the arrest was successful.
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For resisting arrest, the developers decided that an attempt inflict deadly harm to an officer whilst
being arrested is considered as resisting an arrest. An attempt to inflict deadly harm could be hard
to prove. One could question whether it wouldn’t be easier to just qualify any actual harm as a resist
to an arrest. This changes the crime from an attempted crime (attempting to deadly harm whilst
arrested) to a completed crime (harming whilst arrested) which could be easier to prove and would
also fit the qualification ‘resisting arrest’.

Conclusion
Whether it is necessary to criminalize an attempted version of a crime and if it is feasible to
automatically prove that attempt depends on the specific crime, more specifically the behaviour
that is required for the crime.
For a majority of the crimes, it wouldn’t be game breaking to leave out an attempted version entirely
(at least for the earliest implementation of the law system). For some specific crimes, like evading
arrest, it could add value to gameplay to implement a completed and attempted version of the
crime.
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Contributions to crime
Another extension to criminal liability is aimed at situations in which a person contributes to a crime
that is committed by someone else (the principal perpetrator). In these situations the contributor
did not directly cause the harm him/herself but his/her act contributed to that harm.
This principally causes a problem in causation, since law systems commonly consider the causa
proxima as the legal cause of the harm. Other contributions therefore are not considered as a cause
of the crime and they would (without an extension for contributions) escape criminal liability.
Of course, the doctrine of causation could be adapted in a way that a contributing act is also
deemed as the cause of the crime, but that’s way more difficult to do than adding a rule for
co-perpetration (and has severe consequences for the entire law system).
To ensure that people who provided a significant contribution to a crime can be held responsible,
criminal liability is extended with the doctrine of legal contributions.
A legal contribution to a crime can be anything, both psychical and psychological. Examples are
being part of an assault group, providing a weapon for a murder or providing detailed information
for a heist.
There are two types of legal contributions: co-perpetration and complicity.

Complicity versus co-perpetration
Technically speaking there is no difference between a complicit and a co-perpetrator. They both
contributed to a crime but did not directly cause the harm. Lawmakers want to distinguish the acts
of merely providing some assistance from an active and full participation in the crime. Here are
some examples:
Examples of co-perpetration:




A group of people hitting a victim
Multiple people shooting at a victim
A robbery, where one suspect held the victim at gunpoint and the other
acquired possession of the loot

Examples of complicity:




Providing a weapon for a murder
Offering building plans to people who are preparing a heist
Enabling principal-perpetrators to evade arrest

These are quite clear examples of co-perpetration and complicity. Other situations are less easy to
classify. Acting as a getaway driver for example can be classified as complicity in one country and
co-perpetration in another country. The level of significance of a contribution to a crime is a grey
scale that is not easily definable and can differ significantly between legal systems. Factors that are
of importance in the differentiation between complicity and co-perpetration are:
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Physical presence during the crime
The time of the contribution (prior, during or after)
How distant the acts are in the chain of causation
Whether the roles of the principal perpetrator and contributor are easily
exchangeable
How much the contributor benefits from the crime
Level of intent of the contributor to the crime
All other merits of the case

In fact, the list of factors that are used to determine the significance of a suspect’s contribution is
virtually endless.

Proving a contribution to a crime in Star Citizen
By addressing the proof of legal contributions to a crime it’s important to emphasize that there is a
difference in proving a contribution and proving the level of contribution (either co-perpetration or
complicity).
It’s easier to prove that there has been a contribution than to distinguish between the types of
contribution. So I’ll start with proving contributions to a crime in general (regardless of the
classification of that contribution as either co-perpetration or complicity).
The burden of prove of a legal contribution comes down to the following components:
He/she intentionally contributed to someone else’s act that caused harm to a victim with
the intent of that harm to happen.
Let’s apply that directly to the assessment of an automated law system.

Someone’s else’s act that caused harm to a victim [a crime]
Logically, there is only a single contribution to a crime when another player has committed a crime.
The law system thus only needs to assess possible contributions when a crime has been committed.

The contribution to the crime
If the law system detects a crime, it then needs to address whether the act of the potential
contributor actually contributed to the crime.
The range of possible contributions depends highly on the specific crime. Some crimes are generally
committed by one person and possible contributions to those crimes are not that interesting to
investigate (brandishing a weapon, parking violations, insurance fraud, etc). The doctrine of criminal
contributions is mostly directed at crimes involving the infliction of damage to people or property.
Especially for a game like Star Citizen, the detection of criminal contributions is important for these
crimes. Therefore I’ll mainly focus on crimes like battery, killing and damaging of property
(contributions for the crime of theft is a whole other ball game).
Proving a contribution to a crime can be fairly easy for crimes that involve damage to players or
property: listing all damage done to a victim and marking all prior damage as possible contributions.
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The law system then could filter the contributions on basis of significance. There could be a threshold
for damage that is considered as a legal contribution.
The system could further assess when this contributing damage is caused. By doing so, the law
system could leave out contributions that are too distant from the principle crime.
When a victim receives some damage from player A, and a day later gets destroyed by player
B, one could doubt whether A’s act should be considered as a legal contribution to the
destruction of the ship committed by B.
Of course, the damaging of another player can be a crime itself, but in this case we are
discussing a possible contribution to another crime.
The system could, for example, take into account how much time has passed between the
contribution and the principal crime. Another option is to track for how long the victim received
damage (this ensures that contributors to prolonged attacks do not escape criminal liability). Healing
or repair of the victim between the contribution and principal crime can also be taken into account.
Many modern FPS games are pretty good in automatically determining contributions to damage:
games like Battlefield instantly award ‘assist’ points to contributions to a kill.
Other contributions to crimes that punish the infliction of damage
There are more active contributions then merely doing damage. The law system could for example
consider the following acts as a contribution to a crime:
-

Interdiction of the victim prior to the crime
Inflicting EMP ‘damage’ prior to crime
Vehicle collision prior to crime (ramming)

Difficult situations
Some types of behaviour are less easy to determine as ‘contributions’. Players could contribute to
a crime without directly harming the victim:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Is the captain of a ship a contributor to damage done by a turret operator?
Is a turret operator a contributor to damage done by another turret operator?
Is an engineer of a ship a contributor to damage done by other crew?
Is a passenger of a ship a contributor to damage done by the crew?

The system could answer all questions with ‘yes’ but that could be a prime cause for grieving, since
a single rogue turret operator could ‘contaminate’ all other players inside the ship with his/her
crimes.
If the law system would answer all these questions with ‘no’, all other crew members will escape
criminal liability even when they actively support the turret operator.
I would suggest to resolve this issue as follows:
-

Mere passengers of a ship are passive, they do not ‘act’ so the passive presence of passengers
cannot be considered as a contribution.
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-

Situations A, B and C could all be considered as an ‘act’ since they are all operating the ship to
some extent.72 Whether the act of operating the ship could be considered as a legal contribution
to a crime depends on the intent of the player (hence the explicit requirement ‘intentionally
contributing’). For this I’ll refer to the upcoming subparagraph ‘double intent’

Other situations
There are of course numerous other situations thinkable that might contribute to a crime. The law
system will probably never be able to detect all possible contributions to a crime. A player could
provide a ship to another player who on his/her turn use that ship to harbour a fugitive. The law
system could go to great lengths to cover these situations, but I wonder if that would lead to a
better gameplay experience. Furthermore, law systems in real life also ‘miss’ a lot of contributions
to a crime. There’s no way to catch them all but there definitely is a need to catch some of them
(like a joint attack on a ship or person).
Anyway, for crimes involving damage, an automated law system should more or less be able to
detect and filter contributions to a crime.

Double intent
Contributing to a crime is not a criminal offence per se. Governments build roads, these roads are
used for crimes and thus the government contributed to those crimes. That’s no different for internet
providers whose services contribute to cybercrime.
More closely related to the crime, an arms dealer can provide a weapon that can be used for a
crime. That arms dealer will generally not be considered as a legal contributor. Other people that
provide weapons for a crime are however convicted for complicity in the murder. The difference is
the intent of the contributor. An arms dealer that is completely unaware of the plans of his client
does not have intent on the crime that is to be committed. A person that provides a weapon whilst
knowing what will happen with that weapon will be considered as a contributor to a crime.
Contributions to a crime are thus only criminal when the contributor had intent. In fact, a criminal
contribution requires two versions of intent.
Intent on the contributing act
The first version of intent is aimed at the act of the contribution itself. The act of the contribution
must be committed intentionally. One who accidentally provides a weapon does not have intent on
the act of providing the weapon. Situations of accidentally doing something are highly exceptional
and thus intent for this part can safely be assumed (this is further discussed in the paragraph on
intent).
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One could also argue that, for example, a turret operator, when idle, does not ‘act’. The fact however that
bigger ships are operated by multiple players causes a ship to be operated jointly by those players. The
operation of a ship can be considered to be an act, even when a crew member is idle.
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Intent on the harm that is to be caused
The second version of intent is aimed at the harm that is to be caused by the principal perpetrator.
So a provider of a weapon need both to intentionally provide the weapon and also needs to have
intent on the murder that is about to be committed with that weapon. This is quite a special variant
of intent because it requires intent on something that someone else is going to do. Mostly, level 4
of intent (oblique intent: not actually wanting the consequence but accepting the high risk that the
consequence will happen) is enough to prove this version of intent.
It can be argued that a pilot or captain operating a ship contributes to any damage that is done by
his/her turret operator. After all, operating a ship is a team effort. In some cases the captain and
turret operator would have discussed the crime and both agree on killing the victim, the captain
might even order the pilot to move in the direction of the victim and warns the shield operator to
be on alert. In other cases, the turret operator does not discuss anything with the captain and just
independently decides to shoot at the victim.
The law system cannot easily (and should not) wiretap all communications between crew members,
so it is not aware of any matters discussed. Since there is also no way to look inside the player’s
head, there is no easy way to determine whether a captain wanted to contribute to the harm or not.
So how can the law system determine whether a captain intentionally contributed to a crime
committed by his/her turret operator?
To prove that a captain has intent on the crime that is to be committed by his/her torrent operator,
the captain needs to be aware of what the turret operator is about to do (knowing) and needs to –
at least – accept (oblique intent) that behaviour (willing).
The law system could be equipped with all kinds of intelligent rules to assess the captain’s knowledge
of other people’s acts and his/her acceptance of these acts. I however suggest that the system just
assumes that the captain has intent on anything the crew does and add some exceptions that could
disprove that assumption. By doing this, we basically turn the burden of proof around: the system
does not need to prove intent of a captain, it assumes it unless exceptions apply. After all, we can
assume that most crews discuss what they are going to do. Independent actions of crew members
that are not wanted by other crew have to be considered as an exception, especially since unwanted
independent actions can have social consequences for the crew member. Furthermore, it can be
argued that a captain has a responsibility for allowing another player to operate a turret.
But sure, there can always be miscommunications and rogue actions will happen. A system that just
assumes intent on crimes committed by any other crew member could be supplemented with some
exceptions that save crewmembers from inheriting criminal liability for unwanted actions. As
possible exceptions to the assumption of intent, the law system could consider the following acts:
As soon as a turret operator starts shooting at a victim:
-

The captain immediately overrides the turret and shuts it down, or revokes access to the turret
(or any similar behaviour, depending on future gameplay mechanics).
The captain (or pilot) immediately shuts down the entire ship
A crew member immediately kills or knocks out the rogue turret operator
A captain immediately bans the turret operator from the ship
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-

A pilot immediately flies away from the victim, so the turret operator cannot further harm that
victim.
Another turret operator immediately disembarks his/her own turret to show that he/she does
not want to be part of the attack.
Any other interfering/blocking of the crime

There are many circumstances and facts that could be taken into account as an exception to
disprove intent on the action of other crew members. Implementing some mechanics that disprove
intent of a crew member however still leave some questions. If – for example – a second turret
operator shows his disapproval by immediately exiting the turret after the shooting began, he/she
could be redeemed but what about the other crew members? Do all of them need to show some
form of disapproval or do they inherit the disapproval by the interfering act of another crew
member? What about the mechanic who has little to no means to show disapproval?
Divergent intent?
There are also situations in which a principle-perpetrator can receive unwanted contributions to a
crime.
A principal-perpetrator could shoot at victim just to ‘annoy’ the other a little bit, whilst suddenly
other players ‘join in’ and kill the victim. The law system would probably detect that the principleperpetrator now is contributor to the killing of the other players. This is a case of divergent intent of
different suspects and is a real problem in criminal cases. A group of people could start a fights
whilst every individual has a different intent with that fight. In real life, this is often solved pretty
drastically by assuming that all participants had intent on the same consequence. Unless a group
member distances his/herself from the group, the intent on all crimes committed by the group is
appropriated to all members.

When a legal contribution is detected: double criminality
As soon as the law system detects a contribution to a crime and determined that the contributor
had intent to do so, the law system could prosecute that contributor for a contribution to the crime
committed by the principal perpetrator.
A pilot would for example, be convicted for contributing to the destruction of a vehicle committed
by a turret operator in his/her ship.
In some cases, the contributing act can also be a crime itself. Let’s say that a couple of players start
shooting at a victim which ultimately leads to the death of that player. Only the player that fired the
killing shot will be the principal perpetrator. The other players only committed the crime of assault
of the victim. When the law system determines that these payers are also contributors to the murder,
it needs to drop the counts of assault or violate the rule of ne bis in idem. The rule of ne bis in idem
is further discussed in this paragraph.
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Co-perpetration versus complicity
Proving a contribution does not answer the question of which contribution a player is guilty of. In
real life, courts make a further assessment on the significance of the contribution and classify it as
either co-perpetration or complicity (the latter is usually met with lower penalties).
The line between these two variants of contributions is vague. The difference between coperpetration and complicity is also dependent on the specific crime. Acting as a getaway driver for
a burglary could be considered as co-perpetration whilst a getaway driver could be a co-perpetrator
for a murder. In fact, two similar cases could have different answers depending on how well the
judge has slept that night.
Designing an entire system that would divide all active contributions per crime as either coperpetration or complicity seems like a never-ending job. I highly doubt that the resources spent
for designing such system would be worth it. I think it’s more cost-efficient to consider all
contributions as co-perpetration and simply ignore most acts of complicity (these are harder to
detect anyway). Of course, some evident cases could be addressed separately. There’s nothing that
holds developers back to teach the law system that some specific contributions have to be
considered as an act of complicity. I would however focus developer resources on more important
issues.

Conclusion
A law system that determines causation on basis of the causa proxima (most direct cause)
undeniably needs an extension that criminalises (some) intentional contributions to a crime. Like
real life, it is impossible to detect all contributions, but mainly for crimes involving damaging a victim
there are good and clear ways to detect contributions. The law system then needs to assess whether
these contributions are committed intentionally. This intention can be assumed. This could however
be unfair for a crew operating a ship because one single turret operator can contaminate an entire
crew with criminal liability, even when that crew did not agree with his/her crime. This could be
considered as an acceptable risk for a ship crew or the system could add some exceptions that
cause crew members to be redeemed if they interfere with the crime or otherwise show their
disapproval.
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5. Compensating flaws
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Introduction
If law was perfect, there would be one clear cut answer to any legal question. Law, however, is not
perfect. It tries to draft general rules for something as complex as human behaviour and it
fundamentally and consistently fails to do so. A good law system can merely try to provide
judgements that are supported by a vast majority of its subjects.
Some aspects of law - primarily those that settle blame on behaviour - are notoriously bad at
providing clear definitions and consistent legal answers. The doctrines of causation (who is legally
responsible for what behaviour) and mens rea (the guilty mind of the suspect) are perhaps the most
debatable subjects in law. Causation is problematic because ‘our’ (human) judgement of what effect
is caused by what behaviour is significantly different from factual causation. Mens rea is problematic
because we simply cannot objectively determine what actually goes on in someone’s mind.
To compensate for the unavoidable flaws in a law system, lawmakers provide a plethora of
compensational mechanics. These mechanics try to make judgements as reliable, consistent and
supported as possible. One of the most important and extensive mechanics of compensation is the
criminal trial. In this trial the defence can argue their views on the case, evidence can be provided,
(expert) witnesses can be summoned and there are plentiful rules of procedure to address
unforeseen questions and problems.
The law system in Star Citizen is also struck by the inherent flaws of a law system. It’s clear that the
developers want to assess player behaviour and prosecute behaviour that is not tolerated. The more
complex behaviour the game allows, the more complex the law system needs to be. According to
the current state of the game and future plans, the Star Citizen law system promises to have a
complexity that is not seen before in video games.
Nonetheless all advantages of a computer game law system (there is no whodunnit due to the
server being aware of almost all facts), there are some serious disadvantages due the fact that it
cannot offer the same compensations as real life law systems. There is no court, there is no extensive
trial, there are no defence lawyers, no judges or jury, no rules of evidence.
To compensate for some of these flaws, I strongly suggest that some compensational mechanics
are implemented to the Star Citizen law system. I’ll address two options: waiving prosecution and a
possible right to appeal a decision.
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Waiving prosecution by the victim
In some law systems (especially in Common Law systems) prosecution is dependent on the will of
the victim. Cases are only admissible when the victim pressed charges or otherwise indicates that
prosecution of the suspect is desired.

Who is the victim?
As stated before, there are many types of victims. Most common amongst them would be the UEE,
society as a whole and individual players. In real life, prosecutors are granted the rights to decide
on behalf of the Authorities and society whether prosecution is desired or not (that is one reason
why they are called ‘public prosecutor’). For Star Citizen the law system can independently decide
whether the society or the UEE would desire prosecution.
When the victim of a crime is an individual player, he/she could decide for him/herself whether
prosecution for the crime is desired. The crime of theft, for example is primarily aimed at the owner
of the property. Only the owner is considered to be the victim of the theft and it’s therefore up to
the owner to decide whether he/she wants the thief to be prosecuted.
This autonomy could also be awarded to groups of players that are effectively governed by one or
a few players. If an organisation is the sole victim of a crime (for example: somebody stole property
that belongs to the organisation) the players who are in control of the organisation could be
awarded a right to decide whether prosecution is desired (some players are awarded rights to kick
or ban org members, some players could also be awarded the right to press the ‘prosecute!’ button).

Waiving prosecution versus pressing charges
Waiving prosecution could be either an opt-out or opt-in system.
In an opt-out system any detected crime will be prosecuted unless the victim indicates that he/she
does not want the crime to be prosecuted (waive prosecution). This would require a notification and
a timer to allow the victim some time for his/her decision. If the victim did not decide to waive
prosecution, the suspect will automatically be prosecuted.
In an opt-in system the detected crimes are not prosecuted unless the victim indicates that he/she
desires prosecution (i.e. to press charges). This could also require a notification and a timer to ensure
that suspects are not confronted with prosecution too long after the crime has been committed.
The law system could also combine the two. It could for example decide that battery is only
prosecuted when the victim pressed charges and that theft is always prosecuted unless prosecution
is waived.
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Why this mechanic should be implemented in game
There are multiple reasons to add a mechanic of waiving prosecution (pressing charges for an optin system) into the law system. I’ll address four of them:
Filtering unjust prosecution
The prime reason is that an option to waive prosecution can act as a filter for clear mistakes of the
law system. If the law system for example would determine that my friend stole something whilst
I’ve given that item to him/her, we would both be happy if I could decide to waive prosecution. Also
when an anonymous other player is confronted with the unjust prosecution of a crime against me,
I would be happy to undo that mistake for pretty much any player around. The ability to undo
mistakes of the law system will not be a silver bullet for all problems but it will surely help.
Forgiving accidents
Other players could accidentally crash into my ship. They could accidentally shoot at me whilst
fighting the real foe. When that player reaches me on a comms message to say he/she is sorry, I
could choose to forgive the mistake. Not everybody will be as forgiving but based on my
experiences in the persistent universe so far, players are generally very decent towards one other.
Amicable conflict resolution
Another reason for allowing victims to waive prosecution is the possibility for mutual conflict
resolution. A player that damages someone’s property could offer payment for reparation of
damages. It would be sad if a suspect paid damages to a victim and the victim would not be able
to waive prosecution.
This system would however also require a contract to be able to pay for damages which – if
accepted by the victim – would automatically waive prosecution (to avoid backstabbing).
Enabling inter player contact
Lastly, I want to mention the possible advantages for inter player contact amongst strangers in Star
Citizen. When a victim of a crime has the option to waive prosecution, a dialogue could open up
between victim and suspect. They could negotiate damages, discuss the ‘accident’, trash talk, show
mercy, etc. I consider this as a potential enabler for inter-player contact which could end up in new
online friends and foes. This could benefit the immersion in game.
[update: on July 13th 2020, Mr. Pressley confirmed on spectrum that players will have an option to
opt out and/or opt in for prosecution for certain crimes].73
[update: on September 14th, the developers further disclosed information on the mechanic of
pressing charges against crimes that are not prosecuted if committed by party members]74

73

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/spectrum/community/SC/forum/4/thread/live-feedback-specialrequest-overbearing-crime-an/3217909
74
https://robertsspaceindustries.com/spectrum/community/SC/forum/3/thread/alpha-3-11-law-systemupdates
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A right to appeal?
Another mechanic of compensation based on real life is the option to appeal to verdicts of the law
system.
In real life, this can either be an appeal to automatically imposed fines or an appeal to district court
judgements. Filing appeal causes the case to be transferred to a (higher) court to (re)examine the
case. This ensures that suspects who do not agree with a fine or verdict can get a second (or
sometimes third) chance to receive a judgement they can support or have peace with.

Appeal in Star Citizen
Of course, there will be no actual court in the Star Citizen persistent universe. There are however
still good reasons to allow players to appeal to judgements of the automated law system.
If players were able to file appeals to decisions, the developers could revoke the decision made by
the law system. This allows developers to correct mistakes and revoke wrongfully imposed penalties.
Especially if players receive ridiculous punishments, it could be helpful if players could appeal the
decisions.
Allowing players to appeal to judgements could also provide valuable debugging information for
the law system. By collecting and categorising all filed appeals, the developers could gain insights
in problematic aspects of the law system.
Implementing unlimited rights to appeal with a full evaluation of all filed appeals would undoubtedly
over-encumber the CIG developers. Without any restrictions, CIG will need an army of
administrators to examine and decide upon all cases. If a system of appeal will be implemented at
all, it would be sensible to limit the influx of appeals and/or limit the amount of work that an appeal
requires.
There are several options to limit the influx of appeals to a decision:
- Allowing appeal to certain crimes only
- Allowing a player to only appeal X times in Y period (for example once per month)
- Only providing leave to appeal to people with citizen status (if that would fit lore)
- Only allowing appeal in certain jurisdictions (if that would fit lore).
- Making it difficult to appeal a decision (by requiring the suspect to provide a lot of information)
- Etc.
By not granting suspensive effect to an appeal, players will be less encouraged to file an appeal to
a judgement. It will certainly prevent players to file appeal just to postpone punishment.
It’s also important to consider what appealing to a decision will lead to.
Examining and deciding on every case of appeal would be most immersive and fair but will also put
a significant and permanent claim on CIG resources.
Not deciding on any case at all will diminish the whole system of appeal to nothing more than a
system for bug reports (in that case the issue council will suffice).
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There could however be a golden mean where developers do not have to evaluate every individual
case of appeal but are still able to undo certain categories of unjust decisions. Let’s say that a bug
or flaw in the legal system causes players to receive parking fines for no good reason. Surely, loads
of players would appeal that decision because they do not agree with the judgement. If CIG
developers were confronted with large numbers of similar appeals, they could not only try to fix the
problem but will also be able to grant the appeal and subsequently undo the consequences: fines
can be refunded and prison time can be financially compensated.
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6. Criminal Law vs Private law
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Criminal law functions as a social mechanic to identify blame and to influence the behaviour of
people in a society. Criminal law is enforced by authorities upon the citizens. One could say that
criminal law is of top-down or ‘vertical’ origin.
Private law is a branch of law that provides rules for non-criminal behaviour between peers of a
society. Private law comprises of several sub-branches like: contract law, property law and tort law.
The distinctive aspect of private law is that it is not enforced by the authorities. Lawmakers merely
built these rules to enable citizens to understand, self-determine and claim their rights. Since it is
not authority-enforced but peer-enforced, private law could be considered as ‘horizontal’.
The branches of criminal law and private law are split. Some law systems even have different courts
for these specific branches (i.e. court of criminal law and court of private law). Despite this split, both
branches of law have a strong co-dependency.
Property crimes for example are crimes that are dependent on the legal status of property, which is
governed by private law. Property can only be stolen by someone who does not own the property.
Since ‘what is owned by whom’ is governed by private law, a criminal court needs to make an
assessment of private law. In that way, criminal law ‘follows’ private law. Criminal law however can
also influence private law. Criminal courts for example can make decision concerning property law
like: returning stolen property to its owner and granting reparations for damages. Also, the private
legal status of ownership can be dependent on criminal court decisions whether the property is
stolen or not.
The co-dependency between criminal law and private law requires the Star Citizen criminal law
system to be able to determine matters of private law and vice versa. According to the April 17th
2020 episode of Star Citizen Live, the developers are working on a technical way to determine
ownership of property. Such system would essentially be a system of private law and will be of great
influence on the criminal law system.
This lawmaker’s Guide to the Galaxy isn’t aimed at discussing all matters of private law. I will however
discuss the following two sub-branches of private law:
-

Property law
Tort law
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Property law
Property law is a sub branch of private law which sets rules regarding the interaction between legal
entities, objects and property.

Objects, property and res nullius
Objects can be anything physical: a cat, land, buildings, books, space ships, etc. Some legal systems
distinguish real estate from objects but I do not see good reasons to do so for Star Citizen.75
Property is something that is owned, it can be either an object or a non-object like empty space,
stock, intellectual property, ideas, etc.
The two definitions are not mutually exclusive. Objects that are owned are thus both an object and
property.
Objects that are not owned are called res nullius (or terra nullius when it concerns land on a planet).
An example of res nullius is a wild animal which the local government has not claimed as property
(in real life, most wild animals are considered to be res nullius). Garbage or dropped and left behind
items are also considered to be res nullius. An example of terra nullius is a planet in unclaimed
space. Planets that are protected by the Fair Chance Act could also be terra nullius, but that would
depend on the exact provisions in said act.

Ownership, possession and other sets of rights
Ownership
So property is, by definition, owned. Ownership is the most comprehensive set of rights a person
can have regarding an object. In free-market economies, an owner has at least the following legal
rights regarding his/her property:76
o The right to maintain ownership until death (only courts can revoke this right)
o The right to renounce ownership
o The right to sell or gift the object
o The right to alter or destroy the object
o The right to possess the object
o The right to grant and revoke rights of rights of possession
o The right to repossess the object

75

The purpose of a separate definition for real estate is to make real estate subject to another set of rules (for
example real estate can only be transferred by deed, whilst normal objects can be transferred by any means)
76
This list is more or less the same in any capitalist country. For a good review on the fundaments of
ownership, please see: R. Cohen, Property and Sovereignty, Cornell law review 1927.
https://scholarship.law.cornell.edu/clr/vol13/iss1/3/
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There is a limited amount of options to acquire legal ownership. A person can only obtain ownership
of property by:
o Agreement (sale)
o Gift
o Heritage
o Allocation by the authority
o For res nullius:
 a claim
 physically obtaining the object (finding and keeping)

Possession
Possession is another set or rights that a human or entity can have regarding property. Typical rights
that are included in this set are:
o
o
o

The right to use the property
The right to control the property
The right to maintain and repair the property

Possession thus entails very comprehensive rights concerning property. For an unknowingly third
party, it can be unclear whether a possessor is also an owner. A possessor can for example, use and
control an entire space ship. The possessor can fly it as if it is his/her own. Rights of possession
however, do not include rights to destroy, sell or alter the object nor can a possessor transfer his/her
rights of possession to a third party.

Ownership versus possession
The rights of ownership and possession are different sets of rights but they usually belong to the
same person: owners are often also possessors.
Owners can however, (temporarily) transfer their rights of possession to other people, without losing
the rights of ownership. Loaning a book to a friend for example is the transfer of rights of possession
of the book without the transfer of ownership of that book. By loaning the book, the borrower will
be awarded all the rights of possession, so the loaner will be able to use (read), control (move, take
with, stow away) and maintain (clean a stain) the book.
When an owner has transferred the rights of possession to someone else, the owner technically lost
these rights until possession is re-acquired. So technically speaking, the owner of the book is not
able to legally read his/her book when he/she has awarded someone else with the rights of
possession (because using the property is reserved for possessors). Owners can however always
reacquire possession, so practically an owner can always reads his/her book. The transfer of these
rights ensures that there are no conflicting rights between owner and possessor. For a book this
wouldn’t matter but a person who rented a car would be pretty angry when the rental company without terminating the contract - starts driving the car during the rental period.
Someone who only possesses property cannot further transfer these rights of possession to a third
party. The right to transfer and revoke rights of possession always remain with the owner. So
someone who borrowed a book (and thus is possessor of the book) cannot legally loan it to
someone else (unless the owner provides permission to grant those rights to another).
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The usefulness of complete sets of rights
Both ownership and possession must be regarded as sets of rights (or packages if you will). These
sets of rights cannot be altered or split. So when someone is in legal possession of something,
he/she principally has all the rights that are part of the set “possession”.
Of course, certain rights can also be exercised by others with consent of the owner. Consent can be
regarded as the transfer/copy of a single right to another. An owner can for example give permission
to a wrecker to destroy his/her property, without the need to provide the entire set of rights of
possession to that wrecker.
So an owner can provide permission to destroy his/her property without having to provide
possession of the property. In fact, almost all rights regarding property can be exercised by others
with consent of the owner.
So, if all rights can be granted to someone by consent, what is the use for adding a set of rules
called ‘possession’? The answer lies in practical use. Lawmakers often refer to the entities ‘owner’ or
‘possessor’. By doing so they refer to people that are granted all the rights belonging to
ownership/possession. It would be very impractical to always refer to a possessor as “a person who
has the right to X, Y and Z”. This applies to both private and criminal law. So also in criminal law,
there are many references to the private law doctrines of ownership and possession.
Another use for these sets of rights is the prevention of discussions. In everyday life, there can be
discussion about what somebody is allowed do with someone else’s property. The existence of these
sets of rights settles much of this discussion. If someone is a possessor, he/she has all rights that
belong to the set possession and he/she does not have the rights that do not belong to possession.
So when somebody provides another with possession, it’s clear what that possessor now can and
cannot do. To further prevent discussion, real life law systems often assume the transfer of these
sets of rights even when these sets are not explicitly transferred.
If I say ‘yes’ to a question to borrow my book, law systems assume that possession has been
transferred, unless specific circumstances are agreed upon. So when parties do not explicitly
differ from the ruleset “possession”, the authorities (and thus entire society) may assume
that someone who borrowed property is the possessor of that property. By saying ‘yes’ it is
thus assumed that I transferred the entire set of rights of possession.
This is the same for ownership. When buying something from a shop, there are generally
no discussions about the specific rights that are transferred. By buying a book, it is assumed
that all rights belonging to the set ‘ownership’ are transferred. Without this set of rules, the
seller could state that he/she only sold the rights to use the book, but not the right to loan
the book to someone else. The set of ownership combined with the assumption of the
transfer of this set, ensures that a buyer can exercise full ownership rights to the book,
without discussion.
Closely related to avoiding discussions, another use for these complete sets or rights is to offer easy
tools for society. If a person wants to loan something to someone else, he/she does not have to
draw up a contract regulating whom is allowed to do what. By a few words or a simple nod, an
owner can transfer an entire set of rules to another.
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For Star Citizen, these sets of rights can apply to several gameplay mechanics. If an owner wants to
hire a contractor to move his/her Ballista to another planet, the rules of ownership and possession
enable the safe and clear transfer of rights without lasting negotiations and uncertainty for both
owner and contractor. By closing a contract for the transfer of the Ballista, the contractor would
automatically acquire possession of the Ballista. The contractor would then legally be able to enter
the vehicle, drive it to a spaceport, load it into a ship, fuel it if necessary and do all other things a
possessor could do, without being able to legally sell, loan or destroy the property. The contractor
would thus be free to take a detour with the Ballista for refuelling or to pick up other contracts.
Without this set of rules, both parties would have to discuss all details on what is or is not allowed.
Furthermore, without a set of rules that can be transferred as a whole, a contractor would face a
risk of committing a crime, for players are likely to forget to transfer all rights that are necessary for
the execution of the contract (like the right to refuel (maintain) for example).
These sets or rules (and private law in general) thus dictate who is allowed to do what. That also
means that private law dictates who isn’t allowed to do something. And that is where criminal law
shows up. Destroying something without legal rights can be a crime. In fact, for most property
crimes, the unlawfulness of an act is completely dependent on property law.

Other sets of rules
Ownership and possession are the core sets of property rights. Together, they pretty much cover
all things a person can do with property. In this chapter, I’ve divided and grouped rights amongst
ownership and possession in a certain way. There are of course also law systems thinkable with a
different division of rights. The split between being owner and user (possessor) however is almost
universal, for it allows people to use property they do not own, and simultaneously allows owners
to let other people use their property but maintain ownership.
Rights of possession are commonly used for situations like: borrowing, renting and job executions.
In real life, there also are more sets of rights, albeit that they are not mutually exclusive like ownership
and possession. These are sets of rights that an owner-possessor can transfer to another for specific
situations. Examples are the rent-buy agreement, capital lease, operating lease, etc. These sets allow
citizens to easily enter into legal agreements without the need to discuss all matters. Furthermore,
these situations are so common that, that other laws refer to them (a law could state: the leasetaker must do this or that, or a lease-giver is responsible for this but not that).
Depending on future gameplay mechanics, these additional sets could be introduced to the Star
Citizen law system. For now there is no use to further discuss them. There is however one additional
set of rights that I’d like to discuss and that is the set of rights of ‘holding’.

Holding
It’s clear what rights a possessor has. It can however be unclear what behaviour can be considered
to be included in the rights ‘to use’ and ‘to control’. That’s especially the case with property that can
be consumed or ‘used up’.
Let’s again take the contracted moving of a Ballista as example. In order to legally move the Ballista
to the desired location, the contractor must generally be able to use several functions of the Ballista
(moving the Ballista, loading the Ballista into a ship hull, enter vehicle, start engines, etc.). There are
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however also several ways of usage that are not necessary to execute the job. To deliver a Ballista
to a certain location, a contractor does not need to fire the Ballista’s (expensive) missiles. An owner
would probably be unhappy when the contractor launches (and thus destroys77) all missiles before
delivering the Ballista to the desired location.
However, when a space ship is provided for defence purposes, the usage of munitions and missiles
is essential for fulfilling that purpose.
The set of rights that belong to ‘possession’ does not distinguish between these types of use. The
rights belonging to possession comprise full usage and thus also firing missiles. The set of rights of
possession are suitable for a lot of situations but there are a lot of situations that are best covered
by another set of rules.
To easily allow an owner to choose between providing property for specific goal A (which allows
the usage of ammunitions and missiles) and specific goal B (which has limited rights of usage), a 3rd
set of rights named ‘holding’ can be of use. This set of rights is used in several Civil Law countries.
The set of rights of holding is similar to the set of rights of possession but it does not allow the full
use of the property. The set of rights of holding is mainly aimed at services (garage services, valet
parking, moving of property, etc).
In real life, the ruleset of ‘holding’ allows only that use which is ‘necessary’ for the service. The Star
Citizen law system however cannot easily determine what ‘necessary’ is, but this can be easily fixed
by switching ‘necessary use only’ by a fixed list of rules that are commonly needed for certain
services. The set of rules of ‘holding’ could for example include:
o

o

The right to use the property, except:
 Use up or consume the property
 Fire missiles
 Use more than X (percent) ballistic ammunition
 Use daughter/snub vehicles
 Remove ship or vehicle components
 Allow third parties to enter property
The right to control the property, except:
 Transfer vehicle to non-UEE space (if necessary, this could be explicitly
allowed by consent).
 Transfer the vehicle to another star system (if necessary, this could be
explicitly allowed by consent)
 If the property is a building: moving the property
 Etc.

77

Missiles and ammunition are generally destroyed after use. A law system could consider this as destroying
property but that will open a lot of discussions on property crimes. Since a person needs to operate a vehicle
or ship to be able to destroy its’ munitions or missiles, the prosecution of illegally operating a ship can also
cover the illegal usage of munitions and missiles. It would therefore be easiest to exempt missiles and
ammunition from legally being destroyed.
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The main advantage for this additional set of rules is that property owners can easily determine
whether they want to grant another the rights for full (possession) or limited (holding) use of his/her
property. An owner that wants some friends to fully use his/her ship can easily provide rights of
possession. An owner that just wants his/her property to be moved to another location can choose
to only transfer the rights of ‘holding’.
For all other situations that are not covered by the 3 sets of property rights, the system of consent
is a catch all that allows players to finetune what they allow. This is further discussed in the chapter
on consent.

Shared ownership
Transferring property rights must not be confused with sharing property rights. When an owner
sells or gifts property, the entire set of ownership rights is transferred to the buyer. An owner can
also share the ownership rights with another. By sharing, the rights of ownership are copied to the
receiver, all owners have exactly the same rights of ownership. This means that every owner has the
right to sell or completely destroy the property, even when the other owners do not agree.
Due to this undemocratic consequence, shared ownership is something that is mostly avoided.
A safer and more democratic way to share property is to transfer the ownership of the property to
one non-personal legal entity (like a company) which entity on its turn is governed by multiple
people. By doing so, the property is owned by just one entity but that entity can only make decisions
by – for example – a majority vote of the board members.
Star Citizen organisations (orgs) can play an important role in this de facto sharing of ownership.
Orgs could own entire fleets with detailed hierarchical rules for who is allowed to do what with its
property. The future of org mechanics is not yet publicly fleshed out but it is clear that the developers
want to allow – to some extent - orgs to own property and that these orgs will be equipped with
some tools to divide rights between several layers of org-members.78
I would certainly welcome any org mechanic that allows for (advanced) hierarchical sharing of
property. I also strongly recommend that the design of these org mechanics use the same internal
legal structure as the Star Citizen law system. This would greatly enhance the capability of the law
system to determine who owns what and what rights of that property are transferred to other
persons or entities.

Property law and Star Citizen
Being able to clearly set and determine property rights can be of great importance for Star Citizen.
In the vast and dynamic universe that is envisioned, players will undoubtedly quickly set up a vibrant
trade network of property and services. A single object could make complex legal journeys in which
it constantly switches owner, possessor and holder. The more complexity the system allows, the
more complex player behaviour can be. I have already mentioned the example of hiring someone
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to move a Ballista to another planet. Such services require the law system to allow property to be
owned by one player and possessed/held by another player. It requires a system in which players
can easily transfer (and revoke) these rights to another. That is just one example of gameplay. If the
mechanics of private law and consent also allow ‘third party property sale’ for example, a player
could rent a shop in a Kraken Privateer in which he/she sells property on behalf of another player.
This allows players without large capital to act as salespersons and simultaneously allows the big
shot capitalist players to outsource (parts of) the trade of their property. Enabling legal mechanics
like third party sale would surely enable a very dynamic and interesting economy. This can however
quickly cause some difficult legal questions to be answered:
Player A borrowed a cargo ship from B, and uses that ship to haul the cargo of player C to
deliver it to player D (C sold cargo to D and A delivers it in B’s ship). The system needs be
able to tell that player A is the possessor of the cargo owned by C, which cargo is anchored
in a ship that is owned by player B. The system must therefore link property to a player and
be able for that player to possess the property in a ship that is owned by another.
Upon delivery of the cargo to D, the system must be able to automatically transfer
ownership rights of the cargo from C to D. Player A however, still has possession rights to
that cargo. The system thus also needs to either immediately end A’s rights of possession
upon delivery to D, or allow D to end A’s possession rights that were originally provided by
C.
Another important reason for implementing a detailed system of private law is connected to things
going wrong. And things will go wrong. People will try to circumvent the system. Property can be
lost, destroyed, stolen, misappropriated, wrongfully repaired, illegally sold, etc. As stated before, the
criminal law system (especially for determining property crimes) is dependent on the system of
private law. Without determining who owns what and who has rights of possession/holding, the
criminal law system would not be able to determine the unlawfulness of property crimes. For crimes
with unlawfulness as a component (most property crimes) this will be very problematic (crimes with
unlawfulness as element, can just assume unlawfulness). This topic is further discussed in the
paragraph on unlawfulness.
Of course, every specific situation could be fixed by workarounds or simplified mechanics. I would,
however, suggest to, at least, research the possibilities of implementing a robust and complete
system of property law. Implementing comprehensive mechanics of property law will not only
enable planned gameplay mechanics but will also open up opportunities for future mechanics and
interesting trade mechanics for players to explore.
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Tort law
Tort law is a sub-branch of private law that is aimed at reparation of damages that are caused by
unlawful acts. When someone wrongfully causes damage, tort law aims to obligate the wrongdoer
to compensate the ‘victim’ for the damage.
Tort law has many similarities to criminal law. There needs to be harm (damage), a victim (plaintiff),
human involvement (unlawful act) and causation. Since tort law does not settle blame, there is no
need for any kind of mens rea. So tort law also applies to mistakes and accidents.
Mistakenly taking someone’s coat at a bar is not a crime. But the owner of the coat could
claim damages via tort law.
Accidentally dropping a bike against a car (by which the car gets damaged) is not a crime.
The owner of the car could however claim compensation for damages.
It’s important to stress that tort law is not limited to mistakes and accidents. Intentional inflicted
damage is also an unlawful act. So battery is both a crime and an unlawful act according to tort law.
It’s important to note the different function of tort law compared to criminal law
When a person sets fire to a building, criminal law is aimed at punishing the suspect for
his/her acts. Tort law is aimed at reparation of damages, so the owner of the building can
use tort law to claim reparations for all damage caused by the fire.

The scope of tort law
The scope of tort law is virtually endless. Almost anything can be an unlawful act. Every time a
person causes damage to another (even when it’s unintentional) tort law is applicable. So if you
break a glass in a restaurant, the restaurant could sue you for an unlawful act (breaking a glass) and
claim damages. If the restaurant wants to continue business however, they better not sue their
customers and just accept the damage. There are many cases of damage in which tort law is
technically applicable but the ‘victim’ chooses not to claim damages. This is also a matter of culture.
In some societies damage due to accidents and mistakes is considered to be an unavoidable part
of life and unlawfully inflicted damage is seldomly claimed. In other societies, it’s more accepted to
claim for reparation of damages for accidents or mistakes. Tort law in these societies doesn’t
necessarily differ, the willingness to use it however does.

Insurance claims
Insurance policies also have a great influence on the amount of tort claims in a society. Expensive
property like cars and real estate are often insured for damage. When an owner suffers damage
from any unlawful act of another, it’s often easier and cheaper to file an insurance claim than to
claim damages from the wrongdoer. Of course, when insurance companies pay out a claim, they
could potentially on their turn claim that damage from the wrongdoer. On basis of cost-benefitanalysis insurance companies however often decide to let it rest and take the loss.
How much tort law is used, and for which reasons thus depends highly on the standards of society
and the scope of available insurance policies.
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To show an example of the practical scope of tort law, in The Netherlands the majority of tort claims
is aimed at: Traffic accidents, work-related injuries, medical mistakes and injury/damage due to
violence.79

Tort law in Star Citizen
Let’s dive straight into the use for tort law in the Star Citizen persistent universe.
As far as I know, there is currently no major game title with a system of tort law. I can also imagine
that in a lot of multiplayer environments, players who receive damage either ignore it or simply kill
the wrongdoer. The amounts of damage that can be done in computer games is limited and
repairing damage often does not require significant investments.
So, practically all computer games can do without tort law, and the scope of tort law is very limited.
That brings us to the question: does the Star Citizen persistent universe need a system of tort law,
and if so, why?
In my opinion there are three good reasons to at least investigate the possibilities of implementing
a (simple version) of tort law into Star Citizen. These reasons are: third party responsibility, vehicular
collisions and damage compensation for crimes involving damage.

Third party responsibility
One part of player interaction where tort law could be of use is third party responsibility, more
specific: the responsibility of possessors/holders for property they do not own.
In the paragraph on property law, I’ve mentioned some examples of ownership/possession. For
now, let’s stick with the specific example of a contractor who is hired to move someone’s Ballista to
another planet.
There are several events that can happen during the execution of the contract. The Ballista can be
stolen by pirates or destroyed by marauders or Vanduul. The contractor could also lose the Ballista.
The question then raises if the possessor/holder is liable for these events. In other words: must the
contractor pay damages when he/she lost the Ballista or when the Ballista gets stolen or destroyed
whilst under his/her possession?
I will discuss the events of theft, losing and damaging/destruction:
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The property gets stolen
When the Ballista gets stolen whilst in possession of the contractor, there are some legal
consequences:
o
o

According to criminal law, a thief steals from an owner. It does not matter who
currently possesses/holds the property.
According to simple contract mechanics, the contractor will not be able to deliver
the property and thus will not complete the contract.

Without tort law, there is no responsibility for the contractor except for not fulfilling his/her contract.
If there is no responsibility for possessors/holders like the contractor at all, this could ultimately
cause situations where possessors/holders conspire with criminals to allow the stealing of the
property in return for a part of the profit.
This could of course be solved by contract ratings. A contractor who constantly loses property due
to stealing will probably not get good reviews. Contract ratings can certainly prevent seasoned
criminals from constantly embezzling property. Contract ratings, however, do not address incidental
issues or any situation in which no contract is involved.
To prevent the malicious use of the rights of possession/holding, to ensure a certain cautiousness
for these possessors/holders and to compensate owners for damages due to theft, a system of tort
law could be of use.
Adding tort responsibility for the situation of theft basically ties the responsibility for property to the
possessor/holder. This ensures that – when an owner transfers rights of possession/holding – to
another person, the responsibility is also transferred.
A rule of tort liability for theft of property could be as simple as:
If property = stolen
If property_owner =! Possessor
Possessor = Tort_liable for current value of property
The existence of property insurance is also a mechanic for owners to retrieve damages for the theft
of their property but that still does not settle any responsibility for the possessor/holder. There are
also several situations possible in which theft is not covered by insurance. If a tort liability for theft
will be implemented for possessors/holders, possible pay-out of insurance could be deducted from
the tort claim.
The property is lost
Another event is the situation where the contractor loses the Ballista. It could be drifting through
the void of space or the contractor could simply forget where he/she parked it. There are numerous
ways to lose property, even as big as a Ballista.
The definition of ‘losing’ differs from ‘being stolen’ because a stolen item is further controlled by
someone else. Lost property is not effectively controlled by anyone.
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Property is also not lost when it is merely ‘not controlled’, property is only lost when the controller
cannot control it anymore. Thus, to determine whether something is legally lost, two questions must
be answered:
A. Did someone else take control?
B. Is the controller able to control the property?
A. Did someone else take control?
When someone else acquired control, property is not lost. If it’s controlled by someone without
legal rights, the property might be stolen.
B. Is the controller able to control the property?
Lost property is only legally interesting when somebody has an obligation to control property but
is not able to do so.
A contractor could lose the Ballista. It could be dropped out of the ship. It could be towed
away be UEE officials due to parking violations. Someone could joy ride it. This all does not
matter as long as the contractor is able to retrieve the Ballista to complete the contract in
time.
To determine tort liability for loss of property by a controller non-owner could then be defined as:
-

Current possessor/holder is not owner
Current possessor/holder did not control the property for X time
Current possessor/holder is obligated to control property
Current possessor/holder does not fulfil obligation within Y time

When the system determines that a possessor/holder (who is not also owner) legally lost property,
the system could allow the owner to claim tort damages at the current value of the property.
There could be some benefits to the implementation of tort liability for loss of property by nonowners.
There could however also be some unwanted downsides. It could be unfair to expect a
possessor/holder to pay for the loss of property whilst the owner is insured for loss, and the
possessor isn’t. Also, property can get lost due to bugs of the game (I’ve had multiple vehicles
disappear into the core of Daymar), which could cause unfair situations of a contractor being forced
to pay for damages of a bug.
Damaged or destroyed property
The last event I’d like to discuss is the situation where property gets damaged whilst under the
control of a non-owner.
The contractor who is moving the Ballista to another planet could for example be attacked by
marauders, which could damage the Ballista he/she is carrying.
In real life law, the contractor would not be liable for damage caused by other people. A contractor
would however be liable for damage he/she caused himself. This is not a third party situation: the
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causer of unlawfully caused damage is responsible for that damage, regardless of who currently
possessed/holds the property.

Vehicular collisions
Another aspect of tort law that could benefit the game is the liability for damage due to vehicular
collisions. If, for example, a person rams another vehicle, he/she could be held responsible for the
damage caused.
It’s important to stress that vehicular collisions can cause both criminal and tort liability. The one
doesn’t exclude the other. In this paragraph I’ll only discuss tort liability for vehicular collision.
Whether vehicular collisions will cause criminal liability is a different topic.
Tort law requires an unlawful act that causes damage. Unlike criminal law, it does not require any
intent of to cause damage. Tort law therefore also applies to accidents.
The problem with vehicular collisions is causation. Traffic collisions are notoriously unclear when
considering who caused damage to whom. For the human eye it can sometimes be clear who
rammed into who but according to physics a vehicle that is rammed, also rams back. The laws of
inertia state that any two objects colliding hit each other.
The human rules for who caused an accident are very circumstantial and not consistent. Humans
are very bad witnesses.80 Also, witnesses are not always present. To solve these issues, there are
some common guidelines that courts use to evaluate traffic collisions. These are guidelines that help
a judge to determine causation:
>
>
>
>

head / tale collision -> the head driver (who crashed into the tale) cased the damage
head / side collision -> the head driver (who crashed into the side) caused the damage
Top / Bottom collision -> bottom pilot (who crashes in top) caused the damage
head / head collision ->shared blame (50/50)

The reality (also in Star Citizen) is more complex than these general rules. A person who crashes
into the side of another vehicle is generally liable for the damage but what if the victim crossed a
red light?
The head/head collision is the summit of collision problems. This is typically solved – by lack of a
better solution - by splitting the damage 50/50, unless there is evidence of recklessness of a driver.
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Speed and acceleration have to be considered. In a head / tale collision, the rear driver is generally
to blame. This is different if the front driver suddenly brakes recklessly.
Also, spaceships behave differently than cars. With 6 degrees of freedom, these general guidelines
must be sent back to the drawing board. However, since viewing opportunities of a pilot are still
aimed forward, one could say that a pilot flying backwards can be liable for damage caused.
The easiest way to implement a system of tort liability for vehicular collision is to ignore all
parameters and just hold every pilot/driver liable for damage that is caused to the other vehicle.
The Star Citizen server(s) would be aware of a collision that happened and it would be aware
of the amount of damage that all participants in a collision received. The system of tort law
could automatically hold the players liable for the damage of the other party.
Another way to make collision resolving easier is to determine that the player who received the least
damage is liable for the accident.
This is dependent on how damage calculation of collisions work. I am not aware of how
these damages are calculated and these calculation might already hold the answer to
resolving collision liability.
Preferably, at least some factors are considered to try to determine who caused an accident. Luckily,
the server possesses a lot of valuable information like flight direction, speed, acceleration, etc. This
an important advantage compared to the real world, in which detectives have little more than
witness-statements and brake marks on the road. A system that automatically tries to solve collision
causation would probably never be perfect. However, the more well thought collision resolving is,
the less unfair tort claims will be.
Tort law for vehicle collisions could add value to gameplay but it could also cause headaches for
the developers. I believe that – unlike some other legal mechanics – adding tort law for vehicular
collisions is optional. This again depends on the possibilities of insurance. If a player owning an
890jump constantly receives damage due to ships crashing into his/her 890jump, he/she would be
pretty annoyed if damage is not covered by insurance nor tort liability.

Compensation for crimes involving damage
Tort law requires an unlawful act that caused damage.
Pretty much all crime that cause damage are also an unlawful act according to tort law.
If a payer deliberately and unlawfully destroys someone else’s space ship, the player’s act can be
considered as both a crime (destruction of vehicle) and an unlawful act (unlawfully inflicting damage
to property).
If the law system could determine that a crime has been committed, it can thus also determine that
an unlawful act has been committed. In fact, the proof of a crime also encompasses all components
of an unlawful act: harm (damage), human behaviour (act), a victim (owner), causation (damage is
caused to owner by the act) and unlawfulness.
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When the law system determines that a player committed a crime that caused damage, the law
system could then also determine that the player is liable for damages.
Calculating the size of damage should not be too much of a problem since the servers know exactly
how much damage is caused (although co-perpetration could add some difficulties).
It’s just a matter of choice whether the developer want to implement compensation for damage of
crimes, and if so, for what crimes.
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7. Crime detection by an allknowing server
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People commit crimes, a lot. People steal pens from work, they stay at paid parking lots ‘for just 5
minutes’ without paying, they do not return money when they received too much change (which is
embezzlement), even a cashier that so kindly gives you a free handbag commits a crime.81 People
fight, illegally carry weapons, damage property, lie in tax returns and drive under influence of
alcohol.
I think it is safe to say that most crimes are not detected. Especially for petty crimes, the odds of
being caught for a crime are very low.
This is different for computer games. The Star Citizen server knows exactly what you are doing and
can instantly detect crimes. If you pick up a box of Widow on some desolate moon, you could
immediately receive a fine for possessing a controlled substance. In order to allow players to
smuggle drugs and sneak weapons into controlled areas, the Law system must be made ‘ignorant’.
A part of this system is already planned and some of it is implemented.
In monitored space, malicious players can disable comm arrays to prevent the UEE from detecting
crimes. For now, it seems that killing another player is instantly detected, regardless of comm array
functionality (this is however reported as a bug)82.
In monitored space, the possession of controlled substances is not automatically detected. Of
course, the law system could know but a player who possesses/traffics drugs is (at the time of writing:
alpha 3.10) only prosecuted when caught by a UEE officer who scans the player’s vehicle.
In unmonitored space, crimes will not be detected unless the suspect’s ship is detected by the radar
of the victim and the crime is recorded. In a thread on spectrum from July 10th, 2020, Mr. Pressley
answered some questions that provided some further insights on this matter.83
Whether crimes are instantly detected and how crime detection will exactly work in the law system
is a matter of game design and is not so much a legal question.
For this Lawmaker’s Guide to the Galaxy I’d however want to emphasize the possibility of double
criminality and conflicts of jurisdiction.
The doctrine of double criminality is discussed in the paragraph on Ne bis in idem. In the next
chapter I’ll discuss legal aspects of jurisdiction.
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8. Jurisdiction
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Introduction
Jurisdiction regulates the extent to which authorities can legally enforce their power. This
enforcement of power is generally limited to the territory of the authority, extended with some
extraterritorial jurisdiction rules.
Some countries like Australia, Belgium and Israel claim universal jurisdiction over specific crimes
(mostly the most grievous war crimes and genocide), but those claims are controversial and are
practically never used.84
For normal criminal law, jurisdiction is not universal and thus limited to some extent.
In this chapter I will first discuss the doctrine of territorial jurisdiction, which regulates the extent to
which authorities can exercise power.
In the second paragraph, I will discuss the doctrine of personal jurisdiction, which enables an
authority to exercise its power over legal matters outside the authorities territory.
The third and fourth paragraphs address the topic of hierarchy in jurisdiction and the hierarchy in
enforcement of jurisdiction.
In all paragraphs, I’ll elaborate on how jurisdiction is regulated in the real world, and apply it to
possible legal questions for the jurisdictions in Star Citizen.
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Territorial jurisdiction
Due to the sovereignty of states, an authority can principally not enforce criminal jurisdiction outside
of its borders (although I’ll will address the exceptions in the next paragraph). The power of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan for example is limited to its territory. The Pakistani authorities cannot
prosecute an Italian who steals a pack of cigarettes in Rome. The exercise of power therefore ends
at the border of the authority.

Border nerdiness
Borders used to be relatively simple: for the majority of history, mankind was stuck to ground and
sea, so drawing a line the ground would suffice to set a border. Jurisdiction used to be 2D for
centuries.
Then people started digging deep holes in the ground and invented machines that lifted them up
in the air. During that period (which lasted until the 1960s), nation states just claimed jurisdiction
under and above their soil without any limits. Theoretically, two nation states on the opposite side
of the earth (antipodes) would have conflicting jurisdictions. But since humankind is not capable of
digging more than 12 kilometres (or 40,000 feet) in the ground, that remains a purely theoretical
problem.85
Going up, however, causes a lot more legal headaches. Nation states claimed that “the skies” above
their territory is theirs. As far as we know the sky is actually is limitless.86 And since the earth is
spinning (and orbiting the sun, and orbiting the galaxy, which on its turn goes in some direction
through space) one could not easily claim that everything above your land is yours. Do you take
turns on claiming jurisdiction on the moon, depending on who’s country is directly beneath it? Do
borders go straight up or are they angled outwards, since a 90-degree angle from earth’s curved
surface will lead to an increasing array of territorial space? It would be ridiculous to claim that the
Andromeda galaxy is yours, just because it’s above your ground (for a couple of minutes).
So, there ought to be a limit to the legal sky. Nations all over the world have drafted numerous
agreements on aviation and other atmospheric principles, resulting in an agreement that only the
flyable sky above a country is part of that country’s territory.
These agreements worked fine until Joeri Gagarin entered space in 1961. Now what? Humankind
entered the space age and lawmakers cracked their skulls to find an agreeable solution to space
jurisdiction. In 1967, the United Nations (representing a vast majority of all countries on earth)
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accepted the Outer Space Treaty, which still governs today (albeit adapted and supplemented).87
This treaty is a 3 page document and is similar to the jurisdiction of international waters and can be
summarized as follows: no state owns it, no state has exclusive jurisdiction over it, but if you take
resources out of it you may keep it. The ship you’re sailing belongs to the territory of the state it is
registered in.
So, both space and international waters are basically no man’s land but you may keep what you
extract from it and there are little territorial islands in the form of ships moving around.
The treaty solves issues regarding exploration and extracting resources, but what about crime?
Astronaut Anne McClain has the questionable honour of being the first human to be indicted
with a crime committed in space. In August 2019, during her mission in the International
Space Station, she reportedly illegally logged in to her ex-wife’s bank-account, which is a
criminal offence. It makes for good headlines but there are no fundamental legal questions
here. As said above, jurisdiction of nation states is extended to the vessels that are registered
in that state. The part of the ISS where the alleged crime is committed belongs to the United
States of America, and thus the USA has jurisdiction (she was a also USA-citizen, which
provides USA-jurisdiction on a personal basis, but I’ll elaborate more on that in the chapter
on personal jurisdiction).
Update: on April 7th , 2020, the claims are dropped and Mrs. McClain is no longer a suspect
of the alleged crimes. She has pressed charged against her ex-wife for falsely accusing her of
a crime.88
Extending territorial jurisdiction to the inside of a vessel in space just solves a few cases of
jurisdictional problems. As soon as a subject leaves the vessel the jurisdiction has ended. In the real
world, the amount of time spent in EVA or on planetary bodies is yet very limited. But s that grows,
it is highly likely that someday a crime will be committed in outer space without any applicable
territorial jurisdiction. For now it is unknown how jurisdictions in the real world would approach
space crime outside of vessels.

Space jurisdiction in Star Citizen
In the Star Citizen Universe, people commit crimes on planets, moons, space stations, ships, and in
mid space EVA.
Now the developers are free to choose whatever kind of jurisdiction they want. They could provide
the UEE with universal jurisdiction or they could connect to the real live system of outer space vesseljurisdiction. Another logical option is to just make territorial borders 3d: spherical jurisdiction around
planetary bodies.
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The idea of territorial jurisdiction in a sphere around a planetary body has advantages over an
empty jurisdiction with just territorial vessels. The latter is probably more a result of real world politics
than legal reasoning. A spherical territorial jurisdiction is to be preferred above universal jurisdiction
for gameplay reasons. Universal jurisdiction would not allow the developers to create lawless
systems like Pyro, and therefore, universal jurisdiction is not suitable for the Star Citizen persistent
universe.
During the Calling all devs episode of June 25th , 2018, Mr. Trufin stated that the law system’s territory
will be a bubble around a star system. Spherical jurisdiction is thus basically confirmed.
Although difficult to detect, spherical jurisdiction appears to be already implemented in the
persistent universe (alpha 3.9). Players are subject to 2 levels of jurisdictions: UEE jurisdiction that
seems to be applicable in the entire star system, and a local territorial jurisdiction which apparently
is set to a radius around the governing planet.
Although the current UEE jurisdiction is yet limitless (we cannot travel to inter-system space), all
territorial jurisdictions in Star Citizen will probably be spherical.
Jurisdictional spheres have two fundamental geometrical characteristics that have to be taken into
account:
- spheres end abruptly
- spheres can overlap

Spheres end abruptly
Jurisdictional spheres end. If they didn’t, there would be universal jurisdiction. Spheres also have the
geometrical property to end abruptly. The border of a sphere is not a grey scale. Any x,y,z
coordinate is either in our out (bigger objects can be both, but let that rest for now).
A player who is outside of a jurisdiction will principally not be subject to that territorial jurisdiction.89
People residing outside a jurisdiction can however still harm victims who are inside a jurisdiction.
One could easily shoot a bullet from outside a jurisdiction at someone inside a jurisdiction. This kind
of ‘exploit’ is not unknown the real world. To solve any exploits inherent to the abrupt ending of
borders, nations created a system in which the jurisdiction of a nation ends in phases. This phased
system still exists today and looks like this:
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A part of the sea (12 nautical miles from the base line land)90 is called ‘territorial sea’ and has exact
the same jurisdictional rules as the main land.
Outside the territorial sea, there is the ‘contiguous zone’ (another 12 nautical miles), which is a
twilight zone in which states cannot enforce total power but are allowed to enforce some laws to
prevent certain crimes.
Outwards (for 176 nautical miles, to a total of 200 nm from the baseline) is another zone called the
‘Exclusive Economic Zone’ (or EEZ) in which the state has no judicial authority but it does have the
exclusive right allow its subjects to gather resources.
The Star Citizen developers could use similar mechanics in the persistent universe. A jurisdictional
sphere around a planetary body (like Hurston) could end in phases. I can imagine that there could
be a zone in which miners are protected by the authority but no other laws are enforced. I can
imagine a grand zone in which only some criminal laws (like drug trafficking) are enforced. Decisions
on this part could lead to very interesting gameplay.
The cannonball rule
An interesting fact to mention is that 3 nautical miles of territorial waters is not just a random
number. Since the 17th century, sea faring nations agreed upon this 3 nautical mile radius because
the then average cannon could not hit targets further than 3 miles. An enemy ship could thus not
hit the land without entering the territorial sea of the nation. This rule has become obsolete due to
the fact that long range weapons can span half the world nowadays. Would the cannonball rule still
be active today, the territorial waters of nations would span 1000s of kilometres.91 The territorial
waters of the United Kingdom would span up to Moscow or even further.
Depending on the maximum range of missiles in Star Citizen, and the space between territorial
jurisdictions, there could be reason to reintroduce the cannonball rule for some sort of armistice
phase in a spherical jurisdiction.
Spheres can overlap
Another property of a sphere in a 3D environment is that spheres can overlap. Overlapping
jurisdictional spheres can cause a jurisdictional conflict.
In real life, the standard rules of international waters (up to 200 nautical miles from the base line
from of the coast) causes several cases of overlap. Any part of a sea or ocean that spans less than
400 nautical miles is a cause of overlap of bordering countries. Notorious regions for overlapping
jurisdictions are the Caribbean, the South-Chinese sea, most parts of the Mediterranean Sea, all
parts of the North Sea and pretty much any international bay or gulf in the world.
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Since oceans move and have tides, there is no easily identifiable line where the land ends. To determine a
strict line where the land legally ends and the sea begins, all borders on a coast have a ‘base line’ which runs
somewhere in the water where it gets ‘deeper’.
91
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intercontinental_ballistic_missile
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The overlap of jurisdictions causes jurisdictional conflicts, resulting in several cases of countries
legally battling each other about the borders between their countries. A globally known case about
overlapping territorial jurisdiction is the North Sea Continent Shelf case.92 In this case, Germany sued
The Netherlands and Denmark for the International Court of Justice to settle a conflict of territorial
waters. I’ll save the details, but together with other cases (like the UK vs Norway) the current map
of exclusive economic zones in North-Western Europe looks like this:

There are several factors that contributed to the settlement of the map shown above. The main rule
however is that two overlapping borders are ended in ‘the middle’.
For Star Citizen, it can of course be questioned whether jurisdictional spheres would ever overlap in
the vast theatre of the Star Citizen universe. Although most planetary bodies have significant
distances amongst each other, there could be overlap between jurisdictions that are closer to each
other. A jurisdiction on a moon could for example overlap that of its parent planet. The jurisdiction
of Green Imperial (GrimHEX) could overlap with that of Yela or Stanton.
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https://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/52
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Overlap and hierarchy
There is only a conflict of jurisdictions when two overlapping jurisdictions are equal in hierarchy. The
jurisdictions of the state of Alabama and the Federal United States of America overlap, but since the
first is lower in hierarchy there is no legal conflict.
The jurisdiction of any ordinary planet in Star Citizen overlaps with UEE jurisdiction, but since UEE
jurisdiction is higher in hierarchy there is no conflict. The topic of hierarchy in jurisdictions will be
discussed in upcoming paragraph on hierarchy in jurisdiction.
When two jurisdictions of the same hierarchy overlap, there is a legal conflict. A good way to resolve
overlapping spherical jurisdictions is through setting the mathematical sphere-sphere intersection
as the border.93 Resolving conflicts of jurisdictions is however also a matter of politics and lore (if
one would look at the Exclusive Economic Zone of Belgium one could not detect any ‘mathematical’
reason for its size at all..).
Moving jurisdictions
Other than some tectonic movement, nations in real life do not really move relative to each other.
Planetary bodies on the other hand move constantly at great speed. Within an earth-year the
distance between two planets in a solar system can differ from multiple AU’s to ‘just’ a couple of ten
million kilometres. This movement of planetary bodies could lead to dynamical overlap of local
jurisdictions.
For now, the planetary bodies in Star Citizen stand still. It is however confirmed that eventually the
planetary bodies in Star Citizen will move (at least moons will orbit planets, and planets will orbit
their suns).94
Depending on the size of the spherical jurisdictions, the moving planetary bodies (and thus territorial
jurisdictions) could lead to regular overlap of jurisdictions. As more small bodies (like space stations
or mining areas) get local jurisdictions, the chance increases that two jurisdictions could meet each
other in orbit.
If two spherical jurisdictions of the same hierarchy meet each other, there arises a conflict that needs
to be solved. A dynamic full calculation of sphere-sphere intersection to resolve overlapping spheres
would probably fry a server’s processor but is still manageable when simplified.
Waking up in a jurisdiction
Another aspect of moving jurisdictions is that objects and persons can be ‘caught’ by a moving
jurisdiction.
Due to the movement of planetary bodies, a player that goes to sleep in his/her ship in mid systemspace (log out) he/she could ‘wake up’ in another jurisdiction. This can cause legal when that player
had some substances on board which are marked as a controlled substance in the suddenly arrived
jurisdiction. One could question whether the crime of possessing this controlled substance meets
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https://mathworld.wolfram.com/Sphere-SphereIntersection.html
https://relay.sc/article/devtalk-august-23rd-30th
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the requirement of ‘human behaviour’ and ‘mens rea’. This are theoretical problems for the distant
future of the development of Star Citizen. I can imagine that the developers are more worried about
a ship spawning inside the core of a planet than a ship spawning inside a new jurisdiction. Legal
questions concerning the uncharted territory of moving jurisdictions should however not be
overlooked.
The territory of the UEE
Where local territorial jurisdictions of planets will embody a sphere of certain diameter, the territory
of the UEE is somewhat different. The UEE jurisdiction is vast. It is not bound to a single planetary
body in the galaxy but encompasses all planets that are part of the UEE.
Its territory however is not limitless. Some parts of the galaxy are governed by the Banu, Xi’An,
Kr’Thak or Vanduul species. Jurisdictional gaps of unclaimed systems like Pyro, Nul, Nyx and Hades
are everywhere amidst UEE space.
The jurisdiction in 2D could look something like the picture below (link).

Image courtesy to ‘Nagidal’, link. Of course all IP rights belong to CIG.

The UEE jurisdiction has no clear or simple geometrical form. The artist impression from Nagidal
shown above leaves us with the question how CIG will eventually define ‘UEE space’. There are a
couple of logical options:
The UEE jurisdiction could extend to all space until met by another jurisdiction. That would however
negate the existence of lawless parts of the galaxy.
UEE space could also be spherical around star systems, up to the furthest jump point of a star
system. Unlike the picture shown above, all Intersystem space would then be lawless. Questions is
whether this intersystem space is ‘enforceable’, taking light speed and travel times into account.
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A third option is a mix of both, the UEE jurisdiction embodies giant spheres around star systems but
ends upon meeting other jurisdictions and has gaps for lawless systems. This resembles the fan
impression shown above. One could question why different enclaves (and some exclaves) are cut
off from each other by UEE space in mid space. Would the UEE claim the space between two lawless
systems and how would it enforce its laws there?
Tunnel jurisdictions
I would like to suggest the possibility of a 4th option: tunnelled jurisdiction.
Monitoring and enforcing laws in a sphere around an entire star system is unpractical. By the current
technological possibilities of 2950 there is no way for the UEE to even monitor all the interplanetary
space in a star system, let alone all the space in between star systems. So, to be effective, UEE
jurisdiction could be limited to space around important objects like planets, specific gas clouds,
Lagrange points, asteroid fields/belts and tunnels. By tunnels I mean a cylindrical space between
two points of intertest: for example the shortest route between Hurston and Microtech. There could
be tunnels between any points of interest, and these tunnels could have a diameter of X times the
distance a missile can travel. This would greatly reduce the area of space to monitor and control.
This could also open up a lot of gameplay possibilities. An example of a tunnelled jurisdiction is
show on this picture of the Stanton system (jurisdictions marked in red):

Original image courtesy to ‘Lische Slotjeski’ (org: DRNL), link

Balancing piracy
With a Tunnel-sphere system, UEE citizens could travel between all points of interest whilst
remaining inside UEE space. If these tunnels extended to Jump Points, UEE citizens could travel
between star systems without ever leaving the protection of UEE jurisdiction. Pirates however could
hide in interplanetary space, so they do not have to reside in very distanced lawless star systems,
often lightyears (and significant real time to travel) away. They would have to move carefully and
avoid any jurisdictions or tunnels to avoid UEE enforcement. A tunnel-sphere system could be
beneficial for gameplay and balancing, but it could also wreck the entire balance of the game. A
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tunnelled UEE jurisdiction has no clear mid-space border between UEE and alien territory. If planets
start moving in their orbit, the location of the tunnels could be problematically fast-moving and
would sometimes – when always straight - overlap with the sun.
I’m definitely not saying that the Persistent Universe should implement tunnelled jurisdictions, I’m
just suggesting that the possibilities could be explored.
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Personal jurisdiction
Where territorial jurisdiction is bound to a certain area of space (anyone, regardless of origin is
bound by the effective law in that space (territory)), personal jurisdiction is bound to subjects of the
law, regardless of where they are.
Subjects of the law are entities that the authority claims power over. Any person with the Swedish
nationality for example is a subject of the authority of the Kingdom of Sweden. Swedish citizens,
companies and property are subject to the authority the Kingdom of Sweden.
For Star Citizen it is clear that all humans with citizen status are a subject of the UEE. Also humans
without citizen status who are residing in UEE space will probably be a subject of the UEE. There are
however humans living in unclaimed space of whom I do not know whether the UEE claims power
over. There are also alien species like the Tevarin over which the UEE claims power. Whether an
entity is to be considered as a subject is thus a matter of a claim of the authority.
With personal jurisdiction, an authority claims power over subjects regardless of their whereabouts.
With applying personal jurisdiction, an authority claims that it can apply its power over subjects even
outside its territory.
Personal jurisdiction can be active (the subject is a suspect) or passive (the subject is a victim).
Active personal jurisdiction is the power to apply laws to subjects even when they are in foreign
territory. By active personal jurisdiction the subjects are bound by the laws of the authority
regardless of their whereabouts.
Please note that we are talking about a power to apply laws extraterritorially and not a power to
enforce those laws extraterritorially. Implementing active personal jurisdiction thus merely ensures
that the law of the authority is applicable to a subject outside of its territory. It does not include a
right to enforce the law outside of its territory. To apprehend the subject for example, the authority
must wait until the subject returns to the territory (or request extradition).
Example: The People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria applies some of its (more severe) crimes
to all Algerians that reside in a foreign country. So when an Algerian citizen commits murder
in another country, he/she still commits a criminal offence in Algeria. The Algerian authorities
however cannot apprehend the suspect until he/she returns to Algeria (albeit voluntarily
trough extradition or kidnapping).
Most – if not all – countries claim some form of active personal jurisdiction, albeit that this jurisdiction
is often limited to be only applicable to the most severe crimes.
Conflicts
Applying laws to subjects who are committing crimes outside of the authorities’ territory generally
creates a jurisdictional conflict. When a Mexican national commits the crime of murder in Uganda,
the Mexican authorities will claim jurisdiction because the suspect is a Mexican subject. The Ugandan
authorities can also claim jurisdiction because the crime was committed within the territories of
Uganda. These kind of jurisdictional conflicts are very common and are often solved through politics
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and extradition, bearing in mind that the rule of Ne bis in idem also applies internationally (once
convicted in Mexico, the Ugandan authorities are not allowed to prosecute the suspect for the same
crime).
Passive personal jurisdiction is the power to apply laws to non-subjects that commit crimes to
subjects, regardless of where they are or where the crime is committed. The consequence of this
power is that an authority applies its law to non-subjects outside of its territory. This means that the
Canadian authorities, for example, can claim jurisdiction over a murder in Slovakia, committed by a
Slovakian against a Canadian.
An infamous example is the downing of civil airplane MH17 of Malaysia Airlines that flew from
Schiphol (the Netherlands) to Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia). The airplane was shot down
somewhere above Donetsk (Ukraine). The crime is reportedly committed by Russian
citizens/military. All passengers (amongst Dutch, Malaysian and Australian) were killed.
Due to territorial, active personal and passive personal jurisdictions, this crime is covered by
the jurisdictions of: The Netherlands (passive), Malaysia (passive and territorial due to the
plane being Malaysian), Australian (passive), Russia (active) and Ukrainian (territorial: the
plane flew above Ukraine at the time of the crime).95
The crime is prosecuted by the Kingdom of the Netherlands in cooperation with the
Australian authorities. It’s not clear whether the upcoming verdict will be recognized by all
authorities involved.
Like active personal jurisdiction, the passive personal jurisdiction only applies law, it’s not a power
to enforce the law in foreign territory. If an authority wants to prosecute a foreigner for committing
a crime against its citizen, the authority cannot enforce the law until the foreign suspect resides to
its territory (voluntarily, by extradition or – sometimes - kidnapping).
In the example of the downing of civil airplane MH17 for example, the Dutch authorities are
not legally capable to apprehend the suspects. Russia does not extradite the suspects thus
the trial is continued without the suspects present. Due to the Dutch authorities not being
able to actually apprehend, detain and imprison the suspects, it’s questionable whether any
of the convicted suspects will ever serve a day in a Dutch prison.

The importance for Star Citizen
So, why should all this matter for Star Citizen?
Answering questions on the principles of jurisdiction has a lot of consequences for the law system
and law enforcement. I strongly recommend the lore makers take note of the possible complications
and consequences that the field of International Criminal Law has dealt with during the last couple
of centuries. There are many issues to be resolved and questions to be answered.
To name a few:
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malaysia_Airlines_Flight_17#Criminal_investigation
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Territorial jurisdiction:
- Does the UEE apply its laws to:
o A UEE subject committing a crime against:
 A Sand Nomad, subject to Leir II, committed in UEE space?
 A Green Imperial, subject to GrimHEX, committed in UEE space?
 A Banu, subject of the Banu species, committed in UEE space?
 A Tevarin, subject of nothing, committed in UEE space?
o A UEE subject committing a crime in a UEE registered vessel
 Whilst flying in non-UEE space
 Whilst flying in UEE space, not monitored but registered by the non-subject
o A Tevarin, committing a crime in UEE space
 Against a UEE citizen
 Against a Vanduul
o [or any other species combinations on UEE territory or vessel]
Active personal jurisdiction:
- Does the UEE apply its laws to a UEE subjects:
o Murdering:
 A Sand Nomad on its own planet Leir II
 A Green Imperial in its own sub jurisdiction GrimHEX
 A Banu in in its own jurisdiction Gliese
 Etc.
o Murdering:
 A Sand Nomad (Leir II) visiting the sub jurisdiction of GrimHEX
 A Banu (Banu) visiting the jurisdiction of GrimHEX (Green Imperial)
 A Green Imperial subject visiting Leir II (Sand Nomads)
 Any of the precious residing in a Fair Chance Act planet
 Etc.
o trafficking drugs in:
 Non-claimed space like the Pryo system
 The space of a planet covered by the Fair Chance Act like Kallis
 Banu space
 Leir II
 GrimHEX
Passive personal jurisdiction:
- Does the UEE apply its laws to UEE subjects being a victim of:
o crimes committed by other players in non-claimed space
o crimes committed by other players in the jurisdiction of a planet subject to the Fair
Chance Act
o crimes committed by other players in the jurisdiction of GrimHEX (Green Imperial)
o crimes committed by other players in the jurisdiction of Leir II
o Crimes committed by other players who are themselves not subjects of the UEE
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These are not mere questions of lore. Whether any of these questions would be answered with yes
or no, the law system must be adapted. If for example, the UEE applies its laws territorially to UEE
vessels, it would need to be able to detect crimes committed in vessels outside UEE space.
What happens when crimes are committed by players against players outside UEE territorial
jurisdiction? How will the announced mechanic of ‘extraterritorial crime registration by recording
committed crimes trough black boxes’96 be implemented? Does the UEE law system also recognize
crimes recorded to NPC’s, and does that also include crimes to NPC aliens species? How is the law
system going to approach planetary bodies like GrimHEX an Leir II? Are they considered as lawless
territories? And what happens when a crime is committed against a subject in those areas? Or what
happens if a subject commits a crime in that area to non-subjects? Does it change anything if both
suspect and victim are UEE subjects? Is property law still effective outside of the territory of the UEE?
What happens when a players steals a ship outside UEE space, but later takes that ship to UEE space.
How is property law going to solve ‘gaps’ in the legal paper trail of property outside UEE territory?
Players are said to be able to play as different species. Players could affiliate with different factions
not belonging to the UEE. How are crimes from those and to those players addressed? Does it
matter whether the crime is committed against a player that is affiliated with the UEE? Does it matter
whether that crime was committed outside UEE territory? How is CIG approaching all these
combinations as soon as players will be allowed to play with as a different affiliate or species?
Within the scope of this paper I do not want to interfere with loremaking at all. Deriving from my
experience in international criminal law I do, however, want to the complex legal matrices they’re
facing as soon as the persistent universe is being expanded with multiple jurisdictions, lawless
system, alien systems, half-lawless affiliations and ultimately playable alien species.
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Hierarchy in jurisdiction
According to lore and the current persistent universe (alpha 3.10 at the time of writing) the UEE will
comprise of different hierarchical jurisdictions.97
The entire Stanton system is subject to UEE law and as soon as a player approaches a planet, a local
jurisdiction also applies (for example the Microtech jurisdiction). So players that reside on or near
planets are subject to at least two jurisdictions.
Being subject to 2 or more jurisdictions simultaneously is very common in the real world. In the
United States for example, you almost can’t get anywhere without at least 2 jurisdictions applicable.
In some countries you cannot take a step without 3 jurisdictions applicable.
Having layered jurisdictions is thus pretty normal. In principle, there is no legal problem with multiple
jurisdictions applicable, as long as they do not regulate the same level of laws.
In the real world, overlapping jurisdictions do normally not regulate the same level of crime, neither
in Federal-type states nor in Unitary-type states (see for a good reference on Federal and Unitary
states the Encyclopaedia Britannica).98 In the United States for example, there is a clear
differentiation between Federal and State law (albeit that both jurisdictions can enforce the Federal
laws due to the Dual Sovereignty Principle). A crime is generally either a state crime or a federal
crime. As soon as it is both, legal conflicts arise that can be hard to solve.
In the current Star Citizen Persistent Universe (Alpha 3.9), both UEE and local law regulate the same
crimes. Battery for example, is both a crime according to UEE and Microtech law. So, if a citizen
commits battery on Microtech, both UEE and local law are applicable. Legally speaking, this is a
conflict in law that must be resolved.

Hierarchical conflicts are not easily resolved
One might think it’s easy to resolve hierarchical conflicts. The UEE law would just overrule planetary
law. That would however negate the autonomy of planetary systems that the planets have according
to lore.99 If the UEE rule always surpasses planetary law, it would not make sense for a planet to
regulate something when the UEE already has a rule for it.
For that reason, hierarchical conflicts are not always solved by a rule that simply states that the
higher rule overrules the lower law. In fact, there are multiple rules for solving hierarchical conflicts.
The rule of ‘the higher rule surpasses the lower rule’ is just one of them.
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It is currently implemented in game. Also the CIG issued post on the Mantis reconfirmed this:
https://robertsspaceindustries.com/comm-link/engineering/17270-Q-A-RSI-Mantis
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https://www.britannica.com/topic/constitutional-law/Unitary-and-federal-systems
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Star Citizen Writers Guides, like: https://robertsspaceindustries.com/comm-link/spectrum-dispatch/12956Writers-Guide-Part-Two
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Lex specialis derogat legi generalis
Another universal principle for solving hierarchical conflicts is the rule ‘lex specialis derogat legi
generalis’. It states that a more specific (lower) rule can overrule a (higher) general rule. Here’s an
example for Star Citizen.
The system of Stanton could have passed a law that crimes against mining are a criminal
offence, punishable with a 5000 UEC fine.
It could however be that at Hurston Lagrange point 3 (let’s say an exceptional good mining
area) there is an increased criminal threat against miners. The entire are is overrun by pirates.
To battle these crimes, the Hurston authorities could pass a specific law which punished the
possession of an anti-mining apparatus X with a 10.000 UEC fine.
Now, when a person possesses the anti-mining apparatus X near Stanton L3, he/she is both
violating the general Stanton law of ‘crimes against mining’ and the specific Hurston law of
‘possessing anti-mining apparatus X’.
The rule of lex specialis derogat legi generalis could then rule that Hurston’s lower but more
specific law overrules the higher more general rule.
Other rules of hierarchical conflict resolving
The rule of ‘the higher rule surpasses the lower’ and ‘lex specialis derogat legi generalis’ are just two
rules of hierarchical conflict resolving. In real life law systems, there are plenty other exceptions.
Another very common principle is that ‘newer’ rules can overrule ‘older’ rules, regardless of
hierarchy.
What is a ‘higher’ rule?
But even the general rule of ‘higher overrules lower’ brings forth questions. Since states are generally
not 100% Federal or Unitary, it’s not always clear who is the ‘higher’ authority. Conflict resolving of
hierarchical jurisdictions is therefore also dependant on power distribution.

Hierarchical power distribution
Regardless of where a society is located on the Unitary-Federal scale,100 initiative of law making and
power distribution is per definition divided between the powers.
In more Unitarian states, the prime authority generally dictates what lower authorities can control
or not. However the prime authority would not exist without the blessing of the lower authorities.
In more Federal societies, local authorities have more sovereignty and the prime authority exists
only by mandate of the lower authorities. That does not mean that the prime authority has not been
awarded the rights to overrule the lower authorities.
Here are some real life examples:
The United Nations is an archetype of a federal authority. Its powers are fully provided by the
supporting nation states, and they could withdraw that powers at any time. Whilst the United
Nations stands on the top of the hierarchical pyramid, the lower authorities maintain
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sovereignty. The United Nations can only make general laws. The United Nations can
however still impose penalties to nation states. It can even legalize armed intervention of a
nation state.
The United Kingdom is considered to be a highly Unitary authority. It rules as supreme leader
over all powers subjected to it, including nations like Scotland and Northern Ireland. The UK
can make laws on specific topics for its subordinates to follow.
Of course, these examples are still not the extremes. The United Nations has received powers
that are not easily revocable (like the powers of the Security Council, that can legitimize armed
conflict) and in the UK subordinates like Scotland could potentially leave the Kingdom.
In practice, most societies are located somewhere in between the two extremes. It is, basically, an
ever-changing dance of power, which goes both top-down and bottom-up.
These dances have (either going up or down) common ways of transferring power.

4 ways of transferring power
No matter where power derives from (either bottom-up or top-down) there are generally four ways
of transferring power.
Let us say the UEE is a unitary authority that wants to transfer criminal-legislative power to planets.
This could happen in the following ways:
-

Closed (planets will prohibit x, on penalty of y)
Semi-closed (planets must prohibit x)
Open (planets are allowed to prohibit x)
Open array (planets can make laws to prohibit behaviour)

For lore, and eventually gameplay, it does matter how the CIG loremakers decide on the transfer of
power within the UEE.
If power on a certain topic (let’s say murder) is transferred closed, all planets will have to punish
murder with a certain penalty.
Planets must punish murder with X
If power is transferred semi-closed, murder will be criminal on all planets, but they are allowed to
set their own penalty.
Planets must punish murder
If the power is transferred open, planets are allowed to prohibit murder. They can choose whether
they want to punish murder.
Planets can punish murder
If the power is transferred in an open array, they are allowed to punish crimes an array of crimes,
like crimes against the life of victims.
Planets can punish lethal crimes against the life of people.
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Or (even more open)
Planets can make laws to criminalize behaviour in their territory, as longs as P, except for Q
In moderate hierarchies, power is often transferred with an open array. This array can be very narrow
like “ the subordinate can make regulations for plumbing” or very broad “the subordinate can set
rules for criminal law”.
Please note however that we are talking about the transfer of power. Even the open of open array
transfer of power “allows” a subordinate to regulate something. This ‘open’ transfer of power implies
that ‘allowance’ is needed. The principle power derives thus from the authority that transfers is.
When power is transferred completely, the receiver becomes the new prime authority on that
specific subject.
This is a hard rule that cannot easily be evaded because ‘powers’ are generally not shared. It’s either
a lower authority that grants a power to the higher authority (federal) or the higher authority grants
power to the lower authority (unitary). There’s no real option for both powers to regulate and
enforce the same rules.
The European Union cannot have the power to allow or revoke member states to regulate X
whilst simultaneously the member states also have the power to allow or revoke the Union
to regulate X.
The European union (as federal power) has been awarded significant powers of its member
states. Although this power derived from the member states, and the member states can
revoke the power, the member states are currently not able to exercise these powers
themselves.
Reality of course entails a mixture of unitary and federal principles. However, one and the same
power is generally not shared (exceptions aside).

Distribution of power in Star Citizen
So power is usually not shared. This is a common principle of law and would also be applicable to
the Star Citizen universe. Albeit complex, there is always a direction of power distribution between
planets and UEE. Even when the UEE would be an absolute unitary authority, it still relies on that
power to be recognized by all the planets. The friction in this distribution of power is very noticeable
in the Star Citizen lore,101 which is something I genuinely applaud.
It is – of course – completely up to the lawmakers whatever system they see fit for the UEE. The UEE
could be absolutely Federal or Unitarian or any variant in between.
Legally speaking however, the UEE should avoid jurisdictional conflicts, especially since there is no
UEE constitutional court to resolve conflicts in hierarchy.
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Considering the difficulty of resolving conflicts in legal hierarchy, combined with the principle of ne
bis in idem¸ the UEE should therefore probably avoid hierarchical conflicts as much as possible.
It also does not make much sense when the UEE criminalises the possession of Widow whilst
simultaneously some daughter planets also implement laws that criminalise the possession or
Widow.
The persistent universe currently (3.9) implemented the following laws:
the UEE jurisdiction states as a misdemeanour:
o The possession of Class A, B, C Controlled substance
the Crusader Industries jurisdiction states as misdemeanour:
o The possession of Class A, B, C Controlled substance.
This is a legal conflict.
In the future of the development of Star Citizen, there could be even more jurisdictions. A person
residing at Kudre ore on Daymar for example could be subject to the following jurisdictions:
-

local jurisdiction of Kudre Ore (an independent mining facility)
the jurisdiction of Daymar
the jurisdiction of Crusader
the jurisdiction of Stanton
the jurisdiction of the UEE

Applying the doctrines of power distribution. A power could be distributed as follows:
The UEE commands that Systems must prohibit possession of instable substances in their
territory.
Subsequently the System of Stanton commands Planets to criminalize possession of X in
crowded areas.
The Planet Crusader could then draft a rule that possession of X is prohibited in crowded
areas. It could also command local jurisdictions like Kudre Ore to criminalize possession of
X.
There are numerous possibilities for the UEE to regulate behaviour in its territory, this is just one
example. The UEE could also keep all micromanagement of power to itself and directly criminalize
possession of X in a list of locations.
As said, the question how power is distributed between authorities is a matter of politics (and thus
lore). Legal doctrines and the lack of a constitutional court to resolve hierarchical conflicts however
pretty much require that two jurisdictions in Star Citizen should not regulate the same behaviour.
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Enforcement
There is a difference between a power to draft laws and the power to enforce that laws.
Laws can be enforced by – for example – arresting a suspect, prosecuting the suspect and executing
punishment to a suspect.

law enforcement
An authority that has (gained) power to draft a law is not necessarily the same authority that enforces
that law. The power of law enforcement is distributed by the same mechanics as the power of
drafting laws, but the two can split ways somewhere in the distribution of power.
In the European Union, the power to draft directives to criminalize certain behaviour are
transferred to the European Parliament, but the power to enforce those laws (arrest,
prosecution and punishment) remain with the member states.102
The International Criminal Court (ICC) has jurisdiction to prosecute suspects of war crimes
and the crime of genocide committed in any country which is member of the Treaty of
Rome. Enforcement regarding the apprehension of suspects is however always done by the
national police authorities of member states (there is no ICC police).
In the real world, the powers to draft and enforce laws are commonly combined. A split between
these powers has to be regarded as an exception. Countries that span vast territories like Russia and
Canada are more inclined to allow (or command) local authorities to enforce federal laws, albeit just
for practical reasons.
These practical reasons could be even more applicable to the universe of Star Citizen.
The territories of the UEE are incomprehensibly vast.103 According to lore, the agents of the UEE
(advocacy) are considered to be elite officers who are occupied with trans-planetary crimes.104 They
couldn’t be bothered with petty crimes in every corner of the universe. It’s therefore logical that the
average crime will be enforced by officers from lower authorities like that of Systems or Planets.
There is however a lot of space in between those systems/planets. It seems reasonable that a System
authority could be responsible for law enforcement in a radius from its sun(s) all the way up to the
furthest Jump Point, covering all planetary bodies, LaGrange points, asteroid fields etc. But who will
enforce the space between two Systems? This question is slightly theoretical because its not very
likely that players will spend a lot of time in between Star Systems. By not being able to travel faster
than light, it can take ages in real life time to travel the actual space in between Systems. The
existence of Jump Points will probably cause the inter-system space to be virtually uninhabited. But
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Technically speaking, the UE actually does not draft laws itself, it makes regulations that the member states
are obligated to implement in their own legal system. This can however be considered as a de facto power to
draft laws.
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The entire universe is reported to be about 400 quadrillion cubic kilometres. How big it will eventually be
depends on the 64 bit precision possibilities.
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still, if there is no authority capable of enforcing laws outside of system space, players will eventually
seeks system’s jurisdictional borders to avoid law enforcement.
Implementation of personal jurisdiction causes the law of a system/planet to be applicable
even outside its territory, but that’s not the subject matter in this paragraph. Even when, for
example, Stanton law (or UEE law for that matter) is applicable to a citizen just outside of
Stanton territory, there is still a need to point out who is the authority for enforcing that crime.
In other words: which authority will impose the fine or prison penalty if a player commits a
crime just outside the border of a Star System?
Distribution of law enforcement powers are also interesting when looking inside a system.
Let us say, for arguments sake, that the Stanton authorities drafted all criminal laws in the system,
but leaves law enforcement of these crimes up to the individual Planetary authorities. Question then
is who is responsible for enforcing criminal law in inter-planetary space. Since planets do not have
a set location in a system, it’s not easy to draw a map that divides law enforcement responsibility
amongst the Planetary authorities. Another option is to point out one specific planetary authority
to enforce the law in all inter-planetary space in the System. Systems could also take turns enforcing
their interplanetary space.
Easiest would be if system authorities would have their own police force to enforce law in interplanetary space and guard important QT lanes between the planets.
Take Sol System for example. Earth’s authorities could enforce law on Earth and Mars’
authorities could enforce criminal law on Mars. Who will enforce law in between the planets?
Who will enforce the laws near Lagrange points in the System and who is concerned with
law enforcement on a planetary body in the System that is not governed by its own
Planetary authority? Would there be a Sol police?
Another option is to give the responsibility of inter-planetary law enforcement to officers of the UEE.
The UEE law us applicable there anyway, but according to my knowledge of the Lore, the UEE lacks
capabilities to enforce criminal law in interplanetary space (except for those crimes that belong to
the jurisdiction of the Advocacy).
A last, and probably most life-like, option is that Planetary authorities in a system together enter an
agreement in which they establish a ‘System authority’. This system authority would be a very
Federal typed authority with a very limited set of powers. It only exist with the blessings of the
Planetary authorities. One of the few goals of the System authority is to combat crimes committed
in inter-planetary space in the System. All member-planets will contribute forces and/or resources
to the System authority. In this example, the System authority will most likely not be granted any
powers to enforce laws inside Planetary jurisdiction.

Different types of law enforcement power
Law enforcement is not a single power. There are powers to arrest suspects, powers to prosecute
the suspect and powers to execute the sentence (actually punish the suspect). These powers do not
necessarily belong to the same authority.
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A player that kills another on the surface of Microtech commits a crime according to Microtech
jurisdiction. He/she could be arrested by Microtech police but still be ‘prosecuted’ in a Stanton
Court, and receives a fine to be paid to Stanton (or serve a prison sentence in any prison withing
Stanton jurisdiction).

Enforcement powers like arresting suspects, prosecution and execution of the punishment can thus
all be appointed to different authorities. This can be as clear or complex as the inter-authority politics
want to.
Due to a complex system of distribution of power, combined with different types of territorial
and personal jurisdiction, the following situation is currently legally possible:
A Belgian citizen commits a crime against a German person in Italy, for which he is arrested
in Greece by Greek police officers, after which arrest the suspect will be prosecuted by a
German court after which the suspect serves the penalty in a Dutch prison.

Extraterritorial Enforcement
In modern International law, extraterritorial jurisdiction in the form of personal jurisdiction is widely
accepted. Extraterritorial enforcement is however not accepted without permission of the receiving
state, in no circumstance. Prohibition of extraterritorial enforcement is perhaps one of the most
clear rules of International law. There are more legal ways to invade another country than to let a
police officer operate in another country without consent of that country’s authorities.
The difference between extraterritorial jurisdiction and extraterritorial enforcement is as
follows: A state can draft a law which is applicable to its citizens, even when they are abroad
(active personal jurisdiction). This is acceptable in International law. However, the state must
wait for the citizen to return to its territory or request extradition. Entering foreign soil to
apprehend a citizen is an absolute no-go.
Of course, there are plenty treaties that provide permission for extraterritorial enforcement. A lot of
neighbouring countries have – for example – rules of hot Pursuit in which they allow neighbouring
enforcing agents to continue a pursuit in their country (to a limited extend). The USA – Mexican
border, where hot pursuit is not allowed, is quite an exception hereto. In the EU Schengen countries,
all states can hot pursuit criminals into neighbouring states.
Another good example of extraterritorial enforcement with permission is the existence of Joint
Investigation Teams (or JITs). Certain treaties allow JITs to operate in different countries, and the JITs
are mostly comprised of officers from all participating states.
Military personnel is often allowed to act or to be stationary on basis of Status Of Force Agreements
(SOFAs). A well know SOFA is the BSA-NATO SOFA of Afghanistan, which allows NATO troops to
act in Afghanistan, for which the Afghan authorities105 thus gave permission.
Let’s get back to Star Citizen.
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There is some debate whether the authorities that gave that permission were actually allowed to give that
permission on behalf of the peoples of Afghanistan, but I’ll leave that matter rest.
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According to the lore, in the Messer era, the advocacy performed “extra-jurisdictional extractions
(pursuit into Banu or Xi’An territory)”.106 These extractions were probably very dangerous for
interspecies politics, and are very interesting for lore and immersion but do not really concern the
daily lives of players.
There are however two aspects of extraterritorial enforcement that can concern players:
Extraterritorial law enforcement by players
Due to the sovereignty of authorities, extraterritorial enforcement is not allowed without permission
of the authorities concerned. Since players will, in some cases, be able to act on behalf of the law,107
players should know where they can operate or not. If mission giver Constantine Hurston would
issue a mission to collect a bounty on behalf of the Authority Hurston Dynamics, a player that
accepts this bounty must be able to know of he/she can execute this bounty in another jurisdiction.
Lore could decide that this Hurston bounties can be collected in the entire Stanton system or even
beyond. It could add value to gameplay if, for example, legal bounty hunting will be limited to
certain jurisdictions. If there would be any limit to this kind of extraterritorial jurisdiction at all, the
question raises what the consequences for violation will be. I can imagine that the UEE can prosecute
players who engage in illegal extraterritorial enforcement. Either way, there’s a lot to think about
and to decide upon.
Hot pursuit
Principally, the hot pursuit of a suspect by police officers must stop at the territorial border. This
well-known principle is often depicted in crime films where the antagonists try to cross the USAMexican border by which all chasing USA police officers are not allowed to continue into Mexican
territory.
The situation of hot pursuit could also happen in Star Citizen. A player who is chased by Hurston
police officers can try to enter into quantum travel to end up in another jurisdiction. The question
then is whether the Hurston police are allowed to follow a suspect in quantum causing them to
operate in another jurisdiction of, for example, Crusader Industries. Deciding upon this question is
not just a matter of legal theory or lore. A possibility for players to escape law enforcement by
quantum travelling into a specific jurisdiction will certainly affect gameplay.
This would not only be the case for Planetary jurisdictions, but also for System Jurisdictions. Players
chased by System law enforces could try to enter a Jump Point to escape the law. It’s then the
question whether the law enforcers are allowed to continue their chase through the Jump Point.
As an alternative to the enabling/disabling of hot pursuit, the chasing authorities could always ‘warn’
other authorities that a criminal will soon enter their jurisdiction and request them to capture the
suspect. A suspect jumping from Stanton system to Terra system could be awaited by Terran police
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It is currently (alpha 3.10) possible to act on behalf of the jurisdiction of Hurston Dynamics’ jurisdiction as
bounty hunter. More options to act on behalf of the law are confirmed.
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at the other end of the jump point. It’s all possible. I encourage the lawmakers, loremakers and
other system designers to take all consequences into account by designing in these topics.

Conclusion
The doctrines and principles of jurisdiction and enforcement together form a web of laws that
basically decide which authority has what powers/responsibilities. Distribution of these powers is
mainly dependent on politics, but there are some universal legal rules that regulate power
distribution withing or between authorities.
Law-making powers for a specific topic, for example, should not be shared by hierarchical
authorities. To prevent jurisdictional conflicts or problems concerning ne bis in idem (double criminal
prosecution) any topic should be the responsibility of just one authority. This applies even more to
Star Citizen since there is no constitutional court to resolve jurisdictional conflicts. Currently (alpha
3.9) there are some crimes that are criminal in multiple hierarchical jurisdictions, which results in a
conflict that should be resolved.
Another common principle is that jurisdiction does not have to be limited to the territory of
authorities. By implementing personal jurisdiction, authorities can claim jurisdiction over their
subjects regardless of their whereabouts, which can lead to multiple jurisdictions being applicable
to a crime. In this case there is no hierarchical conflict. The rule of ne bis in idem however still applies,
so a suspect can only be prosecuted in one of the competing jurisdictions. This is a choice the Star
Citizen law system could be confronted with.
A strict limit to extraterritorial jurisdiction is that extraterritorial enforcement is not allowed.
Authorities’ police officers cannot – without consent - apprehend a suspect outside of their territory.
In the real world, a lot of neighbouring countries allow each other to hot pursuit suspects in their
territory. Allowing or disabling hot pursuit could have gameplay consequences for Star Citizen.
Besides these common principles, there are no real limits to the way in which power can be
distributed. Power can be transferred in several ways and with different consequences. Powers that
seemingly belong to each other (like apprehension of a suspect, prosecution of a suspect and
executing of the sentence) do not necessarily have to be shared by the same authority.
Considering all common principles and doctrines, the distribution of power between and within
authorities can be shaped in very different forms.
In an attempt to kick-start discussions on this subject, I’ll close this chapter with an example of the
distribution of some criminal law making and enforcement powers in the UEE. This example is based
on codes of criminal law and power distribution in the United Nations (UN charter and treaty
collection), the European Union (treaties of Maastricht and Lisbon) and the Treaty of Rome on the
International Criminal Court. With this example I do not at all suggest that I think the laws in the UEE
should be distributed as such. It is merely an example to show possibilities of power distribution,
which hopefully leads to some thoughts or discussions on the topic.
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The Untied Empire of Earth
Decision on
Criminal Jurisdiction and Law Enforcement
(CJLE)
We the peoples of the United Empire of Earth,
Determined to combat crime in the entirety of the galaxy inhabited by humans
Recognizing the sovereignty of Planetary authorities [Planets]
Emphasizing that all Planets are subject to the rule of the United Empire of Earth [UEE]
Obedient to the charter and principles of the UEE
Etc. etc. etc.
Art. 1 – Criminal Sovereignty
1. Planets can decide what constitutes a crime in their jurisdiction
2. Planets are allowed to divide their jurisdiction into sub-jurisdictions
3. Planets are allowed to mandate108 powers and duties to sub-jurisdictions
4. Planets are not allowed to delegate109 or attribute110 powers or duties to sub-jurisdictions
Art. 2 – Planetary jurisdiction
1. The law-making jurisdiction of Planets is restricted to:
a. Criminalizing behaviour inside their territory [territorial jurisdiction]
b. Criminalizing behaviour committed by a subject [active personal jurisdiction]
c. Criminalizing behaviour committed to a subject [passive personal jurisdiction]
2. Planets cannot enforce laws outside of their territory [prohibition of extraterritorial law
enforcement]
3. Planets can temporarily and occasionally allow each other to enforce laws in their territory
[consented extraterritorial law enforcement]
Art. 3 – Principles of Planetary Criminal Law
1. Planets shall have a Code of Criminal Law that unambiguously states what behaviour
constitutes a crime in their jurisdictions [principle of nulla poena sine lege]
2. Planets shall take all appropriate measures to make their Code of Criminal Law accessible
at any time for anyone residing in the UEE, which includes translations in the following
languages [principle of nulla poena sine lege]:
a. [list]
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Mandate = allow a subordinate to act on behalf
Delegate = transfer a power to a subordinate (closed, semi-closed, open or open array)
110
Attribute = create a non-existing power for the subordinate
109
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3. Planets shall not prosecute a subject for behaviour that is not listed as a crime in their Code
of Criminal Law [principle of nulla poena sine lege]
4. Planets shall not prosecute a subject for a crime that has already been prosecuted [principle
of ne bis in idem]
a. This includes previous prosecution by or trough another Planet or System-body
b. This includes previous prosecution by or through the UEE
c. This does not include previous prosecution by other Species
Art. 4 –System Bodies
1. Planets orbiting one or more Stars are considered to be part of a System
2. When a System comprises of one Planet, the jurisdiction of that Planet is extended to the
entire territory of the System.
3. When a System comprises of two or more Planets, the following rules apply:
a. All planets within a System form a System-body
b. System-bodies can make decisions by a majority vote
c. All planets have one vote, regardless of size, political power or population
d. In case of a deadlock any decision must be submitted to and will be decided upon
by the UEE.
e. In case of abstain of cote of 1/3 of the votes, any decision must be submitted to and
will be decided upon by the UEE.
4. Article 1, 2.2, 2.3 and 3 apply mutatis mutandis to System-bodies.
5. The jurisdiction of System-bodies is restricted to the System territories excluding the
Planetary territories. System-bodies cannot apply personal jurisdiction.
Art. 5 – UEE crimes
1. Planets and System-bodies shall include in their Code of Criminal Law the following crimes:
a. Possession and trafficking of Category A substances
b. Possession and trafficking of Category B property
c. Any act or negligence that causes bodily harm to The Imperator
d. Any act or negligence that causes bodily harm to members of the UEE advocacy
e. Any act or negligence that causes bodily harm to a member of an alien species,
except for members of the Vanduul species
f. Murder of a Citizen
g. Murder of a Human
Art. 5 – Acknowledgement of crimes
1. Planets will:
a. acknowledge UEE-crimes listed in art. 5
b. acknowledge System-body crimes
2. System-bodies will:
a. acknowledge UEE crimes listed in art. 5
b. acknowledge Planetary crimes
3. Planets and System-bodies shall take appropriate measures to prevent (acknowledged)
crimes.
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Art. 6 –Law enforcement
1. UEE officials can:
a. Investigate all crimes
b. Apprehend all suspects of any crime
c. Prosecute all crimes
d. Execute all legal punishments imposed by any court in the UEE
2. System-bodies can:
a. Investigate all crimes
b. Apprehend suspects of any crime that reside within the System’s territory
c. Prosecute crimes committed within the System’s jurisdiction
d. Prosecute crimes committed in two or more Planetary jurisdictions within the
System
e. Execute punishment of crimes they can prosecute
f. Execute punishment on behalf of Planetary bodies
g. Execute punishment on behalf of the UEE
3. Planets can:
a. Investigate all crimes
b. Apprehend suspects that reside within the Planet’s territory
c. Prosecute crimes committed within the Planet’s jurisdiction
d. Execute all punishment of crimes they can prosecute
e. Execute punishment on behalf of System-bodies
Art. 8 Jurisdictional conflicts
1. When multiple authorities are able to investigate a crime, they all remain able to do so.
2. When multiple authorities are able to apprehend a suspect, they all remain able to do so,
however:
a. suspects apprehended by a Planet must, when requested, be handed over to their
System-body or the UEE.
b. Suspects apprehended by a System-body must, when requested, must be
handed over to the UEE.
3. Following art. 3.4, suspects can only be prosecuted by one authority.
4. Crimes listed in art. can only be prosecuted by, or on behalf of the UEE.
5. Crimes not listed in art. 5 but are only punishable by a fine, will be prosecuted by the
authority that detected the crime.
6. Other crimes can be prosecuted by any authority, subject to the following rules:
a. A crime that can be prosecuted by both a Planet and its System-body will be
prosecuted by the System-body.
b. A crime that can be prosecuted by multiple Planets in one System-body will be
prosecuted by the System-body.
c. A crime that can be prosecuted by multiple System-bodies will be prosecuted by
the UEE.
d. A crime that can be prosecuted by multiple Planets belonging to multiple Systembodies will be prosecuted by the UEE.
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7. Authorities that can prosecute a crime are also allowed to execute the punishment. They
are allowed to request another jurisdiction to execute the punishment on their behalf.
Art. 9 – Hot Pursuit
1. Notwithstanding article 8, all Planets and System-bodies must allow officers of other
authorities to continue an ongoing effort to apprehend or detain a suspect in their
territory.
2. Any authority’s officer in cross-border hot pursuit must immediately warn the invaded
authority of the hot pursuit.
3. When the invaded authority states that the pursuit will be taken over, the invading officers
have to leave the invaded territory without delay.
Art. 10
1. Notwithstanding the principles of sovereignty, any Planet must allow officials from other
Planets in its System to:
a. Reclaim stolen property
b. Execute bounty missions
[etc. etc. etc.]
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Conclusion
A computer game that only allows players to harm each other in set areas under certain conditions
does not need to address topics like intent, consent and justifications like self-defence. These games
however need to add safe zones or opt-in PvP mechanics to prevent total anarchy.
A computer game that only allows property to be handed over trough trade-consoles does not
need to address crimes like theft and embezzlement or property laws like ownership, possession
and third party liability. These games however cannot enforce players to return borrowed property.
They do not enable strangers to safely hire another to transport their property.
A computer game that does not properly address causation cannot detect crimes committed with
use of the environment. It cannot determine who committed a crime, and who contributed to that
crime.
A computer game that does not determine who the legal victim of a crime is, cannot allow victims
to waive prosecution or to press charges.
A computer game that does not address mens rea cannot distinguish intentional traffic collisions
from accidents. It cannot detect harm caused due to reckless mining or recklessly operating a
vehicle. It cannot detect who is an honest taxi driver and who is deliberately harbouring a fugitive.
It cannot determine whether other crew members are responsible for a crime committed by a single
turret operator.
A computer game that does not address the unlawfulness of behaviour, cannot distinguish between
legal and illegal killing. These games cannot prosecute murderers and simultaneously allow for legal
bounty hunting. These games cannot distinguish aggravated assault from self-defence.
Star Citizen’s law system needs to address all these topics. The game aims to enable players to do
anything they want, but face the consequences of committing a crime. The law system therefore
needs to be able to be able to distinguish crimes from legal behaviour. It thus needs to know what
harm is, who the victim is, what the suspect did, the causal relation between the suspect’s behaviour
and the harm, the intent or recklessness of a player and the unlawfulness of his/her behaviour. To
prevent impunity of co-perpetrators, it needs to be able to detect contributions to a crime. To be
able to detect property crimes, it needs to understand property law. To enable trade and services
between players, the property law needs to have more depth than just registering who owns what.
In fact, to enable all gameplay mechanics the developers aim to, they need a law system that
resembles that of real life. Exceptions aside, the law system needs to deal with a lot of the same
issues as in real life.
Being an automated law system in a computer game however has some distinct differences from
real life law systems. One of the most obvious differences is that Star Citizen’s legal system is
automated and does not allow for human decision making. There is no criminal trial or rules of
procedure. Any legal question needs to be answered trough predetermined rules that leave little to
no room for ambiguity or open ends like “reasonable cause of harm” or “recklessly”.
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It needs to predetermine what reckless behaviour is, what causes of harm are, what possible criminal
contributions to a crime are, when a player is considered to have intent on a crime, etc. This is going
to be a challenge for the developers but, as showed in this Lawmaker’s Guide to the Galaxy is not
at all impossible.
On the other side, there are some serious advantages of an automated law system in a computer
game. The Star Citizen’s servers are aware about everything that happened. There is no need for a
trial and jury to determine what has happened, the server just knows. There is no ‘whodunit’ in Star
Citizen law.
Not unlike real life, subjective mental elements of a crime the intent of a player, must be determined
on the basis of behaviour (both computer game and real life law systems cannot prove what a
suspect thinks). The Star Citizen law system knows exactly what the behaviour of a player is. It can
detect whether a pilot tried to reduce speed and steer away from a vehicle he/she crashed into, or
that the player accelerated and maintained vector on the target. It can detect a player putting full
throttle on a mining laser (to detect possible crimes due to reckless mining).
Another difference to real life is the legal interaction between subjects of a law system. People in
real life often grant and revoke legal rights implicitly. A person can allow a visitor to enter his/her
home by standing in such a way that the visitor may understand that he is allowed to enter, without
speaking a word. Real life is full of these implied granting and revoking of rights. An automated law
system in a computer game will not understand these implicit messages of players. The Star Citizen
law system still needs to be able to detect who is allowed to enter a building or ship, and (more
important) who isn’t. These issues can mainly be solved by party and org mechanics, combined with
player contracts and a suggested system for player consent. Space ships should also have doorbells.
There are of course workarounds and cheats to avoid addressing difficult topics like intent of a
suspect. Games have been getting away with that for ages. These incomplete solutions will however
never achieve the quality of law enforcement Star Citizen aims at. Furthermore, a law system that
holistically addresses all the elements of criminal liability can add an inestimable value to gameplay.
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